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FRIDAY, MAY 7 1993

Mur
If she goes to
w w jail, or she gets
parole, that's temporary
But theleelings, the
pain she is going to
feel will last forever. a

SERVING MURRAY & CALLOWAY COUNTY SINCE 1879

Education Commissioner
tours Calloway Middle

77
By JOHN P. TAYLOR
Murray Lodger & Times Suit Writer

A quartet of Calloway County
eighth graders was handed a tremendous responsibility Thursday
morning: act as tour guides for
Dr. Thomas Boyscn, stated education commissioner.
Boyscn arrived at Calloway
County Middle School _early in
the morning, long before students
began filling the halls. He met
with the faculty to discuss the

supposed to go out there,
dunk, rebound and battle.
I was just doing my job.
!Shaquille 0'Neal9
page 10

. Kentucky Education Reform Act
(KERA) arid listen to problems

JONES UPSET
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
Gov. Brewton Jones accused
the Kentucky Chamber of
Commerce of dealing in bad
faith Thursday after he learned
during a speaking engagement
the business group opposed his
health-care reform plan. Page
13.

RIVERS ON A ROL
INDIANAPOLIS — Doc
Rivers doesn't look for 3-point
shots in an offense that has
Patrick Ewing at center. Thant
doesn't mean he Won't take
them when he's left open.
Page .10.

concerning the Act. •
"You're going to have problems anytime there is change,"

Boyscn said after his nearly twohour tour. "But you can't have
people on board and off board
because that polarizes things."
Little polarization was found.
said Boysens, as Liberty Urbane'
.Dea Banks, Patricia Greer and
Harley Gamble escorted him
from classroom to classroom.
What he found in Calloway
County Middle, ink of only 11
schools nationwide selected last
year by the National Alliance for
RestructUing for a pilot project to

'today partly sunny. Isolated
thunderstorms possible in the
afternoon. Highs 85 to 90.
Southeast wind 10 to 15 mph.
Chance of rain 30 percent.
Tonight partly cloudy. Lows in
the lower 60s. South wind 5 to
10 mph. Saturday partly
cloudy. Highs in the mid-80s.

simulatae the spread of education
refi3Vm. was "one of the most
progresive schools in the state."
Unlike school classrooms of
old, where desks are in 'OK and
the teacher stands in front tsf,the
bored onlookers and spews a
monotone dialogue, the new
structure features a more active
role for students..
In One class, students were pre-

paring for an earthquake with
Murray as the epicenter. The students were city officials whose
responsibilities were to control
looting, direct traffic, handle
emergencies and restore order.
Another group in the class would
head the local newspaper and
design a process to best use its
resources to assist the city.
Student responsibility increases
under the new system, which features groupings of students working independently throughout the
day.
"Under the new system, kids
learn to use resources," said Marilyn Willis, principal. "Concrete
schedules don•t work because
students learn at different paces.
This program allows us to vary
the approach for each student."

JOHN P TAYLORitedgef & Times prim°
y County Middle School stuCallowa
to
speaks
ioner,
commiss
on
educati
Dr. Thomas Boysen, state
Thursday.facility
that
toured
dents David Creen (left) and Jimmy Williams as he

That flexibility, according to
Willis, has intrigued people who
are just now catching on to the
team teaching concept.
That concept. in which groups
of teachers work together to present the subject matter. impressed
Boysen.
"Students realls want to learn

check you'vte_heen waitily, for. It
probably won't be there. until
July.
A spokesman for state Treasurer. Frances Jones Mills said
.ThurSday the treasury is ready to
cut refund checks for more than
-100,000 people, but the Finance
Cabinet has not granted
permission.

The last time . the Finance
Cabinet gave permission to issue
a batch of refund checks was on
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -School-related taxes on cable
television services can be
removed by voters, the Kentucky
Court of Appeals ruled today.
A three-judge panel said the__
tax on gross receipts of cable
companies is subject to the same
levy recall procedure that applies
to other utility taxes.
That reversed a Davicss Circuit
Court ruling against Owensboro
Cablevision Inc. in a 1991 lawsuit involving the city and county
school boasds. Davicss County
Clerk Mike Libs also was a
defendant because he declined to

MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday -Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.

April 26.
Gov. Brereton Jones said he
did not know if checks...were
being held.
Officials from the Revenue and
Finance _cabinets did not return
telephone cads for comment.
But the reason for the delay.
may he in another document the

non by which two M adi sonvitle
take action on petitions for a
precincts voted to ban alcohol
recall election.
Educa•
y
Kentuck
1990
sales.
the
In
tion Reform Act, the . General
A three-judge panel rejected a
Assembly added cable television claim by several Madisonville
to the list of utilities that could _re_sklents that the statute govern - n g the election ----Wzis
be taxed by scho61 hôaid.
But the new tax also was cov- unconstitutional.
ered by a statute specifying
A 1948 statute allows local-

which school taxes were subject
to recall, the court said in an
opinion by Judge Michael McDonald of Louisville.
The case was returned to Dav_less Circuit Court with orders to
allow a recall election.
The court also upheld an clec-

BE BACK NEXT FALL

CLASSIFIEDS
To place a classified ad, call
753-1916 between 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday -Friday or 8
a.m.-noon Saturday and ask
for the classifieds department.
Please Lheck rates and deadline information on the first
page 01 the classified ads
section.
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option elections in precincts of
cities that have voted themselves
"wet'' after the county has
adopted prohibition. It applies to
cities of the first four classes.
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males and the General AssembIs's economist said last month
the' will not meet even the lower

Zoning regulations may
prohibit chip mill operation
U.DDYVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Efforts to build a wood chip mill at
the Lyon County Port Authority may have suffered a setback when
officials learned zoning regulations apParently don't allow its operation .on, the proposed site.
Canal Wood Corp. wants to build the chip mill on 20 acres
leased from the port authority, buTibe-eompany's -proposal has triggered a fight between opponents and supporters that has dragged on
for. months.
Eddyville Mayor Jerry Peek told the port authority board Thursday night that the port authority is timed light industrial, except for
a small area that is zoned residential.
Peck said the Eddyvillc City Council has voted aminst locating
the chip mill at the port, which set off a sharp exchange with the
hoard's chairman.

TURN TO PAGE 2
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American authors ot tkat same
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Although Calloway County
Middle is ahead of most schools
in KERA implementation, Boyseri says the journey never ends.
"I'in thrilled with Calloivay
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Court rules tax subject to recall

LAKE STAGES

under this system." he said. "It
gives them a work - ethic. Here,
kids are being prepared for life
after school instead of just the
nest grade."
In one team teaching ci fort.
students were learning the 11151°1-L.11 ispects of the Civil War,
hue also studs infthe important

State apparently holding refund checks
• FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Don't bother looking in your
mailbox for that state tax refund
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IN Zoning regulations...
FROM PAGE 1
"The council doesn't have any
authority over this port," said
Herb Schreiner, the board's
chairman.
"Yes, they do to a certain
extent," said Peek, who noted
that the city's zoning ordinances
don't allow for the chip mill in
light industrial zoning.
"The city of Eddyville came
out against this in October,"
Peek said.
Schreiner replied, "Fine. They
can be against it and we'll still
have a chip mill."

Local News Putilldiip

Another board member, Jerry
Southard, said Canal Wood Corp.
was given an option on the land
and its officials should talk to the
city if zoning changes are
needed.
"Whatever it takes to make the
land usable to. Canal Wood is
their responsibifity," Southard
said.
Larry Otis, vice president of
Parker Towing Co. of Alabama,
said, "This Piece of property was
represented to us as zoned properly. We wouldn't be here today"
if they thought it was not toned

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

Dail% Nit ndas - Friday

Ship 1Neekly & Sa%e money

In October 1992, the board
voted 4-3 to. re-enter into an
option tease with Parker Towing
for thc mill.
Then, several months ago, the
board agreed to apply for a U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers permit
on behalf of Parker Towing. The
permit would allow Construction
of a conveyor to be used to transport wood chips to waiting
barges. In March, the board voted

FROM PAGE 1
"dry" in 1942. Fifty years later,
Madisonville voted to end prohibition within its limits. Residents of two precincts — Seminary and Mill — then filed peti-

p
UPS Pick-Up
UPS

%1-1 I

properly.
"It was represented to us as an
industrial site," Otis said. "If it's
not, it was misrepresented."

to withdraw its application until
Parker Towing provided more
detailed plans.
At -the board's Thursday night
meeting, Schreiner asked board
members to approve a new permit
application for the conveyor.
Southard responded that he
remains unsatisfied with plans
provided by Parker Towing. He
said he is interested in a more
detailed sketch.
Port authority attorney G.L.
Ovey urged the boarcl to table
further discussion of re-applying
for the conveyor permit and
allow him 30 days to study the
zoning problems.

•Court rules...

our Con% enience \in• Offers

For

a.m.- X p.m. Sat.
e.1.111.• 7 p.m. Sun 1-:; p.m.
641 ‘.
04mpit Pla/a
753.1380

tions for local-option elections to
be held last August.
Another group of residents
filed suit to preveni an election,
but Hopkins Circuit Court
refused.
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APARTMENT BURGLARY REPORTED
Henry Lee Beach, Sycamore Street, reported to police that his apartment
had been entered while he was out of town for a few weeks. According to
Murray police reports, fishing equipment, a telephone, potted plants, a picture and other items were missing from the apartment. An investigation is
continuing.

DUI ARREST LEADS TO OTHER CHARGES
According to the Murray Police Department, Mitchell S. Darnell, 30. Rt. 1
Almo, was arrested at the Murray-Calloway County Park at 1:11 a.m. May 7
and charged with driving under the influence. Following his arrest, a search
of the vehicle resulted in the discovery of drug-related objects. Darnell was
then charged with possession of marijuana less than eight ounces and possession of drug paraphernalia.

DOMESTIC DISPUTE ENDS WITH ARREST
Dickie L. Roberts, 42, Rt. 1 Hazel, was arrested and charged with fourthdegree assault at 1:31 a.m. May 7 at 304 S. Fourth Street after he was
allegedly involved in a domestic dispute Roberts was transported to the
Calloway County Jail.

•Postal officials...
FROM PAGE 1

K

FROM 'PAGE 1
was written from intotmation
turned over from the Revenue
Cabinet tifi the treasury on April
16 and released by the Finance
Cabinet on April 26.
On April 22. Finance Secretary
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SUBSCRIPTION RATES in uses already
served by carriers $5 per month, payable in
advance By mail r Calloway Co and to
Barton. Hardin, Maylisid. Sedalia and Far
mington, Ky and to Pans, Buchanan and
Puryear, Tenn $57 per year By mei to other
destinations 164 50 per year
•• • •
To reach all departments of the nevrJpapev
phone 753.1916
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Whole $8

&

Halves $4
- Also Pork loin Sandwiches $25° each

All Proceeds Donated to the
First Christian Church
Youth Group.

FROM PAGE 1
County school,' the commissioner said. "They are, well on the
right path, but there is no end to
, The journey_ We're atw ay s Jry
0 improve.-

SUBSCRIBE

DAVID STOM
Circulation Manager

Whole $5 & Halves $25°

Pat Mulloy told . the- interim
Appropriations and Revenue
Committi:e the administration
hoped to avoid holding refunds in
order to balance the budget again
this year. though he did not rule.
out the possibility.

•Reform...

WALTER L. APPERSON
Publisher

Pork
Ribs

always looks like nobody's ever
there."
Postmaster General Mar'. in
Runyon ordered an my estigation
and aryived in Dearborn late
Thursday. •
Experts say the stress of constant deadlines, coupled with per-.
aptions sji low status and a management style that can make it
seem as though managers don't
care make postal workers vulnerable to potential—vaence.
Although acts of violence
occur at oth6- husineSses with
similar problems, James Fox,
dean of the college of criminal
justice 31 Boston's Northeastern
University, said that with 750,000. •
employees nationwide, the ptSt office can be expected to have
more incidents.

•State...
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Crimestoppers of Murray and Calloway County is offering a $400 double
reward for information that leads to the arrest of the person or persons
involved in the theft of car stereos from Purdom Oldsmobile and Cain's AMC
Jeep. Three stereos were stolen from Purdorn!s lot valued at $1.800. One
stereo was stolen from Cain's valued at $600. Entry was gained into the
vehicles by punching out the door locks with some type of tool. These thefts
took place at approximately 8:30 p.m. May 3. If anyone has information
about these or other crimes, call Crimestoppers at 753-9500 and remain
aponymous.

were made. He said Jasion had 26
guns registered to him.
•
Hilbun, who lived alone, kept
to • himself, and covered his
- home's windows with newspaper
last fall, said Pamela Capotioli,
who lived nearby.
"He was kind of a strange
character," she said. "He wasn't
real friendly with us."
Hilhun, who was firea last year
tor thsciplinary problems, was
diagnosed as manic depre,ssive
while committed to a mental hospital following a drunken driving
arrest last summer, said his attorney, Donald Glenn Rubright.: .
"We'd sec him go in at night
with a six-pack and that was it,"
said neighbor Cat Bronson. "It

6th & Main
753-0489

752-1222

OF MURRAY AND CALLOWAY rot JN I Y
CRIMESTOPPERS OFFERS REWARD

Russell I. Foster, 22, Ash Street, was arrested at 7.25 a.rn_ May 7 at 202
North Cherry and charged with violation of a protective order, according to
reports from the Murray Police Department.

Ross
Insurance
Agency

Two year old 3 bedroom, 2 bath country home located on 5
acres with barn.Just4 milesfrom Murray. Listed in the $80's.
Call 753-1222 for a showing of this property.
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Universities devastated by budget cuts
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Budget problems on university
campuses arc endangering physical facilities, cutting classes and
driving faculty toward burnout.
Western Kentucky University
President Thomas Meredith said.
Meredith told the interim Education Committee that the state is
neglecting its universities.
"We're deeply concerned that
higher education is not a priority
in this state anymore," Meredith

said Thursday.
Meredith was acting as spokes-man for the eight university presidents to continue their complaints about state funding for
higher education. The schools
have had to endure many of the
smile cuts imposed on other state
agencies as state revenues have
consistently failed in recent years
to meet projections.
This year. for the first time.
actual appropriations to the uni-

versities fell. And money was cut
further by a revenue shortfall in
March.
Meredith said students are having to bear a greater share of the
financial burden with higher tuition and fees. And universities
are getting more money from
other sources. But those sources
cannot replace state tax dollars,
Meredith said.
Meredith said schools have
deeply cut their budgets.

"There's nothing left. It's not
a political cut anymore. It's a real
cut and that's not a threat,"
•
Meredith said.
Maintenance on buildings has
been delayed, part-time faculty
members have not been hired,
classes have not been offered and
teachers have greater work loads,
Meredith said.
"We're _on a dead run toward
severe burnout on our campuses," Meredith said.

•

Infant left in baby sitter's car.0 es
GEORGETOWN. Ky.(AP). —
A state-certified baby sitter who
forgot a 5-month-old boy and left
him for more than an hour in her
car was charged with reckless
homicide in the baby's death.
Sebastian Kiser died Thursday,
as temperatures rose into the 80s.
Scott County Coroner Marvin
,Yocum said "preliminary results
indicate the cause of death -Was
hyperthermia due to excess of
heat in a confined area (car)."
Martha King Johnson, 49, had
been home. for _an hour after
going to the store when she realized she had forgotten to take

medics. arrived at 12:29 and
Sebastian out of the car, police
said. When she found him in the began trying to resuscitate him.
Doctors tried unsuccessfully
car, he was not breathing.
Police said Johnson was watch- for 40 minutes to revive the child
ing eight other children Thursday at Scott General Hospital. When
he was pronounced dead less than
ages 4 or younger. A certificate
said she was licensed to watch an hour later, his temperature was
104 degrees, Yocum said.
six children.
Kiser said she thought the
Johnson apparently had taken
all of the children with her to the death was accidental. She said
store because no one was helping she does not harbor ill feelings
her watch them, police said.
toward Johnson.
When Johnson found the child
"If she goes to jail, or she gets
about 12:20,. p.m. EDT. she - parole, that's temporary," Kiser
brought....himnsidc_. called his _said_ "But feelings, the pain she
mother, Amber Kiser, 20, and is going to feel, will last
then called 911, police said. ParaCorcver."

•

Kiser works as a fast-food
cashier in Georgetown and lives
with her father, Bradley. Sehastian's father is in the '\•.1

1993 Plymouth Colt
Air cond., local trade-in and only 2,364
miles. #9040

NOW $8,295

WAS $8,795

Bradley Kish said he believed
Johnson's sitter operation was
run properly. "She made a ims-

take that she will sutler for the
rest of her life. She's been very
good to my grandchildren."
Both of Amber Kiser's child
ln. Forest, 18 months, and.
Sebastian, have been cared for by
Johnson.

Weather helping farmers catch up on planting
HENDERSON, Ky. (AP) —
Rainy days and muddy fields put
some western Kentucky 'farmers
behind scheduled in planting
corn, but the picture is
improving.
"The wnny skies we've had
the past few days have helped
farmers across the state do some
catching up," said state agricultural Statistician David
Williamson.
- "This time a year ago, we
would have had two-thirds of the
crop planted. This year, we have

less than one-half, but we're

gaining ground," Williamson
said Thursday.
Leo Mattingly Sr. of Mattingly
Farms in Henderson 'County,
raises 900 to 1,000 acres of corn,

but so far "we haven't planted a
_.•_
grain."
"Last year at this time. I'd say
we were done," Mattingly added.
"We would have probably
started Monday or Tuesday if it
hadn't rained." Instead, some
two inches of rain fell between
the weekend and Tuesday.
Farmers in-the area like to start
planting corn by mid-April, or

late April at the latest. But wet
conditions last month limited
field work throughout the
nation's prime corn states.
AS of Sunday, only 9 percent
of the crop had been planted

farmers were expected to plant
1.4 million acres of corn and 1.2
million acres a soybeans, which

-throughout tire I7-state Corn
Belt, compared to an average of
32 percent by this time of 'year,
according to the Kentucky Agricultural Statistics Service.
In Kentucky, 28 percent of the
crop had been planted as of Sunday, but that was still way behind
the avethge of 42 percent.
Williamson said Kentucky's

Henderson County Agricultural
Extension Agent Mike Smith
estimated that "less than 10 percent of the corn is planted in this
county," where 76,000 acres are
expected to be planted.
'We real') need to get some
grain in the ground." he
"That might have happened it
this week had been -dry."

1988 Lincoln Town Car
Signature Series, extra nice, low mileage, local trade-in. #8516

"start going into the ground alter
the first of May."

NEWS OF THE WORLD

TRIPLE CHANCE

SERBIAN REBELS KEEP FIGHTING

SARAJEVO, Bosnia-Herzegovina (AP) — Bosnian Serbs have lost their
main backers and gained the wrath of President Clinton, but the rebels were
undeterred. Sarajevo radio said at least 130 civilians were killed when Serb
troops advanced on the eastern Muslim enclave of Zepa. Zepa is one of
only two Muslim military strongholds left in eastern Bosnia. Its capture
_would bring Bosnia_sSerbs closer to their goal of seizing the entire region
and uniting it with Serbia. Reports by Sarajevo radio and ham radio operators detailing deaths and destruction in Zepa Wednesday and Thursday
could not be independently confirmed because there are no foreign
observers there. In New York Thursday. Bosnian Ambassador Muhammed
Sacirbey said some 40,000 civilians were trapped in the eastern enclave
and at least 134 had been killed. His government implored the U.N. Security
Council to evacuate more than 200 wounded civilians from Zepa,

GRAND PRIZE! Player's Riverboat Casino Cruise for Two with
Buffet Dinner, Night's Stay atthe Executive InnPaducah, and s300 Cash.
1ST PRIZE! (5) Player's Riverboat Casino Cruises for Two and
100 Cash.

4

CLINTON PRESURES ALLIES TO ACT

Winners -(Per Store) Weekly

(N- ames Drawn Weekly Entered in Final Drawing)

WASHINGTON (AP) — Refocusing on military options after a setback for
diplomacy, President Clinton is pressing hesitant allies to "act with us" on
•tiii.igh steps against Serb forces in Bosnia. The administration, frustrated by
Serb rejection of a U.N. peace plan, expects it will be weeks rather than
days before military action might commence. "America has made its position clear and is ready to do its part," Clinton told a trade group Thursday.
"But Europe must be willing to act with us. We must go forward together."
After the Serb parliament rejected the peace accord. Clinton again stressed
his plan for military intervention but did not discard hope for a peace agreement. The president favors a dual approach of limited bombing strikes on
-Serb artillery and-the arming of.Bosnian. Muslims. The allies fear that both.

• 20 Lottery Tickets
• 12 Packs of Pepsi Products
• 34 oz. Jr. Food Mart Mug with Fill
RUIN: 1) Mug! be 21 years old. 2) Each entry must be three (3)consecutive one dotter ($1) lottery
scratch-on tvitess still attached or- two(2) COntaCutiva Bingo saatch•off tickets still ettathed or- an
entry dank avallable from a JP F000 Marl Cashew One entry blank per customer per ton. 3)No Ilmll
On lottery ticket entries but ticksio must be pure-Need from a JR Food Mart In Calloway. Graves or
Marshal County 4[adh entry must have a lergiblaname &phone number. 5) Enotoyees of West Ky.
Food SONO" inc & their lanslase not ersble. 6) Grand PIRO drawing to be held July I, 1993. 7)
Playa's Riverboat Como 5 not a sponsor and accepts no rusponsblSy In connection with MS
promo/on

approaches could widen the war.

SIXTH MAN CHARGED IN BOMBING

KENTUCKY

LOTTERY

NEW YORK (AP) — A Palestinian accused of entering the United States
'carrying books on how to drake bombs of the sort used to blow up the World

Trade Center became the sixth person charged in the attack. Ahmad Ajaj, a
27-year-old who was deported from Israel in 1991, was charged Thursday
with conspiracy to destroy the twin, 110-story towers. He has been in jail for
most of the past eight months — including the day of the Feb. 26 blast — for
illegally entering the country with a forged Swedish passport. The federal
charges linked him directly to at least one of the men previously charged,
but the precise role Ajaj is alleged to have played in the bombing was not
immediately known. His lawyer, Lynne Stewart, faxed the charges to The
Associated Press. U.S. prosecutors were not immediately available for comment. Stewart said in a statement that Ajaj would be arraigned this afternoon. The bombing killed six people and injured more than 1,000. Investigators said some 500 poUnds of chemical explosives were detonated in a van
parked in a garage underneath the complex. Ajaj told The Associated Press
recently that he entered the country'last year carrying bogus passports and
books on making bombs — claims confirmed in the federal charges.

0'Q/A

WASHINGTON (AP) — Bill ant, Hillary Clinton have lived in the White
House less than four months.- but there already are times When they look 'at
each other and freely confess they're exhausted. "The question is, is there
ever. a Saturday or a Sunday when we don't say that to each other," Clinton
said in "A Day at the White House," a behind-the-scenes look at 1600 Pennsylvania Ave. happenings on a randomly chosen day Thursday. But he's
not complaining, Clinton assured interviewer Tom Brokaw on the NBC special airing tonight. "We signed on for the whole load, and we like it," Clinton
declared. "We believe in it. and we're very upbeat about our prospects to
help change the country."

When?

Where? The Walk: All around Murray

To celebrate the joys of life
and'the accomplishments of
the ministry the past 10 years.

How? Pledge Sheets and Tickets for
BBQ available at the LifeHouse.

Meet at LifeHouse
The BBQ: at LifeHouse

Sunday

mand "Snow re. Pr'
:y 'ors r
Frog Legs, Catfish, Crab in butter, Crab Cakes,
Shrimp, Salad Bar, Vegetables, Incredible
Dessert Bar and Much, Much More'(Oyster .reliable)
: c

10

$1295

Please bring your

Saturday And Sunday
Country Ham, Bacon, Sausage, White a Redeye

Gravy, Fried Potatoes, Eggs, French Toast Stacks,
Homemade Biscuits, Fruit & Juice Bar
-We Serve Maxwell House coft..-

Cornbread Dresonng. Southern Fried Chicken, Rat.
Q Ribs. Turkey & ',reusing. Country Ham,Several
tables, 30 Item Soup & Salad Rat,
Fresh V
Bar
Dehttout
II Aid 4 AIL Pteee Peso Met Valid Walk T.0eler.

lawn chair.
„

COUNTRY HAM BREAKFAST BUFFET

I 4:1

Why?

May 15, 1993

The Walk: 9:30 a.m.
The BBQ: @11:30 a.m.

Delicious Dining
Begins At Lacey's
Open WetInestla

Walk For Life!

Any Way You Do It

A DAY IN THE WHITE HOUSE

$399
•1e°
a‘CP,Ieis°
top0

Invite family, friends, neighbors,
churches to get involved. 7.titija-t6

e
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For More Information:
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LIFEHOUS
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Crisis Pregnancy
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11106 Chestnut Street
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Jury still out...

Allies noncommittal as
Christopher comes home
- By BARRY- SCHWEID
AP Diplomatic Writer

BONN, Germany (AP) — As Secretary of State Warren Christopher
- heads home, he won,t,Aso bringing President Clinton a European vote
of confidence in his plan to force peace in the Balkans.
But the jury is still out, and to hear a senior U.S. official tell it
Thursday night, Turkey. France and Germany are moving in the president's direction.
Not all of Christopher's traveling corps of State Department and
.
Pentagon personnel were going _home with him.
Encouraged by hopes Russia will support a military operation,
Christopher was sending Strobe Talbott, his senior adviser on Russia,
and Lt.'Gen. Barry McCaffrey, top aide to Joint Chiefs of Staff Chairman Cohn Powell, back to Moscow for more talks.
The trend could accelerate. There is far less confidence in a negotiated settlement now'that the self-styled Bosnian Serb legislature has
rejected the international peace plan that Serb Mader Radovan Karadzic signed in Athens. last Sunday.
Christopher had warned the allies throughout his six-day trip that
the Serbs could not be taken at their word. Nor does he intend to slow
down until the peace plan is put to a vote in Bosnia's Serb-held territories in mid-May.
"I hope we can take some action before the vote on the referendum" the senior official said. "I don't. want.to give away the time. 1
think that would be a serious mistake."'
By now, Christopher is convinced the allies see the U.S. point .that
the only practical approach is to threaten the Serbs with an attack on
their artillery sites and with a lifting of the U.N. arms embargo against
Bosnia's Muslims.
On the other hand, the official, speaking under ruleS that shielded
his identity, acknowledged that • "we have not, yet developed a
consensus."
That is, the allies still question the wisdom of using force. The?-*e
most concerned it could spread the war from Bosnia-Herzegovina and
endanger U.N. forces involved in relief operations.
"At this point, there is Very little the president_can go to the Arrieri,
can people with," the official said.
Christopher, in constant touch with Clinton throtighout his livenatin trip despite a faulty telephone system aboard his U.S. Air Force
jet, will report to Clinton once he gets home.
Christopher may have to come hack to Europe again, though no one
is willing to admit that yet. Or Clinton may have to revise his
strategy, which Christopher acknowledged this week is a possibility.
. One item under serious consideration is setting up so-called safe
havens for displaced civilians. It would give them a place to go and to
be fed. But it would take a substantial number of troops to assertible
and protect them.
. France .backs a U.N. resolution to set up the...safe havens, and it has
substantial support among Clinton administration officials.
In any event, the senior official said: "We're moving from consultation into the direction of closure. I see this coming around. I see this
coming together."
After telephoniffg Clinton from -Bonn on Thursday - the line didn't
work on the plane — Christopher said he would go home, as scheduled-, 'after a stop in Rome today.
"He instructed me to continue on the track with resolve and deter•
mination," Ctstistopher said.
But, significantly, the secretary of state did not claim the allies had
been swayed to Clinton's projected' course of action. He said the
United States and its allies still must have "some conversations as to
deeper details ... to try to devise some more effective action."
Christopher's diplomatic reputation could depend on the outcome.
EDITOR'S 'Nom — Barry ,Schweid has covered diplomacy for
The Associated Press since 1973.

LETTERS TO TIlE EDITOR

New attorney to begin practice
Dear Editor:
This letter is written to inform you that I have successfully passed
the Kentucky Bar Exam and plan to takOthe oath below the Supreme.
Court of Kentucky May 21. 1991
1 receited my B.A. degree at Murray State University in 1989 and
received my Doctor of Jurisprudence at Memphis State University,
11empliss, Tenn. In the summers ()I 1991 and 1992. I was employed at
Long & Perry as a summer legal Jerk in Marshall Count). Currently I
ans--employ-ett -at Ron- Chnstoplit,r taw -Offie4:4—in_Murcay..._
I am the daughter of Harvey and Joyce' Cotham of Route 2 Benton
I have several other relatives Alto Dye in the area I also have a
10-sear-old son. Aaron DeRemird. I plan to reside in Western Ken
Dicks and look forward to pros Wing • legar;ers ices in this area
Lisa A. DeRenard
Route 1. Box 56. Hardin
•
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Signals are mixed on lobbyists
WASHINGTON (AP) — Even
as it has condemned lobbyists
and their money, the WhiteHouse has been helping line them
up to sell $1,500 tickets to a
Democratic Party fund-raiser
where President Clinton is the
prime attraction':
In return, the ,core group of
lobbyists and lawyers is being
offered weekly briefings'at which
they can offer the administration
their opinions on economic policy, trade and other issues.
• But at the same time, Clinton
has blasted lobbyists as the
"guardians of gridlock" and
proposed eliminating the tax
break businesses get for their lobbying expenses.
And aides say the president's
campaign finance reform package
expected to be unveiled Friday is
likely to include a ban on all federal • election contributions by
registered lobbyists. Administration lawyers have been studying
such a ban's constitutionality.
The two efforts collided last
week at a breakfast where 50 top
lobbyists gathered at a downtown
law firm to hear a- fund-raising
pitch from Democratic Party and
White House officials for the
June 28 dinner.
"Somebody spoke up and said,
'You guys are kicking the (exple-

rcnt for the future," Moore said.
The Democrats' effort is identical to the one Republicans' used
during .the 12 years they controlled the White House — lobbyists arc asked to fill the tables_
.for a black-tie dinner and get a
chance to see the president.
Ticket-purchasers are promised
that both Clinton and Vice Presithe one hand, be asking for dent Al Gore will attend the
money from special interest and, Democrats' dinner.
at the same. time, telling them
Last week's _organizational
they are rotten and awful, and we
meeting
was attended by Amy
don't want their money in the
Zisook.,
top fund-raiser for
a
system because it pollutes our
campaign
Clinton's
presideiftial
politics," said Ellen Miller,
executive director of the cam- who now works in the White
paign finance watchdog Center House Office of Public Liaison.
Participants said she told the lobfor Responsive Politics.
But organizers defend the byists how important it is that
theft support the Democratic
effort.
Party.
"We're_ mak.ing it work under
When the issue was raised of
the laws ... the way they are
now," said Scott Pastrick, a how the administration could ask
lawyer with the firm Black, Man- for money at the same time it is
afort, •, Stone and Kelly who is seeking to curb lobbyists, Zisook
simply said she would ea-17y that,
helping lead the fund-raising
concern
hack to White House
effort.
Democratic. National Commit- rxilicy-makers, according to sevtee spokeswoman Kiki Moore eral of those present.
said she did not see any conflict.
Pastrick said he hopes the din"I think we clearly play- by the
ner will raise -S1.5 million or
rules, and what we're trying to do
more. "There is a lot of enthuis make this a more open system
siasm around the country right
for-lot-s of-folks. -We're working
now and the enthusiasm to participate," he said.
Very hard to Make things &life-

POLITICAL NEWS ANALYSIS

Jim Drinkard
Associated Press writer
tive) out of Washington lobbyists. How do you expect us to
try and sell tickets for you?"
one participant recounted, speaking only on condition he not be
named.
Said another lobbyist at the
breakfast: "They are appealing to
the public to clean up the insidethe-beltway crowd. At .the same
time ... the heartbeat of the fundraising apparatus is he-re in
town."
To critics, the administration
effort to help the Democratic
National Committee's President's
Dinner fund-raiser flies in the
face of its promises to reduce the
impact of special interest money.
Lobbyists were asked to raise
S15,000 each by selling 10-place
tables to their associates and
clients, in hopes of bringing S1.5
million or more to the Democratic Party's treasury.
"It seems hypocritical to, on

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
The Paducah Sun:
Lexington Herald-Leader: •
When a powerful state legislator repeatedly accepts gifts from peoNow that Indiana'S legislature has voted down a riverboat casino
ple who have a major interest in governmental decisions, it can he
bill,
you have to wonder whether the people who back this fastwrong.
he
called
called a bribe or something else. But mostly it can
growing form of gambling will be in Frankfort next January, asking
A federal court jury on April 30 found bribery the right word for
Kentucky lawmakers to legalize .gambling on the Ohio River.
the largesse heaped upon former House Speaker Don Blandford and
his
resignedBlandford
convicted him of three counts. (On May 3,
. Is Kentucky ready to make such a decision? No way.
House scat.)
•
By his own testimony, the defendant presented a sordid picture.
The idea hasn't even been brought up for discussion state Rep.
Blandford admitted accepting money, gift's and paid vacations from
James Yates, chairman of the House Business Organizations and Prolobbyists, specifically former Rep. William McBee„ but he insisted no
fessions Committee, said 'recently. The question is: 'Why not?.
bribery was involved because he did nothing in return:
- Riverboat gambling has become widespread on the Mississippi RoyHe was just close social friends with Mr. McBee and others, Bland--et.-S-C-Veral months-ago, a riverboat- casino began operating out of Illiford declared.- but if that explained everything, those certainly w-ere '
nois on the Ohio. River. Missouri recently became the second of Kenone-way friendships. The fact that he was speaker of the Kentucky
tucky's neighboring- states to approve riverboat casinos. -MO ind
House, with power of life ordeath over much that became law in this
West Virginia are considering doing -the same thing.
state, supposedly had nothing to do with his friends' generosity.
But of course it had everything to 'do with it. Even lobbyists workAnd here Kentucky sits, not even taAing about the subject as this
ing for deep-pocket interests are not in the business of throwing sigfastest growing 'form of gambling flourishes all around us. Our leginificant amounts of money around with no expectation of a return. ...
slators haven't felt the-need to even discuss how much money casinos
For anyone to argue that a pattern of lavish personal gifts and
in neighboring states will take from the Kentucky economy. They
not
have
favors flowing from special interests to lawmakers does
haven't felt the need to even study whether Kentucky should or should
some bearing on government insults the public's collective
not join the crowd. No, our lawmakers have simply ignored the issue.
intelligence.
the
disclosed
to
Aside from bringing Blandford to justice, the trial
Whether you believe in legalized gambling, whether you. oppose
people of Kentucky in the clearest terms just how their state governanother--gambling option because if might harm the Bluegrass State's
ment has operated. Those revelations make anyone who doubted the
tamed horse racing, it's just plain stupid to play ostrich while our
need for the ethical reforms enacted this year or who believed some.
neighbors roll the dice. ...
measures might be too strict appear rather foolish.

'Victim' takes hold ofsituation
We've had the year of the woman
and it is still going on, with females
being elected to high office and
named to Cabinet posts, and the
power of Hillary Rodham Clinton.
But what about Curtescine
Lloyd? You never heard of her?
Well,she is my choice as one of the
most amazing and heroic women of
recent years.
Ms. Lloyd is a middle-aged nurse
who lives with an elderly aunt in the
rural hamlet of Edwards,Miss., near
Jackson.
This is her story, most of it taken
from a cowl transcript.
One night, Ms. Lloyd was awakened by a sound. She thought it
was her aunt going to the bathroom.
Suddenly a man stepped into her
bedroom. Terrified, she sat up. He
shoved her back down and said:'
"Bitch,you better not turn on a light.
You holler. you're dead. You better
not breathe loud."
He declared his intentions, which
were to rob her and commit sexual
assault. Of course, he phrased it far
more luridly
Then he took off most of his
clothing and jumped into bed
Here is what happened next.
according to court records
Ms Lloyd -I got it I grabbed it
And when I
b) my nib( hand
grabbed it. I gave it a yank And
when I yanked it. I twisted all at the
same ume'
(Need I csplain what Ms Lloyd
meant by 'it" I think Inn I
lit hit Mt with litt right liaail a
hard Him brisk lie heed. and
*hen he hit me I grabbed hold to
his %ninon with my left head and I
was twisting m the°ppm.wiry lie
garird in yell and ere Sell its the Maw
and he ha las Wm*01 awe ha.
sap ask it, ks He si as
;
go
his

Aien.
MO

SIM *NV
lip.MI lissato 0,

with both hands, squeezing and police?' He said, 'Well, what am I
twisting the fellow's pride and joy, gonna do?' I said,'You're gonna get
they somehow struggled into the the hell out of my house.' He said,
'How can I get out of your house if
hallway.
"He was trying to get out,and I'm you won't let me go? How can I get
hanging onto him; and he was out? I can't get out.'
throwing me from one side of the
"I said, 'Break out, son-of-ahall wall to the other. 1 was afraid if bitch. You broke in, didn't you?'
!let him go,he was going to kill me. And I was still holding him.
"He said, 'Oh, you've got me
"So I was determined I was not
lady, you've got me sufsuffering,
were
we
loose.
So
it
turn
going to
said, 'Have you thought
fering.'
I
going down the hallwa;, falling
how
you were going to have
about
from one side to the other, and we
suffering?'
He said,'We11,1can't
me
both
room
and
we
living
got into the
do nothing now.' 1 said,'Well, that's
fell. He brought me down right in
fine.'"
front of the couch and he leaned
pleading
couch,
the
Ms. Lloyd, still twisting and
against
back
sipiee-zing, dragged the lout to the
with me.
front door, which had two locks,
"He says.'You've got me, you've
got me, please, you've got me.' I
said, lkaow damn well I got you.'
He said.'Please, please. you're kill-

ing me, you're killing me ... I can't
do nothing ('all the police,call the
poke
said, 'Do you think I'm stupid
enough to turn you loose and call the

and told him to unbolt them.
It WAS a difficult process because
he kept coilapsiag to the floor and
she kept hauling him beck to his
feet.

When he finally unlocked the
doors, he screamed -I'm out. Is
out.-

Mtention Washington!
t.S NEP. TOW H41(10*
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412 444-7216 Wash/rah' ie .202 `:s
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120 Rawl' Senate Offke
442-4114 tP'adissahi in 302 224
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Die am

2541 (Washisfeelt-- •

But Ms. Lloyd, now confident
that she had the upper hand (or
should I say the lower hands?)and a
full grasp ofthe situation,said: "No,
damn it, I'm taking your ass to the
end of the porch. And when I turn
you loose, I'm going to get my gun
and I'm going to blow your (obscenity) brains out, you nasty, stinking, low-down dirty piece of (obscenity), you.
"And when I did that, I gave it a
twist, and I turned him loose. And
he took a couple of steps and fell off
the steps and he jumped up and
grabbed his private pans and made a
couple of jumps across the back of
my aunt's car.
"And riln into my aunt's room,
got her pistol from underneath the
nightstand, ran back to the screen
door,and I fired two shots down the
hill the way I saw him go. And then
I ran back in the house and dialed
911."
Tlie police came and examined
the man's clothing. Inside the
trousers was written the name
They found
Dwight Coverson.
Coverson. 29,11 home,in considerable pain and wondering if he could
ever be a daddy.
A orne-day jury Mal was held. As
Col/crawl's court-appointed lawyer
-The jury was out 10
pat*:
Mimes. Law enough for two of
them to go to die beiWO011i."
And die judge gave him 25 yews

meow
The defeats leveyer also said that
M. UO)ii was ret ends on a hit al
hilesisalgoi TN tic*s show and
1•111011111Si lbw she had been Lan
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MURRAY TODAY
Darnell and Parker present
lessons at Wadesboro meeting

JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor A 55-Alive Mature Driving Course will be Wednesday and
Thursday, May 12 and 13, at Peoples Bank. The time will be 9 a.m.
to 1 'p.m. each day with Betty Riley as the instructor. The bank is
sponsoring the course and will pay the fee for thc Peoples Gold members who enroll. The cost will be S8 per person if not enrolled in Peo-•
pies Gold. The program is open to drivers 50 years or over interested
in reviewing driving regulations and laws, and beoeming more aware
of normal age-related changes in vision, hearing and reaction time.
For registration call John Williams at the bank, 753-3231, of Mrs.
Riley, 753-5659.

day
meeting on Tues
MMS Council Site-Bas
ed Council will meet Tuesday. May 11, at

Murray Middle School
um, discipline,
4 p.m. in the school library. The agenda will include curricul
, urges all
budget and textbook committee reports. Pat Seiber, principal
members and interested persons to attend.

events plannedMay 10, at 530
Calloway Bands'Boosters
will meet Monday.

The Calloway County Band
decorate for
p.m. at Curns Center, Murray State University. The group will
11, at 6:30
May
,
Tuesday
on
held
be
to
banquet
potluck
the Laker. Bands'
Sixth Grade
pm. f1he Curns Center. This is for alt band • members in
persons Fred
through High School and their parents and other interested
schools.
Calloway
for
directors
band
are
Mullins
Gary
and
Ashby

Jennifer LeAnn MacDonald and
Jason Lee Carroll to marry

Camp scheduled
YMCA Summer Day
has been scheduled from June 1 to Aug. 6 at

YMCA Summer Day Camp
to 5
East Calloway Elementary School. Preregistration will be from 8 a.m. floor
bottom
p.m. during the week of May 10 to 14 at the YMCA office on the
lunch will be
of George Weaks Community Center. A free breakfast and
between
served each day for the camp participants. This is for all children
information
more
For
Agency.
Way
United
a
is
YMCA
14.
to
3
the ages of
call the YMCA at 759-9622.

l on Monday
Sigmas plan sociaWoman'
s Club will fiave a social on
-

MonSigma Department of Murray
Road.
day, May 10, at 7 p.m. at the home of Nancy Haverstock on Doran Jane
Other hostesses will be Vicki Jones, Ruth Pickens. Brenda Hines,
Chapman and Holly Bloodworth.

s items
Need Line pantry need
of instant potatoes and rice, egg cartons

The Need Line pantry is in need
g to
and stick margarine to fill the needs for food sacks for clients, accordin
the office on
Kathie Gentry, executive director. These items may be taken to
to 4 p.m.,
the bottom floor of Weaks Center between the hours of 10 a.m.
10, at
May
Monday.
meet
will
Board
Line
Need
The
Friday.
Monday through
noon at Pagliai's.

es Group will meet
Christian Singlwill
have its weekly meeting on Monday, May 10,

Chriseran Singles Group
always
at 7 p.m. at Glendale Road Church of Christ. All singles, whether
For more
single, separated, divorced or widowed, are welcome to attend.
information call Joan, 759-1345, of Richard, 759-9994.

activities
Single Too plans on
Saturday, May 8, and Monday, May 10.

Single Too will have activities
Christ parkThe group will meet Saturday at 9 a.m. at University Church of
breakfast. The
ing lot to go to Cindy's On the Barge at Kentucky Lake for
Jan Tidwell
singles will meet Monday at 7 p.m. at Louie's Steak House with
'singles of
alt
for
is
group
This
Travel.'
on
"Tips
'given
to
the Vacation State
For more
widowed
or
divorced
d,
separate
all ages whether. always single,
information call Wynnona, 753-7845, or Celia, 753-6078.

MacDonald and Carroll
wedding wil• l be June 26

Dixie Palmer led the recreaAnn Darnell and Grace Parker
Each manlier 'answered by
tion.
April
presented lessons at the
the Incest city she had
giving
Homeoro
Wadesb
of
meeting
ever visited. Also present were
makers Club held at Sirloin
Ruby Burchett, Della Outland,
Stockade.
LaVerni Hardie and Lucile Potts.
"Dried Flowers" was the lesson
members, and Martha Butter
presented by _Mrs Damell who
r,
daughte
worth, xisitor.
her
by'
was assisted
The club will meet Tues.4as.
Marilyn Bazzcll. They told how
May II, at 11 a.m. at Sirloin
to dry, arrange and spray flowers
to
e.
Stockad
wreath
a
on
and worked
demonstrate what can be done
with dried flowers. They had
many nice arrangements to show
the group.
Mrs. Parker presented a lesson
on "Cooking For One Or Two."
She told how to shop, divide and
T ME A T
'freeze to have a nutritious diet
and save money.
Pawnee. Bedwell read a newsletter on "Fashion and Fabric kg
the Spring Season." She and
130
Elaine Collins will work the
3 35
"Dave"
---bevoragre—table_a_the _County
7 00
(PG13)
9 10
Homemakers Tasting Luncheon
on Thursday, May 13, at First
130
320
United Methodist Church.
"Cop and a Half"
7 10
Imogene Palmer, president,
(PG/
9 00
read a newsletter on "Preparing
1 30
For A Tornado and Safety Tips to
'Indecent
3 45
of
Sighting
a
715
If
f
Yoursel
Protect
Proposal'
9 25
(R)
A Tornado." The club voted to
of
part
a
give $15 to buy a tree as
130
,
'71enny & Joon' 3 25
Earth Day on April 24;,..

s.
Miss Jennifer LeAnn MacDonald ()I Pam, Teng,--and Jason -Lee
Carroll of Murray announce their engagement and approaching
marriage.
The bride-elect is the daughter ol Ernie and Janis Diggs of Paris,
Tenn., and of Bill and Alice MacDonald of Fayetteville, Ga:
Slie is the granddaughter ol Robert Allen and Dorothy- Clendenin
and George and Dorothy Diggs, all ()I- Paris. Tom.. and Margaret
MacDonald of Atlanta, Ga.
The groom -elect is the son ol Franklin and Carolyn Carroll of
Murray. He is the grandson of Thomas I-. and Lounell Lovett ol Lynn Grove
and Mrs. Modena ,Carroll of Murray and ihe late Fred Carroll.
Miss MacDonald is a graduate of Henry County High School, Pans,
TL:nn., and attended Murray State 1:ruyersity. She is .employed as a
pharmacy technician at Marray-Calloway County Hospital.
Mr. Carroll is a graduating senior at Calloway County High School.
He isin charge of computer wheel alignment at Carroll Tire, Murray.
The wedding will be Saturday. June 26. at 2:30 p.m. at Westside
Baptist Church, Murray.
All relatives and Inends are invited to attend the wedding.

7.15
9:15

(PG)

Stephan Alexander
Bond born April 21

The Saricior
(PG)

Nyla Eugenia Bond of 1315
Payne .St., Murray, is the mother
of a son, Stephen Alexander
Bond, born on Wednesday. April
21, at 12:23 p.m. at Murray Calloway County Hospital. The
baby weighed eight pounds four
ounces and measured 20V•
inches.
Grandparents -are John and
Nylka Bond of Russellville.

•

• 1:30
3.30
7.05
9:05

Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun. Only
Adult 3.00 Child 2.50
Bargain Night
Is Thursday!
• at the movies!•
.
•
• Rent your movies
•
•
•

1008 Chestnut • 7534314
Open 11:am to 10:pm

I

I

APPLE TREE

I
C1

plans services
Mt. Sinai Church
near Buchanan, Tenn., will have special revival

Mt. Sinai Baptist Church
Evangelservices on Friday, Saturday and Sunday, May 7, 8 and 9. A Youth
at 7
services
conduct
will
Tenn.,
,
Jackson
y,
Universit
Union
ism Team from
Perry
Rev.
The
,
Sunday.
on
p.m.
6
at
p.m. on Friday and Saturday and
public is
Hardin, pastor, will speak at 11 a.m, service on Sunday. The
invited to attend.

Openings Available For
Summer Enrollment

heon on Sunday
Club plans lunc
serve a Mothers' Day luncheon on Sunday, May

40

Murray Country Club will
green
9, from 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. The menu will be grilled chicken breast,
brownies.
beans, potatoes; broccoli cauliflower crunch, roll, fresh fruit and
may
The price will be $8 for adults and $4 for children under 12. Members by
made
be
should
ions
Reservat
guests.
in-town
invite immediate family
Saturday by calling 753-6113.

40
40
40

today
MMS Spring Flingwill is
sponsor a S-pring

Fling Festival at the
Murray Middle School PTO
and activischool on Friday, May 7, from 5 to 7:30 p.m. There will be games
spaghetti
ties for all ages and prizes will be awarded from each booth. A
Tickp.m.
7:30
to
5:30
from
cafeteria
school
the
in
held
supper will also be
A limited
ets for the supper may be purchased in advance from the school.
the
number of tickets will be sold at the door. Everyone is invited to attend
said.
member
PTO
a
festival,

Center needs items
'Angel Alert' at Family
Resource Center at East Calloway

The "Angel Alert" of the
s clothing,
Elementary School has issued an appeal for special children'
local famnewborn disposal diapers and a playpen to meet special needs of
ilies. For more information call the Center at 753-3070.

on Monday
Jackson receptionEngineer
, WKMS, are invited to his farewell
Friends of Joe Jackson, Chief
Sixth
reception on Monday; May 10, from 2 to 4 p.m. in Studio B, WKMS,
Jackson
y.
Universit
State
Murray
Center,
Arts
Fine
Doyle
Price
Floor,
retired from WKMS on April 30.

*All Ages
'School Age Program Available
•Reasonable Rates
•Call Today For More Information

APPLE TREE
SCHOOL
1503 Stadium_ View
Murray, Ky.
753-9356

kf.

Robert & Linda Kilpatrick

Primary Level
SPECIAL PARTS' — A special party Vkas held by
s earned
student
The
School.
ary
Element
ay
Callov(
III at North
party.
pizza
a
had
and
"big bucks" during a six weeks' period
g five
donatin
for
Pizza
's
Domino
to
They expressed appreciation
Karen
Pardue,
Debbie
are
s
Teacher
party.
the
large pizzas for
d, from left,
Crick, Mirriam Ferguson and Becky. Vance. Picture
middle row,
Bynum,
Jimmy
Stone,
Clint
front row, Joseph Minn,
Rebecca
eau,
Danden
th
Elizabe
)(oak,
y
Brittan
,
Angela Duncan
Tabitha
and
d
Rowlan
Cripps, back row, Bucky Haugen, Gatlin
Paschall.

Call on us
anytime.
eimmommli

meeting
Hairdressers planHairdres
sers and

Cosmetologists will meet
Murray Affiliate of National
Third
Monday, May 10, at 7 p.m. at Woodmen of the World Building, South
Better"
and Maple Streets, Murray. A fitness program on 'Look Good, Feel
dress
will be directed by Pam Thomas. The cost will be $2 per person and
3
753-626
Parker,
Melissa
call
ion
informat
more
For
.
should be for aerobics

meet
Fire District II will will
meet Monday, May 10, at 7 p.m. at

Fire District II of Calloway County
persons are
the fire barn at New Concord. All members and interested
urged to attend.

ction plans event
California Conne
ion is planning a picnic to be held at Playhouse in

The-California Connect
afternoon,
the Park platform in Murray-Calloway County Park on Saturday
are composed
s
member
its
and
in
1990
d
organize
was
group
The
19.
Juno
who now reside in
of pooplip who have at one time lived in California. and loin the California
to
like
would
who
Anyone
Murray or Calloway County
7
Connection can get mote information by phoning 769.133

•Life
•Home•Car
•Farm•Business
Wc are pleased to announce
that Jennifer MacDonald,
bride -elect of Jason Carroll.
has siatle her atiection from
our bridal registry for china.
c %Sal avid dormers,aeressuwir.

Harold "Jack' Romaine
LIconsad In KY IL TN
750-1033 of 753-0873
401 S. 12th SL Murray

Jennifer and Jason will be
married June 26
mow ti;# W•4111

Well alwdys be there tor you.
VIM 61111114111111111Cia
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Groundbreaking service held at First Baptist Church

Saturday
May 9, 1993
7:00 p.m.
MSU Lovett

Presented by

Jane Marie's
Dance Studio

Auditorium

,one Mona Chapman,
Due<IECV

'

Public Invited
Admission Feet

Gymnasncs and
cnreneading
neon lune
To reenter
Can 753 4605

(MKS

E DAY
0hiLY

SAI.fl
SATURDAY MAY 8, 1993
SAVE AN
ADDITIONAL

A groundbreaking service at
First Baptist Church recently
marked the beginning of construction on an educational wing.
The three-story facility will be
. designed to provide quality space
for ministry to preschoolers
• (birth-age 5), children (grades
1-6) and youth (grades 7-12). The
.primary purpose will be to meet
the growing need for additional
Sunday School classes. Other
uses include Mother's Day Out,fellowships, training sessions and
special events.The service was held immediately followinglhe Sunday morning worship on the. parking lot
adjacent to the current facilities
located on South Fourth Street.
Dr. Greg Earwood, pastor,
opened the service with comments regarding the church's vision for 1.45 million dollar project. "This is a day of new beginnings. This follows through on a
Atision developed in 1988. This
building will be a tool for reaching, teaching and'. minstcring,"
EarWood said.
Four_persons shoveled the traditional spades of din from a section previously prepared in the
asphalt. Turning the dirt were Dr.
Tom Hogancamp, chair, of the
Programming/Facilities Committee: Alvis Jones of Building
Committee; Bill Adams, Construction Manager: and Dr.
Earwood.
Also participating in the service were Dr. Durwood Beatty,
Steve Littlefield, minister of mus-

Melinh Marie Dodd
born on April 3

.
C*112111

restrictions may apply.

ALL THE FAMOUS BRANDS YOU'RE LOOKING
FOR AT A PRICE TO FIT ANY BUDGET'

si
'74 e Easarion
4ge

Chestnut Hills, Murray 7534242 • Ky. Oaks Mall, Paducah 443-1331

Mr. and Mrs. Christopher Dale
Dodd of Rt. 1, Box 111-A, Almo,
are the parents of a daughter,
Melina Marie Dodd, born on
Saturday, Apitl 3, at 3:17 p.m. atMurray-Calloway County Hospital. The - baby weighed eight
pounds 15 ounces and measured
21 inches. The mother is the former Melissa Ann Green.
Grandparents are Thomas and
Hilda Dodd, Almo, Tom and
Marie Crouch-, Winchester, and
Dwight and Patricia Howell,
Murray. Great-grandparents are
Elvis and Ann Green and Jack
and Treva Fennell of Almo and
Jack and Lucille Dodd of Murray.

Weeled-15'de/r
• Draw
Your
Own
1Discount

:
(10%-50%
OFF
• every

in h itemisttea.
Size

2 through Plus

*50
Gift
Certificate
To Be Given
Away On
Saturda

riw

Pictured at groundbreaking service at First Baptist
Church were, from left, Bill Adams, Tom Hogancamp, Calvin Wilkins, Marvin Harris, Ann
Carr, Carolyn Marcum, Edna McKinney, Hugh Oakley,
Gregg Travis, Durwood Beatty, Nlike Lovins,
Alvis Jones, Greg Earwax!, Steve Littlefield,
R.P.
Hodge and Joetta Kelly.
ic, and the Rev. Calvin Wilkins,
coordinator of Partnership Missions for the Kentucky Baptist
Convention.
. Recognition was given to
members of the Programming/
Facilities Committee: Bill
Adams, Dr. Durwood Beatty,
Ann Carr, Marvin Harris, Dr.
Tom .Hogancamp,._ Carolyn- -Marcum, Edna McKinney, Dr. Hugh

Oakley, Gregg Travis, Greg Earwood and R.P. Rodge, ex officio.
Mike Lovins and Mark James
were identified as Building Committee members in addition to
Alvis Jones. Other staff members
recognized were R.P. Hodge,
minister of youth, University students and activities, Joetta Kelly,
minister of preschoolers and
children, and Terry Garvin, asso-

School lunch menus sponsored by Young-at-Heart.

CALENDAR
Friday, May 7

Menus for the Various lunchrooms in . the county and city
schools., for the week of May 10
-to 14 have been released by Joanna Adams and Willie Jackson.
food -service directors for Calloway County and Murray City
Schools respectively.
'The menus, Subject to occasional change. are as follows:
Calloway County
East, North, Southwest
Breakfast
Monday- breakfast pizza: Tuesday
- ham and cheese biscuit. Wednesday
- scrambled eggs. toast. hashbrown
Thursday - biscuit w•sausage gravy
Friday - muffins. Milk. juice, cereal
and toast are -available daily
Lunch
Monday - chicken nuggets, pizzaburger. Tuesday - - Mexican pizza.
turkey club sandwich: Wednesday lasagna. corn dog; Thursday - turkey
and dressing, cheeseburger. Friday. taco salad, chicken pattie sandwich.
Fruits, vegetables, fries, peanut butter.
jelly and grilled cheese sandwiches.
desserts, milk and fruit drink are available daily
Calloway Middle
Breakfast
Monday - pancake and sausage on
a stick. Tuesday - ham and cheese
biscuit. Wednesday - cinnamon roll.
Thursday - sausage and biscuit: Friday - muffins. Cereal juice and milk
are available daily
Lunch .
Monday - chicken nuggets griffin!
cheese -.sandwich, sandwich bar.
Tuesday - Me-mean pizza. peanut but- ter and jelly sandwich. salad bar. Wednesday - taco salad, barbecue sandwich, sandwich bar, Thursday - footlong chili dog, chicken.salad sandwich.
salad bar; Friday- oven fried chicken.
cheeseburger. Mexican bar Fruits.
vegetables, salad bar, milk and fruit
drinks are available daily
Calloway High
Breakfast
Monday - steak on biscuit. Tuesday
- sausage and biscuit: Wednesday pancakes and sausage on a stick.
Thursday - scrambled eggs. toast.
hashbrown, Friday - cinnamon roll
Cereal, fruit, donuts, juice and milk are
available daily.
.- Lunch
Monday • chicken nuggets hot ham
and cheese sandwich, Tuesday lasagna. chef salad Wednesday barbecued chicken, baked potato lite,
Thursday • bean rolls chef salac17
. Friday chicken favta grilled cheese
sandwich Salad bar lite and lean line.
pizza, hamburger. cheeseburger deli
line fruits vegetables milk and fruit
drinks are available daily

Murray Lodge No. 105 FIA.M. Widows'
dinner/6:30 p.m./Seven Seas Restaurant.
"Anything Goes" musical be Murray nigh
School/8 p.m./Playhouse in the Park_
AA and AI-Anon/8 p.m./open to newcomers/
American Legion Building, South .Suith and
Maple Streets. Info/753-8136 or 435-4314:_
Alford Chapter No. 445 of Order of Eastern
Murray City
Star/7:30 p.m./lodge hall at Aurora.
Main Street Youth Center/205 Nonh Eounh
Sammie6m-lelekp.mR.ccelnfpoiniun53:6EpE:
Robertson
at Lodugter.
uoose
/8 pt.mc.r.y1urrayseVi
Gam
stesK
Breakfast
Monday - pancakes. Tuesday /Wrathcr
We
en u k Mu m
Honey bun: Wednesday - breakfast
ay State
University. James M. Meek collection she
pizza; Thursday - peach turnover: Fridonated to museum on display through
day - donut. Cereal, toast, fruit juice or
May.
milk are available ,daily.
Bingo Play for Jonathan-Aurora Action
Lunch.
Group/7 p.m./Wishing Well.
Monday - hamburger. tuna salad
sandwich: Tuesday - pizza, turkey - Singles - Organizational Society
(SOS)/5:15 p.m./Chambe r of Commerce
sandwich: Wednesday - oven fried
to go to Fort Campbell. Info/Jeanne.
chicken, peanut butter and jelly sand- wich: Thursday - hamburger, grilled
753-0224..
cheese sandwich, Friday - pizza,
Saturday, May II Chuckwagon sandwich Peanut butter
Youth Group of First Christian Church
holding fundraiset at Piggly Wiggly parkand jelly sandwich, fruits, vegetables.
in lot/10 am.-6 p.m.
juice and milk are •available daily..
"Anything Goes" musical by Murray
Caner
high School/8 p.m /Playhouse in the
Breakfast
Park.
Monday
pancakes and syrup.
Hazel Woman's Club senior citizens'
Tuesday - scrambled eggs. toast and
luncheon/noon/Hazel Community Center.
jelly. Wednesday- Honeybun: ThursGospel singing featuring Unity/7
day - breakfast pizza: Friday - donut_
p.m./Chestnut Street -Gerieraf. ,Baptist
Cereal, tpast, fruit juice and milk are
Church.
available daily
Gospel singing featuiing The Finchers/7
Lunch'
p.m. with pothick/6 p.m./Palestine United
Monday - hamburger. pimento
Methodist Church.
-cneese sandwich; Tuesday -.submarGamma Chapter of Delta Kappa
ine sandwich tuna salad sandwich,
Gamma/10:30 a.m./Lake Barkley State
Wednesday - spaghetti w• French
Park Lodge.
bread, peanut butter and jelly sandCaptain Wendell fiery Chapter of
wich: Thursday - taco salad, grilled
DAR/2 p.m./home of Mrs. James Ilan.
cheese sandwich. Friday - hot dog.
Writers' Potpourri/930 a.m./Calloway
peanut butter and jelly sandwich.
County -Public Libraty.
Fruits, vegetables, juice and milk are
AA and Al-Anon open meeting/8
available daily
p.m./American Legion building. South
Murray Middle
Sixth and Maple Streets. Info/753-8136 or
Breakfast
435A314..
Monday - turnovers. Tuesday - cofMurray High School events inClude
fee cake, Wednesday - Honey buns:
baschall team hosts Christian County/
Thursday • sausage, egg. biscuit: Frinoon.
day • donuts Cinnamon toast, cereal.
Murray State University commencement
assorted juices and milk- are .available
-ceremony for 70th graduating class/TO
daily.
a.m./Racer Arena. Reception to follow at
Curris Center.
Monday • fiesliauda
nc.hroast beef sandResidence halls at Murray State UniverStwich Tuesday - burritoes wicheese
ty close 9 a.m, for
sauce chicken fried steak. WednesMurray Moose Lodge Dance/8 p.m.-12
day - turkey roast and rolls, grilled
midnight.
cheese sandwich: Thursday - bean
Main Street Youth Center/205 North
roll, deli ham sandwich; Friday - foot
Fourth St./open-8, to II p.m. Info/
long .183t'dog. fish sandwich w/cheese.
753-TEEN.
Fruits-, vegetables, pizza, fries, hamLand Between the Lakes events include
burgers, cheeseburgers, fruit drink and
Planetarium Show/11 a.m. and 1. 2 and 3
milk are available daily.
p.m./Visitors Center, Iron Industry/10:30
Murray High
a.m.
and 130 p.m., Buttermaking/2
Breakfast
p.millomeplace, Kids Eco Hour/1 p.m.,
Monday - cinnamon raisin biscuit,
Eagles Up Close/2 p.m., Wildlife llike/3
Tuesday - French toast sticks; Wedp.m., Snakes Alive/4 p m./Nature Center.
nesday - coffee cake, Thursday Sunday, May 9
chicken and biscuit, Friday - cinnamon
Mr. and Mrs. Donald K. F:dwards 25th
rolls Cereal, cinnamon toast, assorted
wedding anniversary reception/2-4
juices and milk are available daily
p.m./home of Mr. and Mrs. Trellis
Lunch
McCuiston.\1711
Monday - burntoes, chicken patty
"Anything Goes" Musical/1)y Murray
sandwich Tuesday • taco salad.
High School/2 p.m./Playhouse In the
French bread pizza Wednesday Park.
turkey and dressing grilled cheese
Homecoming/New. Jenny Ridge PentcLotsandwich Thursday
pizzagheth w/
tal church/10.30 a.m.
French bread chicken fried steak, FriAA and Al-Anon/closed meetings/9 a m.
day - turkey club sandwich barbecue
sandwich Hamburgers cheeseburand 4 p m./American Legion Building.
South Sixth and Maple/Info/713-8136 or
gers pizza French fries assorted
fruits nachos vegetables fruit juice
4N1a5rc4u31114es Anon? muus/7 30 p m /St
and milk ate available daily
John's Episcopal Chur‘h Info/753-00116.
summer.

733-11003
10$ ..sotitli 12th Strcct
111) 'Murray, 1•“.
Sires hitant !ht- ti

The Side Door

Gift Shoppe

Your complete brutal registry headquarters
30% Off Fine China and Crystal
Free $25 gift certificate for the bride when you
regiatar fine china Or crystal

Tit..nday through Satiirtiay

/(DICITIti
•
306 N. 12th St.• Murray
University Square•733.7441

elate pastor.
Construction has already begun
with an anticipated time of completion within one. year. Dr. Earwood summed up the groundbreaking day by saying, "This is
an historic moment in the life of
our church. Birthed in 1846, First
Baptist is breaking ground as an
expression of holding our heritage and embracing our future."
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tries she lived in, where people
pay very high taxes, they feel that
the government should then take
responsibility for, and use the tax
money to resolve, society's problems. This attitude bothered her
social conscience, and she now
wants to get involved in organizations to help promote her pct
By Stacy Overbey
causes, gun control being one..
h'called her the other day, and
is definitely one of the hardest
My college roommate and best
what. she Misses most
asked
friend moved to Europe eight things about living overseas,
"Really fresh proabout
Europe:
years ago. I came a year later. especially when grandchildren
duce: the fruit and vegetables at
are involved.
Though we never lived .in the
What was she most anxious -,the supermarket, look beautiful
same city (or country, for that
aboutreturning home? This was ',but taste like plastic. ,And intermatter), we shared the excitement
it's
more difficult. "I'm not sure I national news coverage
and difficulties of adjusting to
„
hard
informed
of
what's
to
keep
foreign cultures; complained can explain it:
"she said, "but I'm
about the idiosyncracies of the afraid of not being 'special* any- going on beyond the US's immeEnglish, the Swiss, the French: more, of being just another diate concerns of the I110111C111.-She added that shopping has
enjoyed native specialities on freAmerican among Americans.
taken
• on entirely new dimenquent visits to each other.
Before, it was a bii exotic to be a
sions.
In America, it's an art, an
We went .through pregnancy non-native, at least you were difobsession,
a vocation. "You have
together and gave birth within ferent somehow. But now I'll- be
17 choices of every thing. so
two weeks of one another; we are the same as everyone else in that
making a choice is a process full
godmother to each other's child- regard."
of
in(ieeiSion and secondren. Amid alien customs, lanIronically, that sense of always
guessing. The pressure and tempguages, fashions and foods, we being a foreigner, an outsider, is
tation to shop are irresistable ----were refuges of familiarity for also the aspect of her life in Eurwhat with catalogues' toll-free
each other.
ope that she Fniss6 least. Since
numbers, cable shopping netShe recently moved back to the her husband was American too,
works, humongous malls, 24-hour
US. Since we had such similar they had no rights as local citistores
--- So you buy much more
experiences while living here, I
zens. It didn't make much sense
than you need. And its all so
think of her as my proxy in going for
them to get involved in social cheap compared to prices in Eur"home" (for the US will always
issues that might otherwise con- ope!: In Europe_ stores are not
-- -be home no matter how long 1
c'ern the* because they ultiniat
open nights or Sundays and cornlive elsewhere).
ly had no say in how those issues
pperaticitiiveLt.1.)pricing is a very new
Before she left, I asked her
were dealt with.
what she was most looking forThis viewpoint, she found, is
1 think I envy her her new creward to. "Being closer to-family;
dit
cards most.
she said. Okay that's an easy
not uncommon in Europe. At
one: the distance from loved ones
least in the two socialistic coun-

A View
from Abroad

Greenfield-Mays vows
will be said on May 29

Former resident teaching
horseback riding at camp
Dennis Merrell, son of Hybur- /Favey who reside in Dallas,
nia Merrell of Murray, formerly Texas.
of Hazel, and Dan J. Merrell of
Midlothian, Texas, is now teaching horseback riding for children
at Camp Itatslitzelle for The Salvation Army.
Merrell grew up in Hazel,
atfeaded grade—school- at—Han
and went three years at Calloway
County High School.
He also team ropes in rodeos
all over Texas, Oklahoma . and
Louisiana. He won Reserve
Champion in 1991 of Louisiana
State Championships.
Merrell is married to the former Tori Webb of Duncanviulle,
Texas. She teaches Special Education in the Grand Prairie
School District. He has one sister, Debra Paschall of Farmington
and two brothers, Danny and
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ANNIVERSARY
SALE!
CARPET TILES
Heavy Comm Grade

Do a 12 x 12 Room
with hawed sies

'
For 1472

"Whole House Sale'
Lo to 70 Sq Yds ol Carpet & Pad
Sees ta.z 8 installation no imitated

From

$489r:
Huge Stock of Area
Rugs Al! on Sale!

CLARKSOLLE: 127 Taman& Rd

across from Governor's Mail behind
Wendy's 615-552-8787

PYRYEAR: Fhtry 641.8 rni south ot

Murray,Ky 14m, N of Pans, Tn 901•
498 8963

CELEBRATION — Food Service personnel at East Calloway
County Elementary School dressed appropriately for Derby Day
Celebration on April 30. They-are, from left, Betty McPhail, Carlene Torsak, Barbara Lovins, Janette Garland and Lorene Geurin.

THANKS,MOM.

MURRAY TODAY

She's your best friend, your
biggest fan, and your favorite
babysitter. This Mother's Day,
say thanks by making her feel
like a Queen. Give her The
Royal Treatment, a day of pure
pampering from head to toe,
starting at $25. See your salon
specialist for details.

This Mother's Day
treat that Special 'Mom"
to nothing but
the Finest.

For the salon nearest you,
call 1-800-542-5565.

ENGLISH FARMS
SPECIALTY FOODS

JCPenney Styling Salon

Gift Baskets - Popcorn Tins - Handmade Candies
10th & Arcadia

M-F 10-6,• Sat. 10-3

763-0921

Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday 10-8;
Thursday & Friday 9-8;
Saturday 9-6; Sunday 1-5

No Appointment
Necessary
Call 759-9811
-

MURRAY TODAY

Alnu.a1,A4e..dOk.ad& AXX_AXA c2c

401)kw
43
.6
, Paris Landing

444
,
16
'
4.1

State Park Inn

Invites You To

Mother's Day At The Lake
11:30 a.m. - 8 p.m.

All 1st Quality Suits*
_ Off Sport Coats, Slacks & Blazers

209
$1

.5 Off $4450

Reg. 59.50 $7450 Reg. 89.50

All You Can Eat $795+

4
4

4

Hot Fudge Cake
Fresh Strawberry Short Cake
Granny's Punch Bowl Cake
Homemade Chess Pie
Cookies 'N' Cream Pie
Cherry Cheesecake
Dietetic Cheese Cake.
Apple Cobbler
Lemon Ice Box Pie
Caramel Pie
Cream
Ice
Hand Dipped

•
Mother's Day Special Sunday, May 9th
1st Quality Ladies
litt Quality Ladies'
Polyester Blazers
Polyester Skirts & Slacks
Only

$42r5

Reg. 29.75

Reservations for parties of 8 or more.
)
(
Call (901) 642-4311 Ext. 450 (8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.)

Wholesale Stores, inc.
Ispanded Store Hours • Open Sundays
117 B. 7411 Bt. Maynold, Ky.

fr

•

•

(Sala Sat.. May 8 through Fri. May 14)

Only 4975 Reg. 14.00

Tax & Drink

Chef Carved Prime Rib & Roast Round of Beef
Golden Fried Shrimp
Full Salad Bar:
Whole Baked Stuffed Salmon
Vegetables:
Roast Pork Tenderloin
Crabmeat Salad
Vegetable Stir Fry
Shrimp
Fresh
Boiled
Mandarin Orange Salad
Yellow Squash Casserole
-ken
-ti-ispyrefed-rhic
--Green -P-ia--Salaa—
Almondine
• Green Bean
Catfish
Southern_Fried
Fresh
BroeCo' A-Cauliflower
Au Gratin Potatoes
Anti-Pasta
Honey Glazed Carrots
Special Desserts:

122 Reg. 26.75
$24 Reg. 29.75

Spring Linen Slacks
Dress Poly/Wool Slacks

•

Entrees:

4

•Excludes Separate Make-A-Suits

•
All 1st Quality Spring Sport Coats

4

Tax

••-

--Dennis and Tori Merrell

Saturday-Sunday-Monday May 8-10

•

)
44$
4
0116
111141

4

BIG 3-DAY SALE

,

3r

-

4

Mr. and Mrs. Carl Wayne .Greenfield of Benton announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Charlotte
Ann Greenfield, to John David Mays, son of Mr. and Mrs. John A.
Mays of Sharpe.
Miss Greenfield is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Turner
;ind Mrs. Mildred Greenfield, all of Benton, and the late Carl Greenfield: and the great-granddaughter of Mrs. .Mary B. Cunningham of
Mayfield.
Mr. Mays is the grandson of the late Mr, and Mrs. H.T. Mays Sr.
and the late Mr.. and Mrs: W.O.
The bride-elect. a 1991 graduate of Marshall County High School,
attends Murray State University where she is majoring in Early Childhood Development. She is employed by Kids Kare of Draffenville.
The groom-elect, is a 1990 graduate of Marshall County High
School and attended MurrayState University. He is currently 'contracting his services to Allied Signal Chemicals of Metropolis, Ill., and--is
pursuing a degree as a Certified Novell Engineer.
The wedding vows ull he exchanged on Saturday, May 29, at 2
p.m. at Briensbag Church of Christ, located on Highway 68 in
Brienilsburg.
A reception will follow the ceremony.
All relatives and friends arc invited to attend the wedding and the

1

aV't"
41.

Charlotte Ann Greenfield and
John David Mays to marry

•

.0

low
• ',At

Located 16 miles east of Paris, Tn. on
Hwy. 79 it-Int- beautiful Kentucky Lake

`4.44,11r
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This directory is made possible by these firms
who have sponsored this page.
Your business and support would be greatly
appreciated.
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ADVENTISTS
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath School
Sat 9 15 am.
Worship
Sat 11.00 am.

CHARLIE'S

BAPTIST

SAFE-T DISCOUNT PHARMACY

13LOOD RIVER
Morning Worship
1100 cm.
Evening Worship
CHEERY CORNER
"
P.m.
Sunday School
10 cm.
Worship
Church Training
"
a 2P
pm.
Wednesday
STREETT
GENERAL
CHESTNUT

-Communicate Before You Medicate - Ask CHARLIE
753-4175
Charlie Adams PharmacIst
Glendale At Whitnell (Across From Ledger 8. Times)
Closed Sundays

JCPenney
Chestnut Hills Shopping Ctr. — 759-1400

Carron
Tire
Inc.
753-1489- 1105 Pogue (Just behind Toyota of Murray)
seetunamts

753-9383
Chestnut Hills

P.A VI005)
41ori,
trt,sk01:o5 ky

J.H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
201 S. 3rd

753-2411

WAL-MART
CENTRAL CENTER
FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

701 Main St.

759-9995

Parker Ford
Lincoln•Mercury
Murray

753-5273

"Celebrating 17 Years In Business

VICT'R'S
753-7715

1301 Main St.
Compliments Of

Belcher Oil Co.
403 L.P. Miller Rd.

Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
1100 cm.
COLDWATER
Morning Worship
11:00 cm.
Evening Services
6:00 pm.
COLDWATER BAPTIST
Sunday
H
School
9:45 am.
Morning Servimo
1110•m
Evening Services
6:00 pm.
DEKTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Sem.
630 pm.
Sunday School
10:00 cm.
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
Sunday Night
6:00 pm.
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:45 p.m.
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11:00 cm.
Evening Worship
6:30 pm.
FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6,00 pm.
FIRST BAPTIST
Sunday School
920 a.m.
Worship
10:45 cm, & 7 pm.
6:00 p.m.
Church Training
FLINT BAPTIST
Sunday School
10.00 a.m..
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:45 p.m.
GRACE BAPTIST
Sunday School
9:46 a.m.
Warship
820 am, II am., 6 pm.
, EASTWOOD BAPTIST
CHURCH
Sunday School
Morning Worship
1101
10
a.m
a.m..
Evening Worship
, 610
Wednesday Evening .7:30 cm.
HARDIN BAPTIST
Worship
820 & 10:30 cm.
Sunday School
9:30 am.
Evening Worship
6 pm.
Wed. Worship
7 p.m.
BAPTIST ,
Worship
1100 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 cm.
Church Training
6:00 pm.
Evening Worship
6:00 pm.
Wednesday Evening
7:00 pm.
HILLTOP BAPTIST
Sunday School
10:00 am.
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
Evening Service
6:30 p.m.
KIRKSk:Y BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11.00 cm.
Evening Worship
7.30 pm.
LEDBETTERIISSIONARY
BAPTIST
Sunday School
1000 am.
Preaching
11:00 cm. &
Wednesday Night
6
701 p:.
p
LOCUST GROVE
Morning Worship
17
E00
00 a:
p
Evening Worship
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
1st Sunday
2:00 p.m.
3rd Sunday
2:00 p.m.
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
MOUNT HOREB
FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School9:30 a.m.
Worship
NEW MT. CARM
I:00
EL
1
MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
1.1:00 cm.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
NORTHSIDE
1100 cm.
Morning Worship
7:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
NEW PROVIDENCE
10:00
a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 cm.
Preaching Serv.

753-6656

804 Chestnut

Hoffman's
Garden Center, GM Shop, Landscaping

Hwy. 94 E.

Murray, Ky.

759-4512

LYNN GROVE
FEED & SEED, INC.
Bulk Fertilizer & Chemicals
Seed Cleanings • Feed & Farm Supplies
435-4415

Pisslir
OPEN MOk-FRI. 21 HOURS A DAY, SAT & SUN 7 A.kt-IIIDNIGHT
HWY. 641 SOUTH AT GLENDALE

Chestnut
753-3314

1108

KFC

•

Jack Marshall - Franchise

"We Do Chicken Right"
Call In Orders 753-7101

205 N 12th

OAK GROVE
Worship
11 cm. & 7 pm.
10 a.m.
Sunday School
OWENS CHAPEL
School
10:00
cm.
Sunday
11:00 a.m.
Preaching
5:30 pm.
Prayer Service
6:00 p.m.
Church
POPLAR SPRING
10 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship
11 a.m. & 7 p.m

SALEM BAPTIST
Morning Worship
1100 aes.
Evening Worship
7:16 pm.
SCOTTS GROVE
Warship Service
1100 cm.
Evening Worship
600 p.m.
SINKING SPRING
Morning Worship
11:00 am.
Evening Worship
6003 pm.
SPRING CREEK
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:46 p.m.
Training Union
600 p.m.
JOHN
Morning Worship
930 a.m.
Sunday &hail
10:46 a.m.
SUGAR CREEK
Morning Worship
11:00 cm.
Evening Worship
6:45 pm.
VICTORY BAPTIST
Sunday School
10:00 cm.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
600
WESI, FORK
Morning WoRhIp
11:00 a.m.
Sunday Evaang
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening
7:00 p.m.
WESTSIDE BAETIST CHURCH
Sunday School
9.30 a.m.
Worship
10:30 a.m. & 6 p.m.'
7 p.m.
Wednesday

*r.

CATHOLIC
ST. HENRYS
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday
6:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m.
Sunday
ST. LEO'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
cm..
Masse*
8 cm., 11
& 8 pm. Sunday
Religious Education
9:26 a.m.
600 Saturday

CHRISTIAN
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Sunday Scheel
9:30 .m.
Morning Worship
10:46 a.m.
MURRAY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
Worship
10.30 •.m.
Bible School
9.30 cm.
Evening Service
600 pm

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SERVICES
1634 Main St., Murray
Sunday
• 10:30 cm.
Sunday School
10,30 a.m.
2nd Wed.
730 p.m.
Reding Remo Every Wed. 11-3 sm.

CHURCH OF CHRIST
ALMO CIII7RCH OF CHRIST
Bible School
900 a.m.
Morning Worship
9.50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6.00 pm.
COLDWATER
Morning Worship
1216 a.m:
Evening Worship
600 p.m.
DEXTF.R
Morning Worship
10 50 LID.
Evening Worship
6.00 pm.
FRIENDSHIP
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study
10:00 a.m.
Morning Service
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 pm.
Wed. Worship
7:30 p.m.
HAZEL CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Bible Study
250 am.
Morning Worship
10:60 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Mid.Week Worship
7:00 pm.
HICKORY GROVE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday Bible Claes
9 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.
Wednesday Night
7 pm.
KIRXSEY CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Sunday School
cm.
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
7 p.m.
(Sunday & Wednesdays)
MT. OLIVE '
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10-00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
NEW CONCORD
Worship
9:50 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Bible Classes
9 a.m.
W odnesday
7 p.m.
NEW PROVIDENCE
Morning Service
9:50 a.m.
Evening Service
6:00 p.m.
PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
1045 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.

lacio

Dan Miller
Auction Service
Dan Miller - Auctioneer

435-4144
ROY'S
DISCOUNT PHARMACY
EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
Roy McKendree - Pharmacist
I m
I
753-2380

MURRAY ELECTRIC
SYSTEM 753_5312

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

_LAMB PLUMBING &
MECH. CONTR. INC.
501 N 4th

Lamb, Owner
753-6168

GLENDALE ROAD
CHURCH OF CHRIST
9 cm.
Worship
10 cm
, Bible Study
Evening Worship
6 pm
7 p.m
Wed. Bible Study
UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
10:543 cm.
Evening Worship
600 pm.
UNIVERSITY
Bible Classes
9:00 am
Worship
10,00 sin
6.00 p in
WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
1060 a.m.
Evening Worship
6.00 p.m.
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Morning
9:00 a.m.
Evening
600 p.m.
7700 pm.
Wednesday

CIMISTIAN ANN
IIISSIONARY ALLIANCE
ALLIANCE BIBLE CHURCH
MUrray
Sunday Worship....
1230 a.m

CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST OF LATTER
DAY SAINTS

N. 4th

M7 IllitRON
10 00 • re
Worship
Sunday School
11.00 am
PALESTINE UNITED
10 00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m
Worship
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
9.45 •m
Worship
1100 am.
Sunday School
GROVE
SOUTH PLEASANT
945 cm.
Sunday School
10.45 a.m.
Morning Worship
6.00 p.m.
Evening
STOREYS CHAPEL UNITED
11 00 a.m.
Morning Worship
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
10.00 •.re.
Morning Worship
1100•m.
Sunday School
WAYMEN CHAPEL
AACE CHURCH
10 00 a.m
Sunday School
11 00 • m
Morning Service
Pastor William J Pratt -

CHURCH

EPISCOPAL
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
1620 W. Main
Sun. Rolyibachanst 8 am. & 1020 ant
Church school: 8:16 La.
Wadkays: kg pas Evening Prayer
(Holy Eucharist Wednesday)

INDIPE/IHENT
CHRISTIAN
COMMUNITY CHURCH
9:30 cm.
Sunday School
Morning Worship
10:30 a.m.
NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
408 Main Street
945 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 am
Worship
7 pm
Wednesday

WItY11113 WITNESSES
JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
920 a m
Public Talk
10:30 a.m
Watchtower Study

--11111211111—
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Sunday School &
Bible Class
230 a in
Worship
1045 a.m

METHODIST
BETIIEL UNITED
Morning Worship
9:30 a.m
Sunday School
10:30 am.
2nd & 4th Sun. Night 6:00 p.m.
BROOKS CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
1st & 3rd Sun. Night 7:00 p.m.
COLDWATER
Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service
9:00 a.m.
Sun day School
945 cm.
DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
1100 •.m., 6:00 pm.
FIRST METHODIST
Worship
10:50 •.rn.
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Worship Service
11.00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 cm.
GOSHEN METHODIST
Church School
1200 a.m.
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
Evening Ser. Wor.
6:30 p.m.
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship
• 10:00 a.m.
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
KIRKSEY UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
1100 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
LYNN GROVE
Worship Service
9:45 a.m.
Church School
10.45 a.m.
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship Service
9:30 am.
Sunday School
10:30 a.m.
MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 asni..
MT. CARMEL
Worship
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
1100 a.m.

MILLER
iiam, 10
LiCIMEN RIM

Our Showroom is Open
Mon.-Fri. 8-4:30
Saturday 8-Noon
612 S. 9th St.
753-5719

BLALOCK-COLEMAN
,7unerul ,76orne, gric

713 S. 4th St.
753-6800
41,
*_c_i
lorrnp1iments of

KOPFSRU D

NAZARENE
LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10.00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
MURRAY CHURCH
Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
6.30 p.m.

, PENTECOSTAL
BETHEL CHAPEL
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
10:00 am.
Worship
11 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.
DEXTER HOLINESS
CIIURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Saturday
7 p.m.
THE CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST-Almo Heights
Sunday School
10:00 a in
Womhip Service 11 cm. & 7 pin
FAMI APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
2206 Coldwater Rd.
Sun. Ser. 10-11 a.m.-7:00 p.m.
FAITH TABERNACLE
3 miles oast of Alice
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship
11 cm. & 7 pm.
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF COD
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship
10:30 a.m. & 6 pm.
Wednesday
, 7:00 pm.
HIGHER PRAISE WORSHIP
CENTER
Sunday School
945 a.m.
Worship
10:30 & 6 pm.
JENNY RIDGE
PENTECOSTAL
Saturday Evening
7:00 pm.
Worship
10:30 a.m. & 7 pm.
MURRAY CHURCH OF GOD
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sunday School
10:00 cm.
Worship
11:00 a.m.
TRINITY MISSION
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCHNEW CONCORD
Sunday School
10:00 •.m.
Worship Sen.
11:00-7:30 p.m.
• LAKE-LAND APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
Sunday Services
1000 cm.
6-00 pm

PRESBYTERIAN
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
10:45 a.m.
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
- 11:00 a.m.
MOUNT PLEASANT
Morning Worship
11:00 •.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
945 a.m.
Worship Service .
11:00 a.m.
OAK GROVE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
Service
11:00 a.m. & 7 pm.

711 Main

(conoco)Pioneer

Convenience Mart

Groceries and Snack Bar Open 7 Days
Open Mon.-Sat. 6-9, Sun. 7-8
Hwy 94, Lynn Grove, K Y 435-4500

Dunnaway's Body Shop
404 N. 4th S. • Murray, KY • 753-8730

CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH-DODGE•JEEP•EAGLE
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray - 753-6448

FAMILY STEAK HOUSE
Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-0440

&FTWS
WOODC
GALLERIES
Hwy. 641 North

c;.1-'

759-4408
urns
••
,y • Hwy. 94E (1 mi.)
-r_i • •Itekr,td
Murray, Ky.
CIBridleS Cre cBritehcs

Mirrray
Ledger 8r Times
"The oldest independent repair shop in Murray

Cunningham
Auto Repair
Open Mon.-Fri. 7:30-5

619

South 4th

Corn-Austin®
"You Gotta See Us!"
Men's, Ladies & Young Men's Apparel
Downtown • Murray

Corner of 299 & 464
Robert Tabers, Owner
P.O. Box 6 Kirksey, Ky. 42054
489-2126

Rudy's

READY MIX CO.
Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete
East Main Streef
753-3540

"A Taste of Home Cookin."
Mon.-Thurs. 5:30 a.m.-2 p.m.
Fri. 5:30 a.m.-9 p.m.
753-1632
Cow t Square

Keel's Vacuum
Stiles and Service

'Your Plumbing Specialist"

GEE PLUMBING
75$-3008

Serving Breakfast
6 a.m.-10:30 a.m.
Serving Lunch
10 a.m.-11 p.m.
Midnight on Weekends

753-8841

Williams Appraisal
Serviee
Chuck

Williams Corti/Sad Ky. Appraiser

435-4874

759-4522

• y61 6044

F'ITI'S BLOCK

507 N. 12th

STOCKADEe.

SIRLOIN'S

Cain's 0

Hey. 641 South...

753-1222

Tabers Acoustic
& Drywall

Attend The Church
Of Your Choice

• FUNERAL HOW
311 storth 4th Murrio. I•1

Thornton Tile and Marble

ADVAIITUZ:

753-6779

V*SAI,c)Y

Am.

or COO

MURRAY CHURCH OF GOD
Morrung,Wership
10:00 am.
Evening Worship
IWO pm,.
Hardin Hwy. 80
10 cm.
Sunday School
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 pm.
7 pm.
Wednesday

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
620 S. 16th St.
Sacrament Meet
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
11.20 cm.
Relief Society and
Priesthood
12:10 pm.

PITTMAN WHEEL
ALIGNMENT
408

STOREY'S FOOD GIANT
Jimmy

See Local
Church
Announcements
On Opposite
Page

(UPS Shipping Service Available)

753-2706

Bel-Air Center
HOWARD

D

1-800-633-7296 Inside Ky
Mayfield, Ky
118 N. 7th St.

Kentucky
Lake Oil Co.
Shell

Servyng Western Kentucky
intrl WrIftt•rn Tennessee

S. 4th St. 753-1323 Chestnut St.
OPP—

CALLOWAY
MONUMENT WORKS
A ii)rr‘ k

v )1,/nor,ts

p.c

••,

Irtvps

1707 W. Main

753 1962
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Area churches list music and services for weekend
Bobby Manning will direct the music
den, D Maddox, 0 Earnest . f.„kloss
with Marge West and Mary Geurin as
and D. and T. Burke
accompanists .
Goshen United Methodist
Lynn Grove United Methodist
The Rev Bob Dotson. pastor, will
The Rev Eugene Burkeen, pastor,
speak about 'By Their Parents You
will speak at 9.30 am service Judy
Shall Know Them' at 11 a.m service.
Kelso will be organist
Mona Lewis will direct the music with
Spring Crook Baptist
Donna Parker and Pat Brun as accomThe Rev. Terry Powell. pastor will
panists Assisting will be Ronnie Hutspeak at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m services
son, Steve Sexton, David Palmer, BetColes Camp Ground U. Methodist
ty Tucker and Shelby Suiter
The Rev Lee Gamblin, pastor, will
Airksey United Methodist
speak at 9 a.m service with Samantha
The Rev. Dan Leslie, pastor, will
Hall as song leader and Dean Stespeak at 11 a m and 6 p.m. services.
phenson as pianist
Ron Pace will direct the music with
Cherry Corner Baptist
Clarice Norsworthy and Janice Hays
The Rev. Charles Anderson, pastor,
as accompanists.
will speak at 11 am and 6 p m. serChristian Science
vices, Cecil Glass will be music direcServices will be at 10 30 am Sunt
tor with Anna Requarth and Lucy Ann
day and 7 30 p m each second
Forrest as accompanists .
Wednesday
Temple Hill United Methodist
New Life Christian Center
The Rev Lee Gamblin, pastor, will
The Revs. Mark and Karen Welch,
speak at 10 a.m. service Janna Hopkministers, will direct services at 11
ins will direct the music
a m. worship service
New Mt. Carmel Baptist
Kirksey Baptist
The Rev Randall Kuykendall, pasThe Rev Van Russell. pastor. will
tor, will speak at 1 14 a m and 6 p m
speak at 11 a.m. and 630 p.m services. W.A Erwin will direct the music services
Russell Chapel United Methodist
with Gala Edwards and Cindy Cossey
The Rev Calvin Clark, pastor. will
as accompanists
speak at 9 45 a m service with Red
Coldwater United Methodist
Woods as song leader and Dorothy
The Rev Eugene Burkeen, pastor,
Brown as pianist
will speak at 11 a.m service. Rex
New Providence Baptist
Smith will be song leader and Jimmy
The Rev Odell Colson, pastor. will
Wilson as pianist.
speak at 11 a m and 6 p m services
Murray Church of God
Independence United Methodist
The Rev. William T Geary, pastor,
The Rev.. Lee Gamblin, pastor, will
will speak at 10 a.m. service. Marie
Lipford will direct the music with Dan- speak at 11 a m service with Patricia
Lassiter as pianist
ny McGrew as pianist.
Mason's Chapel United Methodist
Murray Baptist Mission
The Rev. David Parker, pastor, will
The -Rev Parvin Hall. pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. Service The Choir
speak at 2'45 p.m. service
will sing with Karen Coles and Sharon
Palestine United Methodist
Myatt as accompanists
The Rev. Calvin Clark, pastor will
Flint Baptist
speak at 11 a.m. service. Mary Conner
. will direct the music with Faye - ChildThe Rev Ronnie McPherson, pastor, will speak at 11 a m and 6.45 p.m
ress as pianist
services Tilghman Barrow and Joe
Emmanuel Baptist
Dale Curd will direct the music with
Services will be at 11 a.m. and 6:30
p.m services. Ernest Hendricks will
Gina Brandon and Karon Johnson as
accompanists
direct the song service with Carolyn
Brooks Chapel United Methodist
Allbritten and Jane Buchanan as
The Rev Charles Morphew. pastor.
accompanists._
will speak at 11 a m service
Liberty Cumberland
West Murray Church of Christ
The Rev. Don Faulkner, pastor, will
James Hahn, evangelist, will speak
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
about "Successful Teaching" at 1050
Good Shepherd United Methodist
The Rev Richard Denton will speak
a.m service. The 6 p.m_ service will
be devoted to answering Bible quesat 11 a.m service Diana Tatlock will
tions Song leader will be Ray
direct the music with Margaret KenCummings
nedy and Betty Poole as
Salem Baptist
accompanists.
The Rev John Sheppard, pastor,
St. John's Episcopal
Westside Baptist
will speak at 11, a m and 7 p.m serThe Holy Eucharist will be celeThe Rev. Glynn Orr, pastor, will
vices Bobby Fain will direct the music
brated at 8 and 10:30 a m. Fr, Andre
speak at 10:30 am. Family Life serwith Denise Windsor and Shirley Lamb
Trevathan will preside and preach
vice. Tommy Scott will direct the music
as accompanists
Sugar Creek Baptist
with Patsy Neale and Sherma Scott as
First Assembly of God
The Rev. Bill Miller, pastor, will
accompanists The Choir will sing speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services
The Rev Jerry Henley pastor will
-God Leads Us Along" and Rob Riley
speak at 11 a m and 6 p m services
Jack Miller will direct the' music with
will sing a solo. Herb Denham and
Sinking Spring Baptist
Patty Harris as pianist
Jimmy Felts will serve as deanns of
The Rev Russell Miller pastor, will
First Christian
the week. No evening service will be
speak at 11 a m and 6. p m services
Dr. David Roos, pastor, will speak
held.
Dwayne Barrow will direct the music
about "Mothering and Fathering As
Glendale Road Church of Christ
with Laura Paschall and Rhonda Lamb
Living Stones" with scripture from I
John Dale. minister, Will speak
as accompanists '
Peter 24-8 at 10:45 a.m service. Verabout "The Meanest Mother in the
Oak Grove Baptist
nie Roberts will sing "Yet Will I Sing."
World" with scripture from Proverbs
The Rev H D Hudson will speak at
Lee Kern will be choir director and
3121-31 at 9 a.m service and about organist. Assisting will be Dan Wright.
11 a m and 630 p m services Jimmy
"The Head and the Body" with scrip-s Andrea Woods, Marie Forrester, Don
Key will direct the song service with
lure from Ephesians 122, 23 and
Jennifer Billington as pianist .
Chamberlain, Dan Wright, Terri Ben5:23-25 at 6 p.m. service. Jerry Bolls
Poplar Spring Baptist
ton, James Dale Clopton, Melanie
will direct the song service, Assisting
The Rev Dennis Norvell, pastor, will
Dawson, Ken Evans, Carmen Garland,
will be Jamie Potts, John Paul Nix, Lynn Griffiths, Terry Hart, Robert
speak at 8.30 and 11 a m and 6 p.m
Hubert Bazzell, Logan Dodd II, Ray
services Mark Hardison will direct the
Hopkins, David Roberts, June Vander
Karraker, Tommy Schroader, Bob HarMUSIC
Molen and Don Wilson
grove. Kenneth Cleaver, Charles GroMartin's Chapel U. Methodist
Coldwater Baptist
gan, Darrell Hargrove. Marty Hutson
The Rev Richard Denton pastor
The Rev Jackie Geurin, pastor:will
and Ray Dunn.
will speak at 9 a m service Ralph
speak at 11 a m and 6 p m services
First Baptist
Dr. Greg Earwood, pastor, will
speak at 10:45 a.m. and 7 p.m. services. His morning topic will be "How
to Fight Fair" in the second of a series
on "When Crisis Comes Home."
Parent/Child Dedication and the ordinance of baptism will be observed at
morning hour. Steve Littlefield will
direct the music with Margaret Wilkins
and Janet Finch as accompanists.
Rich Gray will sing a solo at morning
hour. The Sanctuary Choir will sing "0
Come, Let'Us Sing" at morning hour
and "Give Me A Hand" at evening
hour. Dr, Steve Cobb will serve as
deacon of the week.
New Concord Church of Christ
By James H. Cain
Bob Haley, minister, will speak at 10
a.m. and 6 p.m services.
Elm Grove Baptist
The David Brasher, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6:45 p.m. ser1. Postponed obedience is disobedience.
vices. Music will be directed by Donald
2. A good boss is one whose workers want to do more than he asks
Smith with Glenda Rowlett and Bobbie
Burkeen as accompanists.
them.
Hazel Baptist
3. The more you appreciate cooperation the more of it you will gel
The Rev. Tim Adcock, pastor, will
4.
You may depend on the Lord, but can he depend on you?
speak at 11 a.m. and 6.30 p.m. serAmong
a people generally corrupt, liberty cannot long exist.
5.
vices. Music will be directed by Gene
Edmund Burke
Orr Miller with Gwyn Key and Oneida
White as accompanists. Roger Hutson
6. Don't allow philanthropy to be a substitute for sympathy.
will sing a solo, "The Love Within," and
7. Love is a spiritual gift which moves the heart and not only the
the Choir will sing 'Remind Me Dear
Love is the name not only for what the hand does but for what
hands.
Lord."
heart
feels.
the
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist
The Rev. Jim Alford, pastor, will
speak about "It Runs in the Family"
with scripture from Ephesians 6:1-4 at
10:45 a.m. service. Doug Crafton will
direct the music with Kathy Erwin as
pianist. The Choir will sing 'If I Could
Hear My Mother Pray Again." Acolyte
will be Holly Barnes Assisting will be
Rick andMelonie Lowe Kerry Erwin
and Timmy sons
Grace Baptist
The Rev Robert N Johnson, pas
tor, will speak at 8 30 and 11 a m and
6 p.m. Kevin Rudicil will direct the
music with Dwane Jones and Susan
Jones as accompanists Tracy PendyTransportation Available - Call 753-5019 after 4 p.m.
graft will sing at morning hour and
Sherrie Nance and Adult Choir at
Every Sunday, We Are On
evening hour Noble Bray will serve as
deacon of the week
Lake-Land Apostolic
The Rev James H Cain, pastor.
Bro. Heyward Roberts, Pastor
will speak at 10 a m preaching.
teaching session Evangelistic service
16writ begin et 6
SI. Leo Catholic
Masses will be at 6 p m Saturday
and 8 and 11 a m Sunday with Fr
Peter E
Hughes pastor officiating
Assisting will be Joe Tidwell J Tid
well C Rood T Autif J and 1.1
Reed Matt and Sean Clemson A
F often B Whitaker 1.1 Slept°
Lambert J Blankenship Carl Napoli
Chan*, Casper U Franco B Hot
Various area churches have
released information concerning
their services on Sunday, May 9,
as follows:
University Church of Christ
Charley Bazzell will speak at 10
a.m. and 6 p.m. services. Danny Claiborne will direct the song service.
Assisting will be Ernie Bailey, Lynwood
Wmith, Hamp W. Brooks, Jim
McCrory, Ronald Wisehart, Keith Hosford, Mike Russell, Nick Horton, Jesse
Horton, Rob Erwin, Tim Erwin, Steve
McCuiston, Bobby, Spiceland, Steve
Spiceland and Jim Lawson.
Memorial Baptist
The Rev Jim Simmons, pastor, will
speak at 10:50 a.m. and 7 pm. services. John Wood will direct the music
with Tonya Simmons and Kathy
Thweatt as accompanists. The Church
Choir 4111 sing 'Lord, Here Am I' at
morning hour when the ordinance of
baptism will be observed. Reggie Key
will be deacon of the week
West Fork Baptist
The Rev. Lawson Williamson, pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p m.
services. The music will be led by
Alvin Usrey, deacon of the week, with
Brenda Wyatt and Cyndy Satterwhite
as accompanists Kaci Greer will sing
at morning hour.
First United Methodist
Dr Jerry Jeffords, pastor, will speak
about 'The Best Family on Earth" with
scripture from I Peter 2.4-10 at 8.30
and 10:50 a.m. services Acolytes will
be Meg Farrell and Courtney Christopher Shea Stonecipher will play a
piano solo at early service. The
Chancel Choir will sing 'All Things
Bright and Beautiful" and the Bell
Choir will play two hymns at later service. Kim Black will direct the music
with Joan Bowker as organist.
Eastwood Baptist
The Rev. Timothy N Huffman, pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
services. The Rev. Jim Owens is
assistant pastor.
First Presbyterian
Robert Valentine will speak about
"Guess What" with scripture from Luke
240-52 at 10'45 a.m service Terry
Foreman will be liturgist. Pat Bomba
will be choir director and organist. The
Youth CVir will sing All Things
Bought' and Beautiful" and Adult Choir
will sing "0 Be Joyful' with John
Schlabach and Glenn Shaffer playing
trumpets Assisting will be Peter
O'Rourke, Warren Boughton. Jean
Lindsey and Joan Hayman.

r
er//

••'"

FROM THE
PLATTER
PARSON'S
SCRAPBOOK

Alice Witte, organist Arnold Ronna.
Robertson will direct the music with
Hardin Baptist
Carmelite Eldridge as pianist
The Rev Ricky Cunningham. pasGeorge Friebel, Jerry Kanachlu and
tor, will speak at 8 30 a m and 10 30
Trinity Christian
Einar Jenstrom
a m and 6 p m services Darrell GibThe Rev D R Bellew, pastor, will
Alliance Bible
son will be song leader Fran Beale
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p m services
Kerry Lambert, pastor, will speak on
Sandra Lyles, Martha Lou Lawrence
'An Antidote for Guilt' with scripture
Dexter Baptist
and Shelia Clark will be accompanists
from Psalm 51 at 10 a m. service
The Rev Paul Bogard. pastor, will
speak at 11 a m and 6 p m services •
Scotts Grove Baptist
The Rev Heyward Roberts. pastor.
will speak at 11 a m and 6 p m
ServICes.
New Concord Pentecostal
The Rev. James E. Lewis, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 pm
Higher Praise
The Rev. E.F Clore, pastor, will
.speak at 1030 a.m and 6 p.m
services.
Bethany Baptist
The Rev David Cunningham, pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m
services.
Lighthouse Baptist
James D Fox, pastor, will speak at
11 a.m. and 6 p.m services
Lighthouse Christian
Phillip Rogers, minister, will speak
at 11 a.m. service.
Calvary Temple
The Rev Darrell Young, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6-30 p.m
services.
Locust Grove Nazarene
The Rev. Ertel Carter, pastor, will
reg. $25.49
speak at 11 a m and 5-30 p m
services
#74494
Bethel United Methodist
The Rev Charles Morphew, pastor,
will speak at 930 a.m and 6 p m. services Wanda Saylors will be song
leader with Lavonia Rowland as
pianist
llorthside Baptist
, The Rev Scott Bevins pastor, will
speak at 11 a m and 6 p m services
Jack Marvin is music director
Ledbetter Baptist
The Rev R J BuLpoe pastor, will
speak at 11 a m. and 6 p m services
Tommy Bogard will be. song leader
and Gentle Sheppard, pianist
Faith Apostolic
The Rev Dwight Wyant pastor will
speak at. 11 a m service
. Victory Baptist
The Rev Steve Todd pastor. will
ik*
speak at 11 a m and 6 p m servites
Chestnut Street G. Baptist
The Rev Jerry Bradford, pastor, will
Sunday
speak at 11 a m„ and 5 p m services
May 9
Union Grove Church at Christ
Henry Hargis. minister. will speak at
For
11 a m and 6 pm services
Dexter Holiness
Reservations
The Rev Elijah Balentine, pastor,
will speak at 11 am and"6 pm
services
Tlw entire Brass I.E.1111t171111(7111 trill be offered at mom! 114.,j
Hazel Church of Christ
Well (LS in the evening. The Brass lAintern is iiurious Or its
Jeff Frame, minister, will speak at
line food. rustic-eh-gam decor. and('arol's sterling surer 10.50 am and -6 pm services
Highway 80 Church of God
.jeleelry. lashinn watches and a "world"01sg1l15 lOr Mom.
The Rev Allan Stokes. senior pas(select that vtvia/ Mothifs Dap gilt be/ore or alter ilitung)
tor. will speak at 11 a.m and 6 p m
services
Immanuel Lutheran
((glen rii!iittly in .tiummer)
ihril
The Rev. Fred Faughn will speak
•
about "The Ministry of Motherhood.'
On Ilavy IN in Aurora. Kentucky
•
with scripture from Luke 1:41-45 at
•
9-••
10.30 a.m. service Assisting will be

rilUqqAU. 208 E. Main
SUPPLY COMPANY 753-3361
Inc.
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Fields selected Lady Racer coach
By STEVE PARKER
Murray Ledger & Times Sports Editor

JOHN P TAYLOR/Ledger & Times photo
named Lady

Former Murray State University men's basketball assistant coach Eddie Fields Was
Racers head coach this morning by Mike Strickland, athletic director (right).

It didn't take long for opportunity to knock at Mike Strickland's door after Kelly Breazeale
announced•that she wouldn't
returittas,head coach of the Murray State women's basketball
program.
The knock came in the form of
a ring by Racer, basketball assistant coach Eddie Fields.
"One night, the doorbell rang
and it was Eddie saying that he
was interested in the position,"
the Murray State athletic director
recalled of the impromptu job
inquiry. "Interstingly, I'd already
been thinking about that (Field's
candidacy)."
After weeks of waiting for the
official word from Murray State
president Ronald Kurth, Strickland announced at a Friday morning press conference that Fields
would take over the Lady Racer
program.
"We felt like Eddie Fields was
the man for us," Strickland said
at this morning's press conference. "Dr. Kurth analyzed the
situation and came to the same
conclusion."

ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) — Orlando Magic center Shaquillc
O'Neal took in stride the honor of being named NBA Rookie of the
Year.
And why not? For him.. it's all in a day's work.
"I .was just doing what I was supposed to do," O'Neal said
Thursday. "At 7-1. 303, you're suppased_to go out there, dunk,
rebound and battle. I was just doing my job."
O'Neal received 96 of a possible 98 votes. from a nationwide
panel of sports writers and broadcasters who regularly cover the
NBA — three from each league city and 17 representing the national Media.
Center Alonzo Mourning of the Charlotte Hornets received the
other two votes.
O'Neal, the No. 1 pick in last year's draft out of Louisiana State,
was the only player in the NBA's top 10 in four statistical categories. He averaged.23.4 points. 13.9 rebounds and 3.53 blocked,
shots per game and shot .562 from the field, leading all rookies in
.
each of those categories.

Suns even series with LA
By The Associated Press
Paul Westphal, after predicting
that the Phoenix Suns would rally
from a 2-0 deficit to beat the Los
Angeles Lakers, is using unorthodox methods to accomplish the
feat.
The Phoenix coach, concerned
his players were pressing, avoided talking basketball strategy at
halftime before the Suns broke
open a close game in the third
period and beat the Lakers
101-86 Thursday night. The outcome tied the best-of-5 series 2-2

ing a 23-game disparity between
and brought Westphal within one
victory, in Phoenix on Sunday, of —the two teams in the regular seaseeing his prediction come true. son, said after Game 2 that Phoenix would still win the series.
"We told a. few jokes, we
No team has ever lost the first
didn't talk about basketball,"
games of a best-of-5 series at
two
:
out
Westphal said. "That was
home and come back to win. At
strategy. It just seemed like the
the same time,-since the current
right thing to do at the time. I've
playoff format was adopted nine
never done it before and
years ago; no eighth-seeded team
probably never do it again.
has won a series over a N. 1
"1 just felt we weren't loose
seed.
enough."
In Thursday night's other playCharles Barkley had 28 points
and II- -rebounds for —the- Suns, off games, theNew York Knick9
who lost the first two—games of
the series at home. Westphal, notNI TURN TO PAGE 11

Tiger tennis team
edges Tilghman
•

•

•

TENNIS
Facing their stillest challenge
Murray High's baseball and
softball teams continued to have since hosting Lone Oak in the
its troubles crossing the plate in season opener, the Murray boys
Thursday's play, while the boys came up with a 5-4 victory over a
tennis team passed its biggest test formidable Traducah —Tilghman
squad.
in weeks.
Michael Hornback, playing No.
• • • •
1, dispatched Chad Gamble 6-3,
BASEBALL
Home plate is still no-man's 6-0. No. 2 Russ Adkins beat
land for the Tigers, as they were Jamey. Brown 8-4 while No. 3
shutout for the second-straight Brent Keller fell 8-4 to Tilghman's John Russell. Joel Johnson
day.
Paducah Tilghman pitcher, and picked up the Tigers' final sinMurray State football signce, gles win, an 8-2 decision over
George Hamilton tossed a two- Ben Proctor.
The No. 1 doubles team of
hitter to stone the Tigers 2-0
Thursday at Ty Holland Field. On Cohoon-Johnson fell 8-6 but
'Wednesday, Murray fell 1-0 at Adkins-Keller and Jamey .HuntHornback won their matches at
Marshall County.
For his part, Murray hurler Ste- No. 2 and No. 3.
In girls play, Caroline Trawick
phen Crouch allowed just five
Tilghman hits in a losing effort. and Emma Shaw picked up the
After four scoreless innings, only Singles wins in the Lady
Tilghman finally plated a run in Tigers 7-2 loss to Tilghman.
Trawick, the No. 1 seed, won
the fifth inning. They added
6-2. 6-3, while Shaw won 8-5
insurance in the seventh.
Nturra is now 7-9 on the season while Tilghman moved to II TURN TO-PAGE 11
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blanked David East, 8-0; No. 2,
Travis Proper (M) beat Chad
Gray, 8-4; No. 3, Peter O'Rourke
(C) . defeated Kolby Fritts, 9-7,
7-4; No. 4, Matt Frimll (C) beat
Scott Smith, 8-4; -No. 5, Matt
Price (C)'breezed 'past Chris
Covington, 8-2; No. 6, Matt
Monroe (M) beat Eric Johnson,
8-3.
In Doubles: No. 1, Fritts-East
(M) beat Gray-Earwood, 8-6; No.
2, Price Frizzell (C) defeated
Proper-Covington, 8-6; No. 3,
O'Rourke-Johnson (C) edged
Smith-Monroe, 9-7, 8-6.
In the girls' match, Singles:
No. 1, Mary Beth Blewett (M)
beat lull Yoo, 8-4; No. 2, Kylic
Johnson (C) defeated Laura
Easley. 8-6; No. 3, Kccli Clark
(111) beat Erin Grogan, 8-3; No. 4,
beat Leah
Melanie Stinson (M)
Baust, If-1; No. 5, Kristen Pickens(M)defeated Alexia Shempp,
8-1; No. 6. Kelly Travis- -(C)
edged Christine Crick, 9-7;
In Doubles: No. 1, Blewett.Easley (M) beat YoO-Baust, 8-4:
No. 2, Clark -Pickens (M)
defeated Johnson-Grogan. 9-8,
7-2: No. 3, Bell-Travis ((') edged
Story-Co(*. 9-11. 8-6.
• • • •
-SOFTBALL

Calloway County suffered a
letdown in baseball, but the Laker boys tennis team and the Lady
Lake( _softball team picked up
crucial victories.
• • • •
BASEBALL
Calloway broke out to a 5-0
lead in the first inning, but mental letdowns on defense allowed
Marshall to storm back and take a
13-5 win Thursday at Laker
Field.
"We beat them for four
innings, but they make you play
sevtn," Laker head coach Eddie
Morris explained.
Paced by RBI hits from
Wesley Cogdell and Jason Greer,
Calloway crossed the plate five
times in the opening frame. That
lead held until the top of the fifth
STEVE PARKER Leclge• S
—es o'o:o
when Marshall scored two to
Murray High centerfielder Ted Booth, left, tries to beat the throw
break a 5-5 tic.
Calloway. now 9-15-1. comback to third base from the Paducah Tilghman catcher.
mitted seven errors behind piwhers Mitch McClain, Brent Anderson and Tim McGrew. Marshall.
now 13-2, had 11 hits to Calloway's five.
April 29th.
ST. LOUIS (AP) — The St.
• • • •
twin
Canscco's
Jose
Canseco.
Louis Cardinals placed outfielder
TENNIS
brother; was batting .234 With
Bernard Gilkey on the IS-day
The Calloway boys' tennis
Mac home runs. and 22 Rah
-disabled Wednesday, ccitoactive
.4 in th
n -'1‘hed
kc.r win'
Lady
imprest-sais.
to April 29. and called. up Ozzic through Tuesday. But he also had team look a 6-3 match against the pair ofThursday.
iweeping Nlar
N1afield Cardinals- OFR • The rd
Canseco from their class-AAA. 30 strikeouts in 77 at-hats.
Lads I akers lost to Mayfield by shall County in a doubleheader
Mana-ger Joe Torre said
Louis• Mc club
The- vitIof) puts tanimas
%.1111C score.
the
left
in
vomit]
stall
field
Canseco
Gilkeswas hitting 11') and
In the boys match. Smiles: County at 9-1; kw the season
when the Cardinals open J series
had just been installed j• the Jr
' No I. Todd Earwood (Cl
apinst the Philadelphia Mahe,
&nal. !cation man %hen he
•TURN TO PAGE 11
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INDIANAPOLIS — Doc
Rivers doesn't look for 3-point
shots in an offense that has
Patrick Ewing at center. That
doesn't mean he won't take
them when he's left open.
Rivers hit four 3-pointers
and scored 14 -of New York's
23 points in the final eight
minutes as the Knicks defeated
Indiana 109-100 in overtime
Thursday night. Co move into
the Eastern Conference
semifinals.
-I got- shots- -because they
- "
were doubling up on Patrick
and he moved the ball from
the post," said Rivers, who
attempted only, three 3-pointers in the first three games of
the best-of-5 series.
The 6-foot-4 Rivers was
guarded by 6-1 Pooh Richardson when he made the big
shots.
"I missed three or four
shots in a row, .but I knew I
could make -those," Rivers-,
said. "I thought I could shoot
over him."
The Knicks,. who won the
series 3-1, will play Charlotte
in the opening game of the
semifinals . in New York on
S.unday. The Hcirnets arc coming off a -victory over Boston
in their first NBA pjayoff
appearance, while the Pacers
are now 0-6 in postscason
series.
New York overcame a
33-point effort .by Reggie
Miller, who had 126 points in
the four games and hit his
fourth 3-pointer of the game to

Softball, tennis
teams post wins
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By HANK LOWENKROWN
AP Sports Writer
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NBA PLAYOFFS:

O'Neal voted NBA's top rookie

Staff Report

The situation is what appealed
to Fields, who has been in Murray for two years as an assistant
under Racer head coach Scott
Edgar. With a wife and two kids,
the former Harlem Globetrotter
was ready- to stop trotting from
job to job and city to city.
"So many guys get into this
business because of the job,"
Fields said Friday. "But there's
also a family part of it.
"A lot of things have gone into
my decision, like my family and
their opportunities in life."
Field's wife, Annazette, will
graduate Saturday with a master's
degree in ogranizational communications, which she plans to: use
in a pOsition with the university.
Their children, Troy, 12, and
Brianna, 5, are firmly implanted
in the local school system.
Finally. Fields's decision
hinged on the Lady Racer program. "This gives me an opportunity to do what I like doing —
coaching," he said. "Given time,
we're - gonna have some fun
around here."
.Fields is charged with turning
around a Lady Racer program

Rivers,
Knicks
roll by
Pacers

•

•

•

•

•
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Actions & React ions

FROM PAGE 10
NEW YORK (AP) — For the first time since 1982, the NFL and its
players' union have settled on a collective bargaining agreemen
If ratified,
the seven-year pact will bring to an end the labor strife that t.
has plagued
the league since 1987.
The agreement gives the players substantial increases in pensions
,
further liberalizes free agency and boosts payments to players whose
were radically altered by football -related injuries. Players who have lives
agreed to join the union will begin Croting on the contract immediately.
The
league's management Council unanimously approved the
agreement on
behalf on the 28 clubs. The NFL's latest labor problems began
in September 1987, when a five-year contract expired.

GOLF
MARIETTA,,Ga. (AP) — Steve Lowery. winless in six seasons on the
PGA Tour; shot a 7-under-par 65 to take a one-stroke lead
Dillard
Pruitt, Mike Hulbert and Mark Carnevale after the first round ofover
Atlanta
Golf Classic. Mark Calcavecchia, Nolan Henke, Billy Andrade,the
Huston' Larry Nelson, Neal Lancaster, David Ogrin and Russell John
Beiersdor
f
opened with 67s on the Atlanta Country Club course.
PLYMOUTH, England (AP) — Jose Maria Olazabal of Spain, Gordon
Brand Jr. of Scotland and Sven Struver of Germany shot 5-under-par 67s
to share the first-round lead in the Benson and Hedges International.
James of England and Vijay Singh of Fiji opened with 68s on the St.Mark
Mellion course.

II Knicks...
FROM PAGE 10
give Indiana its last lead at
94792 with 52 seconds remaining in regulation.
Miller made 12 of 20 shots
and hit-all live- of his. free
throws. Much of the damage
was against John Starks, who
was ejected and fined S5,000
for head-butting Miller in
Game 3.
The Pacers never led in
overtiine after leading by as
many as 14 points in the first
period and 12 in the third
quarter.

Ewing, who had 28 points,
put the Knicks ahead to stay,
96-94, after missing the potential winning shot in the closing
seconds of regulation. Detlef
Schrempf's free throw made it
96-95, but Ewing resp
—o-nded
with another basket.
Rivers, who had 21 points
and 11 assists, gave the Knicks
a 101-97 lead with his first
overtime 3-pointer and then hit
another 3-pointer to put New
York ahead 104-97 with 1:16
remaining.

that finished 6-19 last season. In
addition to three starters, Fields
will welcome back assistant
coach Vanessa Gray.
"I'm excited," Gray said. "1
know I've got a big smile on my
face. It's a great opportunity —
not just for myself — but for
Murray State women's basketball
and the university.
"Coach Fields is a super person and really energetic. I can't
wait to get started."
Fields also got a ringing
endorsement from his former
boss.
"I'm losing a great assistant,
but Murray State's gaining a fine
and excellent addition in the head
coaching ranks," said Edgar, who
hopes to fill Fields' spot by June
1.
Fields has experience coaching
women's basketball, serving as a
part-time women's assistant at
Drake University. His last head
coaching job in women's basketball was at Academy Central in
Tulsa, Okla., where he coached

seventh and eighth grade girls.,
"I've enjoyed the times I've
spent coaching women," Fields
explained. "People think coaching women is so much different,
but it's really not. You don't
have the athleticism that you do
with the men, but you still have
to teach the basics and meet your
needs in recruiting."
•
Fields plans to employ the uptempo style he helped teach
under Edgar.
Born in NewOrleans, La..
Fields played high school basketball at Metairie, La. He then
attended Oklahoma University,.
starting four years and serving as
team captain under Dave Bliss.
He was drafted ..by the. Chicago
Bulls of the NBA iii 1977 but
played professionally with the
Harlem Globetrotters from
1978-88.
It was with the 'Trotters that
Fields received the nickname
"Fast Eddie" in honor of his ballhandling wizardry.
Fields will assume full responsibilities of the Lady Racer program On July I.

Today's Games
Tonight's games have Cleveland at New Jersey and Portland
at San. Antonio in series the
Cavaliers and Spurs• lead 2-1. In
deciding fifth games on Saturday,
Utah will be at Seattle and the
Los Angeles Clippers at Houston.
, Rookie Oliver Miller and
Kevin Johnson added 16 points
each for the Suns, who took the
lead for good with an 11-0 run
that gave them a 62-51 lead in

"I was really pumped," Barkley said. "(But) we ain't done
anything yet."
Then, he lidded with a laugh,
"I'm not sure we've got the
homecourt advantage now," a
reference to the fact the visiting
team has won all' four games so
far.
The Lakers were 20-21 at the
Forum this season and 19-22
away from home.
Vlade Divac led the Lakers

•Lakers...
In the first game, the Lady
Lakers collected 14 hits in an
easy 11-4 win.
Ruth Ann Ferguson picked up
the win on the mound and also
used the bat to her advantage by
getting - three RBI. Senior KaDonna Randolph
smacked a pair of triples in the
game with Michele Doran, Linda

II Tigers...
FROM PAGE 10
and No. 3.
Tilghman swept all three
matches of the doubles play.
•

•

•

•

SOFTBALL
Murray High's softball team
found the road to Fulton City
paved with misery Thursday, losing a pair of games by large
margins.
Dropping to 3-12 on the season, Murray fell 14-2 in the
opener and 20-2 in the nightcap.
Their next game will be Monday
at St. Mary.

Stubblefield and Marty McClard
each going 2-for-4.
In the nightcap, the Lady Lakers had a tougher game, winning
9-8 in a thriller.
Again, Calloway's bats were
hot, getting 14 hits. It appeared
the visitors had the game in hand,
holding a 5-0 lead after their at
bats in the top of the fourth.
But Marshall County stormed
back in the bottom of the fourth,
tying the game with five runs of
its own.
The seesaw tipped in Calloway's favor in the top of the fifth
when the Lady Lakers scored
four runs.
The 9-5 advantage held up
until the bottom of the seventh.
In that last frame, Marshall
County collected three runs and
had bases loaded with two outs.
A flyout to Randolph in left center concluded the drama.
Doran hit four singles for Calloway while Stubblefield was
3-for-4.
Calloway hosts Paducah Tilghman on Monday.

Superman Comics
Are Back!
On Sale Now!

F lest Ultra IMMO

$3.75 O.
$2.00 ph.
$1.75 pa.

Sulam Club NNW

$2.23 pk.

Reef Ultra II alliketball
Uppenieck $ Bashotball Hobby

W,carry a large assortment of comics and
comic cards.
At 00 &ow -7 pai
awA mum
Set tr8 ain4 paa Ora t8 ..aa

paw

Storey's Sport Stop
503 Maple

buy SO Trade

750-1114

'See me for all your family insurance needs'

305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)

733-9627
Like a good neighbor.
State Farm is there

CDJ,_)41)

Slats Farm Insurance Comp•niss
Horns Otlices: Bloomington, Illinois
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Ben McDonald knew exactly
what he wanted to do with the
Toronto Blue Jays. Instead, they
did it. to him.
"The one (Darnell) Coles hit
was a slider 1 left out over the
plate," the Baltimore Orioles'

pitcher said after a 10-8 loss to
Toronto on Thursday- night.
Actually, only three. McDonald forgot to .mention Ed
Sprague's', homer, the other ()I
four hit by the Blue Jays.
lite homers accounted for all
of Toronto's six_ runs against
McDonald (2-3).

with 17 points and 12 rebounds.
Tony Smith scored 15 points and
A.C. Green had 15 rebounds for
Los• Angeles.
Miller had harsh words for
Divac, who scored 30 points for
Los Angeles in Game 3.
"Vladc Divac was crying the
whole game, he was wimping the
whole game, he is a wimp,"
Miller said. "The game plan was
not to let Vlade have easy shots
and play tough defenst.-."- -Sonics 93, Jazz 80
Seattle and Utah split theirscason series 2-2, with each team
Winning once at home and once
on the road.
That's exactly the way their
playoff series stands 'after Eddie
Johnson scored 13 of his 24

points in the fourth quarter iii
Game 4.
"I wasn't ready to-go home:"
said Johnson, who had two
3-pointers, a three-point pb and
an off-balance, lean-in 15-footer
during his torrid spree.
The Sonics outscored the Ja//
23-16 in the fourth period after
taking a 70-64 lead into the final
12 minutes.
-Shawn Kemp had 16 points
and 11 rebounds and Derrick
McKey also scored 16 points for
the Sonics, who were tied at
halftime.
Karl Malone had 21 -['oink and
12 rebounds, but missed 11 of 18
shots for the Jazz, who gained
homccourt advantage in the .series
by winning Game 2 at Seattle.

By The Associated Press
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$ $ SAVE MONEY $ $

Why Pay More for a Monthly Pest Control Service
on your
home when we can offer you a quarterly service
for $25 CO
every three months fully guaranteed"?
We also offer:
-FREE Termite Inspections
-Complete Underneath Structural Repairs
-Moisture Barriers
-Automatic Temp-Vents Installed
CALL TODAY AND SAVE!!

SER ALL

TERMITE & PEST CONTROL CO.
Manager - John Hutching

Phone 753-6433

"Serving
When

You've

You Since
Tried Them

Murray, Ky

1963"

All Call SERVALL

Radial Keratotomy
can eliminate the
needfor glasses or

contacts!
Come to a free, educatiOnal seminar
to learn more about this remarkable
procedure!

Dr. J N Terhune,
MD,PSC
205W. 15th Street
Hopkinsville, KY 42240
* *

Tuesday, May 11
6 - 7 p.m.
The Eye Care Center
205 W. 15th Street
HopkInsvIle, KY
DL,Terhune can answer your questions'
.Bring your eyewear or prescription to find
out if this procedure will work for YOU

Reserve your seat today!

800-598-2021

1993 EAGLE VISION ESI

6,898
SAVE

2,124
Stk. *93470

4-Wheel Disc Brakes
AM/FM Cass. w/6
Speakers
Cruise Control
4-Wheel Independent
Choice of Warranties'
Suspension
FlPower Windows/Locks
State of the Art Cab Forward Design

As in Stook:
111011 Chryolsci Concorde, 1993 Dodge aIntrepid
Imo•orow

GB

4, ,
4
4

.001111111111.•1111111•1111i1110.111

Dual Air Bags
Tilt Steering
151 3.3 Liter V6 (153HP)

GB
4
4

Jane Rogers Insurance

Dr. J.N. Terhune
offers free
seminar!

For Sheriff
AA Your Sheriff I Will Strive To.
• Be available 24 hours a day; 7days a week
* • Hire qualified & professional deputies
•• Make a prompt & courteous response to all
calls
* • Implement new drug education programs
for our youth
Thank You for your support!
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FROM PAGE 10
the third quarter.
Phoenix was the NBA's best
team during the regular season,
with a 62-20 record, while the
Lakers, at 39-43, were the only
playoff team with a losing record.

PAGE

SCOREBOARD

•Playoffs...
.advanced to the second round
against Charlotte with a 109-100
overtime victory 'over Indiana,
and Seattle tied Utah 2-2 with a
93-80 win at Salt Lake City.
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OUT IT
GOES!!
,

SPECIAL SALE HOURS
OPEN TONIGHT UNTIL 8:00 P.M.
SATURDAY...9:30 A.M. 'Til 5:00 P.M.
61 YEARS OF CONFIDENCE

Trass
FURNITURE,INC.

Fine Quality Furniture And Accessories 's
103 SOUTH 3RD ST. - DOWNTOWN MURRAY

Murray recognized
as `Tree City USA'
Murray has been recognized by
the National Arbor Day Foundation as one of a dozen communities across Kentucky recertified
as a Tree City USA.
In cooperation with the Kentucky Division of Forestry, the
Tree City USA program acknowledges cities which have developed plans for replanting and
managing trees to improve the
urban environment.
In addition, to the cities recertified, another 16 communities in
Kentucky were certified for the
first time for meeting the standards of a sound urban and community forestry program.
"In the last year alone, we've
had requests from more than 40
cities, large and small across the
state, requesting assistance in
developing tree management
programs in their communities,"
said Mark Matuszewski, director
of the Kentucky Division of
Forestry.
TO become a certified Tree
City . USA, a city must either

employ a full-time urban forester
or establish a tree board/
commission by ordinance, have
an annual work plan, spend $2
per capita on urban forestry, and
commemorate Arbor Day with a
celebration that includes a signed
proclamation by the mayor.
"If cities look into their park
budget, street budget, and utility
pruning costs, they'll be surprised
to find that they probably already
meet the $2 per capita spending
requirement," Matuszewski said.
Any-community interested in a
tree planting program is invited
to contact the Kentucky Urban
and Community Forestry Assistance Program, which is designed
to help in program establishment,
technical assistance, and financial
assistance through federal grants.
For more information on the
program, contact the Kentucky
Division of Forestry, 627 Comanche Trail, Frankfort, Ky.,
40601, or telephone (502)
564-4496.

WKU Photo by Kurt Vinion

University,
Dr. Ronald J. Kurth (left) president of Murray State
UniKentucky
Western
of
president
Meredith,
C.
and Dr. Thomas
A
Union:
Soviet
versity, stand near part of the exhibit "The
The
Western.
at
Museum
Kentucky
Photographic Essay" at the
at
photographs wre taken by pr. Kurth during two tours of duty
people
Soviet
the
the American Embassy in Moscow and capture
presenting
and culture. Dr. Kurth formally opened the exhibit by
Kentucky
the
in
21
June
through
continued
a lecture. The exhibit
Museum's Garden Gallery.

GREAT $1,000,000 Second Chance Policy proposed
FURNITURE

DISPOSAL
SALE
INVOLVING EVERY AR11CLE IN OUR STORE
TO $489.00

RECLINERS
in the better

One lot of recliners
covers and styles by fine makers. Out
they go at...

TO 2249.00

TABLES
OCCASIONAL
lamps N,ce selec

One lot of fine tab*
tan Good makers Out they go at

HUNDREDS It-BARGAINS NEVER MENTIONED!
TO $100.00

TO $1160.00

-

SOFAS

One lot better sofas Fine Wears
Popular styles Famous makers. Out
they go at...

LAMPS
TABLE
maker occa.
of

famous
One group
s,onal tables, variety of styles Out
they go at

$4138 '38
AS CASH!

FINANCING AVAILABLE! 90 DAYS SAME
TO $450.00

&1325.00 7 PC.

CHAIRS
UPHOLSTERED chairs
good

DINING ROOM
dining room

One iot of upholstered
covers and styles by fine makers Ouf
Mey Q6 at

Famous maker 7 poem
suite, tabs Wield, 6 chairs. Out it
goes at...

58SALE!
$6
T TO PRIOR

HURRY! ALL ITEMS SUBJEC

SOFAS-CHAIRS-LOVE SEATS-RECLINERS
Lounge Chairs, Pull-Up Chairs, Desks, Sleep Sofas,
Table Lamps, Occasional Tables, Secretaries, Chests,
Bedroom Suites, Dining Room Suites, Living Room
Furniture, Bedding, Cabinets, Etageres, Dinette Sets,
And Many Other Unusual Pieces Must Be Sold!

ALL SALES FINAL! NO REFUNDS!
&2062.00

OM
3 PC. BEDRO
dresser se/mirror. 5

By fine maker,
drawer chest, bed Our it goes at

$910.00 BARRISTER

ASE
BOOKC
barnsle, pookcase

By better make,
60 high glass wars Out ,t goes at

$988 $388
DONT DELAY! FIRST COMES FIRST SERVED!
ACCESSORIES

One oarge lot lots of ..,,
usuisi beteg
Nand picked by our decorators out
they 90 at

$679.00

BUFFET and HUTCH
buffet

By

famous maker 47 wade
and hutch Fore fin, sr. Solid oak Out
it Veil at

60% OFF $3313
TO $770.00

RECLINERS
•Irs ^ma

One sy &VW "Ng* 1,00
. Ou
,
rea.
00 COO'S Famous mow
07 go i4

TO $1670.00

SOFAS
^ao co.oe's
One of bent., sofas
Pocauoar impel arnous mows C3‘.•
(1,
115 90 at

•

FNEST MAKERS ALL ON SALE!
.-Broynill.CIV611101R. Stanley Same
-Art Master
Carona Mew, Demons, AiX•nIS. Large
r.
Hama Manua. And Manp
RIV•vaisl. Jaws.
_
Lane. Uc.

lounger. kaly. Oriental ACCSAIS. Winters
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OPEN TONIGHT
UNTIL 8:00 P.M

Beginning in the fall 1993 semester, returning adult undergraduate
students at Murray State University
may be "forgiven" of certain unwanted college class records.
The Academic Second Chance
Policy proposed by the Adult Outreach Advisory Committee at Murray State will grant forgiveness for
specified semesters to students who
have been separated from an institution of higher learning for at least
five years. The proposal was approved by Dr. James Booth, provost
and vice president for academic and
student affairs.
To qualify for the Academic
Second Chance Policy, a student
must have completed 12 degree
credit hours at Murray State and
have a minimum 2.5 grade-point
average on those hours, according
to Billie Burton, coordinator of
adult outreach at MSU. Students
must apply for forgiveness to the
Office of Admissions and Registration before applying for graduation.
Once the application is approved,
Burton said a student may disregard

one semester or consecutive semesters of previously earned Murray
State credit. However, she said
non-consecutive semesters or particular claws of a semester may not
be disregarded.
"We're looking for a pattern of
poor performance," Burton said.
Phil Bryan, dean of admissions
and records at Murray State, specified that credit earned from other
universities is not included in the
policy.
"We don't feel that we can be
responsible for courses at another
university," Bryan said.
Bryan said that although other
universities have similar policies,
they will not recognize semesters
forgiven at Murray State.
Once a student has been forgiven,
Burton said, the grade-point average will be adjusted so that grades
earned during the previous semesters are no longer calculated.
Also, Bryan said the student's
classification will be effected if
enough hours are forgiven. He said
a statement on the student's tran-

Payne is name
Susie Payne has been elected
Parent of the Year for the Murray
PreSchooVHead Start program. She
has contributed many hours as a
volunteer in the classroom where
her daughter, Andrea, is a student
and has also helped with special
classroom parties, field trips, and
motivated other parents to volunteer.
As the Parent of the Year, she
received a trip to the Kentucky Head
Start Association Conference in
Louisville where she met other
parents from across the state who
are equally committed to the program.
In an essay Ms. Payne wrote for
the Parent of the Year event she
said: "My involvement with the
PreSchool/Head Start Program assures me that my child is learning
from the best. It has given,me the
qualities to help people, encourage
people, and to love one another."
The PreSchool/Head Start program serves three- and four-year-old
children who meet state and federal

income or disability guidelines. It
encourages parent involvement and
operates on the premise that the
parent is the child's primary teacher.

SUSIE PAYNE,
PARENT OF YEAR,
AND ANDREA PAYNE

ISIORGANollAUGH
WOMEN'S HEALTH SERVICES

script will reflect the changes.
Burton said several non-traditional students have asked her about
such a policy in past years. Sheisaid
she feels the Academic Second
Chance Policy is a needed and
reasonable program for Murray

State.
"After all, we have asked them to
prove themselves before they can
even apply," Burton said. "It seems
like a fair thing to do -- not to hold it
against someone that they were
once young."

Horoscopes
SATURDAY, MAY X, 1993
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope..based on your own
l)5
date of birth. call I-900-988-7788. Your phone company will hill vou
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE Let go of outdated methods. Donata
NEXT YEAR OF YOE R LIFE: ing unwanted equipment toWith a little foresight. you can make fay orite chanty pays oft
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
tremendous career progress. Teampeowork is the key. Throughout the Your ability to handle difficult
admired.
is
widely
situations
and
ple
your
summer and fall, showcase
managerial talents. Someone who is A calm. professional'approach
starting a new business has need of -makes you popular with a business.
your know-how. By December, you associate of the opposite sex..
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Go
may be weary of your usual social
circle. Look around. A change of alontwith a plan proposed by famiyour cup
diet_and. lifestyle. w.i.1.1:.make you l) members even if it is not
flu
'essential
is
e
Compromis
healthier and happier in 1994. A of tea.
your
Heed
.
harriumv.
domestic
longa
to
lead
shared hobby could
instincts regarding a -friend.
lasting romance.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): •
ON
BORN
TIES
CELEBRI
THIS DATE: _President Harry S. Be more direct when dealing with
Truman. singer Toni Tennille. jock- partner on financial 'matters.
tall ey Angel Cordero. author Peter Remember your plans to lake a
A
spending.
back
trim
and
vacation
Benchlev.
ARIES (March 2I-April 191: social event may not meet your
Pay more attention to your domestic expectations.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
obligations. Listen to the youngest
Take a stand if someone tries to
21):
something
learn
could
voice — you
down. A shared experience you
about yourself. Confess yols4aults. put
to a new romantic
lead
could
than.
about
then do something
TAURUS (April 20-May 201: involvement. Your way with words
Postpone taking the next step in opens important social doors.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
business or romance. Give someone
A loved one means well hut
19):
-reins.
the
hold
to
chance
else a
Investments are producing nicely could give faulty advice. Avoid taknow. Be more nurturing with those ing business detours that could lead
to financial loss. Legal documents
close to your heart.
should not he signed until more
20):
ne
2I-Ju
(May.
GEMINI
Teamwork will lead to deeper rap- information is a% airdble.
AQUARIUS Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
port on the home front. Enlist a
control of your financial desSeize
a
teen-ager's help. Bright colors and
long as you are decisive.
As
tiny.
the
up
perk
will
pillows
new
few
gladly follow your
oney-will
loved
living room.
proCANCER (June 21-July 22): An lead. A brief social encounter
.
inlomiation
inside
vides
review.
old debt could come up for
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 2(1): A
The emphasis now is on working
could sprinup from out of
crisis
your
hard, even on a weekend. Let
feelings for the creative,or artistic nowhere. A flexible approach will
help you find answers. You will he
take over.
LEO (July 23-Aug..22): Get into happiest at home by the fireplace or
a work mode, early in the day: a in the kitchen this evening.
sense of accomplishment follows.
TODAY'S CHILDREN: Properly handled and encouraged. these naturally shy tots will gradually blossom into the most congenial of.souls. Artistic and fond of working with their hands. they will line to paint and sculpt.
is
Play time is an important learning oxperience for these Taureans. It
to
when
learn
will
children
these
that
peers
their
through' negotiating with
compromise and when to stand pat! Hard-working and imaginative, these
tenacious Taureans can succeed in any field that really interests them.
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Announces
The Opening Of The Practice Of

LAURA DELLOS AND
KATHRYN YUHAS
Certified Nurse Midwives
Specializing In Obstetrical Care
In Association With Leland J. Elliott, M.D.
Board Certified Obstetrician/Gynecologist
120 West Walnut, Mayfield

Appointments: Phone 247-8100

11:30 - 1:30
$6.95 Adults • $4.95 Children

Under 13

Children Under 3 Free

- FRIDAY

—

Dinner Settings Now For 6 p.m. & 8 p.m.
Reservations Suggested

TEMPTATIONS
94staurant & Catering'
Private Parties
102 South t.th • Murray • 7S34111a
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Obit tiaric,,

Bonnie Lee St. John

Jobless rate continues
at 7.0 percen,t in April

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
nation's jobless rate in April held
at 7,0 percent for the third
straight month as service industries added large numbers of new
workers but building and manufacturing employment fell, the
government said today.
The Labor Department said in
its monthly emplopnent report
that the number of new jobs
throughout the economy, as measured by a survey of business
payrolls, rose by 119,000, following a revised decline of 9,000
jobs in March.
There were 8.92 million people
unemployed in April, the report
said.
The jobless rate of 7.0 percent.
which has not changed since it.
fell 0.1 pint in February, and the
overall increase in new jobs, was
Porter Bramlett, 77, died today
sons, James Bramlett and Robert in line with economists' expectaat 8:30 a.m. at his home in Hazel. Bramlett, Hazel; two sisters, Mrs. tions. It reflected a moderate
He was preceded in death by his Lottie Harris and Mrs. Frances improvement, officials said
wife. Mrs. Marie PattersonWinters, Waverly. Tenn.; nine today..
Bramlett.
William G. Barron, Ir.-deputy
Survivors include four daught- grandchildren; 13 great- commissioner of the Labor
grandchildren.
ers, Mrs. Peggy Ann Castleman
Department's Bureau of -Labor
and Mrs. Kathleen Phelps. Paris,
Miller Funeral Home of Hazel Statistics, said in testimony preTenn., .and Patsy Bramlat and will be in- Charge of funeral and pared for- delivery today-before
Mrs. Sandra Bartwell, Hazel; two burial arrangements.
the Joint' Economic Committee
that April's figures reflect "more
of the same slow improvement
we have seen in the labor market
since
early. last year."
ray,
and
Mrs. Lois Owens,
Mrs. .0dena Rogers, 93, of
Although
the economy has
Clarksville,
Ind.;
two
Circle,
sons,
Ellis
Marion
2020
Mayfield,
Rogers and Harold Rogers, May- added an average of more than
died Thursday at .6:22 a.m. at
field; 17 grandchildren; 19 great- 100,0(X) new jobs a month so far
Community Hospital there.
grandchildren;
seven great-great- this year, total employment
High
member
of
She was a
remains about I million short of
Point Baptist Church, Mayfield. grandchildren.
the pre-recession peak in June
Her husband, Joe Rogers, and
The funeral will be Saturday a 1990, when the economy
was
one son, Joe Wayne Rogers, pre11 a.m. in the chapel .of - Byrn providing jobs for. 110million
ceded her in death.
-Funeral Home, Mayfield. The people.
Born May 23. 1899, in Graves
Rev. Al Cobb and the Rev. Bob
In April, the big job gains were
County, she was the daughter of
Wilson will officiate.
limited to the service industries.
the late William D. Sawyer and
Grandsons will serve as pall- For example the retail trade
Nancy Andrew Frazier Sawyer.
Burial will follow in added 21,000 jobs, .cating and
bearers.
Survivors include five daughters, Mrs. Kathleen Casey, Mrs. Woodlawn Memorial Gardens in- drinking places added 27,000 and
finance gained 12,000.
Billie Sue Hicks and Mrs. McCracken County.
Friends may call at the funeral
By far the biggest increases in
Frances Moreland, all of Mayfield. Mrs. Mary Hopson, Mur- home after 5 p.m. today (Friday). April were in business services,
which added 48,000 jobs, and
health services, which increased
by 37,0(X), compared with March.
. Manufacturing industries lost
The funeral will be Saturday at 65,000 jobs in April, following a
Harry Wilson Pace, 75, died
Wednesday at 10 p.m. at his 1 p.m. in the chapel of Filbeck loss of 24,0(8) the month before.
and Cann Funeral Home, Benton. The hardest hit industries were
home at Calvert City.
A retired crane operator for Lake -Riley wil officiate.
Burial will follow in Marshall
SKW Alloys in Calvert City, he
was a romber of HardieChurch County Memory Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
of Christ.
One son, Wayland Grant Pace, home after 5 p.m. today (Friday).
preceded -him in death. He was
the son of the, late Mr. and Mrs.
Grant Pace.
GREENUP, Ky. (AP) - A
SurviVors include his wife,
special judge dismissed the stalkMrs. Clara Greer Pace; one
ing charge against Robert Hamildaughter, Mrs. Bonnie Robinette,
ton. 63, who allegedly threatened
Graceville, Fla.; one son, David
to kill a Greenup attorney and his
Earl Pace, Paducah; two sisters,
wife after he was released from
Mrs. Virginia Clark, Kirksey, and
jail.
Mrs. Winnie Cooper, Bakersfield,
Hamilton was indicted Feb. 22
The Murray Wal-Mart store will
Calif.; three grandchildren.
make a special donation to Life- on charged, that he stalked ClifHouse as part of a special Mother's ford Duvall and his wife, Elaine.
Hamilton was in the Greenup
Investments Since 1851
Day event. The amount of the
contributions will be based on a
percentage of store sales from 8 to
11 a.m. on Saturday, May 8.
"In honor of mothersand children
around the world, we are pleased to
Prices as of 9 AM
provide this support for LifeHouse," said Paul Sharp,store manCompany
Chg
Price
ager. "This is our continuing comOWENTON, Ky. (AP) - A
mitrnent to our community."
30-year-old Owenton man has
The charity was selected by the been charged with murder folDow Jones Ind. Avg..-.--.--328
DJ1A Previous Close..-...3441.90
Wal-Mart store associates(employ- lowing the shooting death of a
Air Products.................. 4.31/a sic
ees).
37-year-old Owenton woman.
A T &....56S/s .114
Nancy Gardner was proBell South
+ 1/s
nounced dead at the scene by
Briggs & Stratton...........62 • 14
Owen County Coroner Lannis
Bristol Myers Squibb...59"h • Ya
Garnett. Police said Gardner was
Chrysler
• 1/4
shot once in the chest with a
Dean
• 1/s
20-gauge shotgun.
+ 1/s
Walter Ray Dewitt was lodged
Fisher Price
• 1/4
in the Carroll County Detention
Ford
- 11/3
General Electric
+
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - Center in lieu of a S50,000 bond,
General Motors
- 3/e
Gov. Brereton Jones accused the according to Kentucky State
Goodrich..,.....................455/• • 14
Kentucky Chamber of Commerce Police in LaGrange..
Goodyear
vac
The shooting occurred Wedof dealing in bad faith Thursday
after he learned during a speaking nesday night at Dcwitt's home.
Ingersoll Rand -.-.--.- 32-1/1 sac
engagement the business group
opposed his health-care reform
K U Energy........._....... 30I/4 - 1/1
plan.
Kroger
Jones addressed the annual
G & E..-.-.--.-.--.-.39Ye war
meeting of the chamber in LexMcDonald.
• 1/4
ington. He learned that the chamMerck
ber's board had decided to
• 11e
33B- 3.30/4A
Peoples Fine.oppose his reform plan, which
Quaker Oats -.-............61P/s '/4
includes a 3.75 percent payroll
Schering-Plough
- '/4
tax.
Sears
.533/6 mac
"I do not believe you're deal- 1/4
ing with yOur governor in good
Time Warner..--.-.-.-3.31/2 • 1/4
faith," Jones said.
[ST ................................3V!. + 'h
William P. Dolby NI
The chamber later released a
+ 1/4
Woodmen Bldg.
statement in which it promised to
3rd alilople,lAurray
work with Jones on the subject of
7$3-12114
Ihs
health-care
maker
reform.
marker
• whips Lyons ha
sack
"Although our members canUNC pm* unchanged
not support the governor's bill
Court Square
we look forward to continuing
Murray, KY 42071
constructive dialogue with the
502-753-3366
lovernor and the Genel
Ada,nonal
Assembly," Chamber President
into/maw
Ken
Wu:hisser said in the
Avalatue
HIWARD
release.
Request
Uvon
LA:NS
The legislatereis scheduled to
WOODMF N )1 the WORLD
begin a special session Monday
If F INSURANCE SOCIETY
to consider Jones health-care
Sea el Iva la • Maw
oaf In
444.44.
idea%

The funeral for Bonnie Lee St.
John will be Saturday at 11 a.m.
in the chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Murray. Ewing Stubblefield and Allen Martin will officiate. Bobby C. Stubblefield will
direct congregational singing.
Pallbearers will be John Miller,
-David Newman. Allen McKeel,
J.W. Jones, Joe Pat Hutson and
Larry McClain. Burial will follow
in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today (Friday).
Mr. St. John, 84. Rt. 2, Hazel,
died Thursday at 2:55 a.m. at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.

A member of New Providence
Church of Christ, he had recently
been employed at Murray Country Club.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Robbie St. John; two
daughters, Mrs. Bonnie Jeffries
and husband, Pierce. St. Charles.
Mo., and Mts. Karen Housden
and husband, Terry, Rt..2, Hazel;
one sister, Mrs. Leva Newman,
Paris, Tenn.; three grandchildren,
Tracie Johnson and husband,
Chris, Milissa Hutson and husband. Marty, and Debbie Herman; three great-grandchildren,
Shelby Johnson, Kimberly Jeffries and Brian Herman.

Porter Bramlett

Mrs. Odena Rogers

Harry Wilson Pace

transportation equipment, including motor vehicles, which fell by
22.000; food processing, which.
lost 1.2,000; lumber, which
declined by 8.000, and appaecl,
which lost 6,000.
Since the start of 1992, when
the employment sitiiation began a
trend of gradual improvement,
the services industries have
accounted for nearly 1 million of
the 1.2 million net increase in
jobs nationally, the April report
said.
Barron said April saw an
unusually large jobs gain in the
amusement and recreation industry, which he said may be
explained by the fact that many
schools were closed for spring
holiday periods during the week
the department's survey was
done.
Many business leaders and
some economists are starting to
point to President Clinton's economic plan -- particularly its
proposed tax increases - for
explanations of why the pace of
employment gains has not picked
up this year.
"Higher taxes and higher
health care costs are in direct
conflict with more jobs. That's a
reality," John F. Welch Jr.,
chairman of General - Electric Co,
said Thursday. He spoke in
lianisbutg. Va., at a meeting rotthe Business Council.
The Business Council executives' senior economists, in a
report on the eConotnic outlook,
predicted the national unemployment rate would drop only to 6.8
percent by the end of this year
and to 6.4 percent by the end of
1994.
Today's Labor Department
report for April said the jobless
rate for adult men fell to 6.4 percent from 6.7 percent in March,
hut the rate for adult women rose
to 6.0 percent from 5.7 percent.
The jobless rate for blacks in
April rose to 13.8 percent from
13.5 percent, in March, and the
rate for Hispanics fell to 10.4
percent from 11.4 percent.
The rate for teen-agers jumped
to 20.7 percent from 19.5
percent.
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Large Selection
of Bedding
Weeping
Plants,
Cherry,
Bradford Pear,
Hostas,
Red Maple &
Perennials
Dogwood
and Roses

.N

Man charged
with murder
at Owenton

Stock Market
Report

State Chamber
accused of bad
faith by Jones

•4
.,
.-

Roses,
BBurning Bushes.
Shrubs,
Ground
Covers

.4
./.
.,
•";
.4
Y
,

X
X

Wholesale & Retail
'4
4'6
7 Days A Week 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
4 Woe oast of DraffenvilM. Jot. of III & 943, Moors oamp Rd.
S.S.N.N.X.X.N.N.X.N.X.X.X.X.X.•X•X.X.X.X.N.N.N.X.X.X.X.X.N.N.X.X.S.X.N.X.X.X.V
Open

41111440-

4
4)
0
Sale Price

1989 Mazda 323

$3 900

Local, one owner.

Purdom Motors, Inc.
Oldsmobile • Pontiac • Buick • Cadillac
Salespeople. Jim Suiter, Bob Harrington, John Purdom,
Tripp Purdom, Janice Asbridge

1300 Hwy. 121 By-Pass

753-5315

PICK-UP ONLY

2 Large

1 Topping
County Detention Center at the
time and scheduled to be released
the next day. He fed been there
since June Serving a sentence for
misdemeanor charges brought
against him by the Duvalls.
While jailed, Hamilton made
numerous threats to inmates and
other persons at the jail against
the Duvalls, according to Commonwealth's Attorney Lloyd
Spear.
Defense attorney Kim "Hunt
Price told Judge Kelley Asbury.
last Friday that statements Made
to a third .party that a per-Son
"intendS to "lia.rm a victim arc
much too weakened to allow a
conviction for stalking.
Hamilton, whose trial on the
stalking charge had been set for
May 25, was released from jail
within hours of Asbury's order
after nearly II "months there.

..
v
'4‘
.4

Open Mothers Day
502-527-7825

Stalking charge dismissed
by judge against Hamilton

Wal-Mart will
gize percentage
toMife House
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Samplers

Large Pizza

$1699

'Good thru
5113193

$599

'Good thru
5/13/93(original crust)

(anginal crust)

2 All-You-Can-Eat
Pizza & SpaGatti

Lunch Buffets

$599

'Good 41h4U
5/1193

2 All-You-Can-Eat
Pizza & SpaGatti
Dinner Buffets

$699

'Good Ihru
5/13'93

a

a

753,6656

Dine-In, Pick-Up, Free Delivery
J
Cuasltl

HOG MARKET
Irodoral.Sato Marto Nom %rya* May 7. 1903
Coottoky Pentane Aram Hog Market Ileportloclodra 3
loylus Statlort Itoolpat: NI. 273, KO- IN Barrows &
GIIN .75 INN SoN NEN to IA* lower
541511-43.25
121 1-3 2.354341 550.
US 1.2 2111-2341 lbs..-------11311-511.42.4111
.....
US 1-3 1311-365
US 3.4 2415.275
Sows
US 1.2 275-3511
_______----S3311.34.1111
US 1-3 3411-400
533.51144.54
US 1-3 440.515 lbs.
536.1141-37.441
US 1.3 525 sod op
US 13 340.5011 lbo------S111.11*-31
loon =NY $21.341.21.4511

17:0

[4)
5c1

not good with any
other specials
*Must present coupon when
ordering

'Coupons

Chestnut St.

47370

4170

112%

417
0

414

4170

IT DOES NOT MATTER WHO IS ELECTED SHERIFF IF
WE DO NOT HAVE A CAPABLEPROSECUTOR IN THE
COURTROOM.
I WILL BE A FIGHTER FOR VICTIM'S RIGHTS AND
WILL USE MY TRIAL EXPERIENCE AS OUR FIRST
LINE OF DEFENSE AGAINST CRIME.

4717
1.
.0

r

414
;170

5_71
IT'S TIME FOR A CHANGE!

111111C11111111
In °row to beam judgeItsoondidolsoforcounty allomoy.watch MsGandy Fawnon

Monday ot 7:00 p.m. on county able ~nolo 7 and 10 and dif alb Omni IS.
PMEALIMAINIMMI1
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COMMISSIONER'S SALE

The Commonwealth of Kentucky, Calloway Circuit Court Charles
Williams, Jr. Plaintiff versus Pine Crest Resort, Inc., ET AL,
Defendants.
NOTICE OF SALE
Case No. 82-CI-073
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the Calloway Circuit
Court rendered at the April 27 Term thereof 1993,in tho above cause
for the sum of TWO HUNDRED THIRTY-FIVE THOUSAND AND
NO/100 DOLLARS ($235,000.00) plus interest at eighteen percent
(18%) to the date of this judgment and at twelve percent(12%) per
annum until paid in full plus all costs of this action, I shall proceed to
offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Kentucky,
to the highest bidder,at public auction on the 17th day of May, 1993,
at 12 Noon, or thereabout, the following described property, to-wit:
PARCEL!
42.210 acres ofland in four tracts as surveyed by Allgood Surveying
Services of Murray,Kentucky,August,1986,located on Highway 497
and Highland Road approximately 13.00 miles Northeast of the City
of Murray,Calloway County, Kentucky, and being more particularly
clescribed,as follows:
TRACT 1 - 27.323 ACRES
Beginning at the Southeast corner of the herein described tract of
land, said point being a *4 Re-bar set 30.00 feet North of the
centerline of Highway 497 and in the West right-of-way of Highland
Road; thence, with the North side of Highway 497, the following
bearings and distances: North 86 degrees 03 minu Las 16 seconds West
579.79 feet to a 04 Re-bar set; North 83 degrees 38 minutes 50 seconds
West 208.54 feet to a 04 Re-bar set; North 78 degrees 17 minutes 42
seconds West 165.03 feet to a 04 Re-bar set; North 72 degrees 52
minutes 46 seconds West 98.45 feet to a #4 Re-bar set; North 52
degrees 05 minutes 49 seconds West 98.05 feet to a #4 Re-bar set;
North 64 degrees 46 minutes 43 seconds West 597.91 feet to a #4 Rebar set; North 74 degrees 52 minutes 05 seconds West 239.01 feet to a
#4 Re-bar set; South 88 degrees 42 minutes 10 seconds West 314.48
feet to an existing iron pin at the southwest corner of the herein
described tract ofland; thence North 1 degree 29 minutes 30 seconds
West 311.00 feet with the East side of Maple Springs Subdivision,
passing thru an existing iron pipe at 4.68 feet,to an existing iron pipe
at the Northwest corner of the herein described tract of land; thence
South 87 degrees 05 minutes 26 seconds East 1864.28 feet generally
along a fence and with the Hill-an-Dale South Property Line to an
existing.iron pin; thence North ¢ degrees 53 minutes 02 seconds East
84.18feet with the Hill-an-Dale Boundary to a #4 Re-bar set at a fence
line; thence South 89 degrees 54 minutes 46 seconds East 330.14 feet
generally along a fence line and with the South boundary of Hill-anDale Subdivision to a #4 Re-bar set at the Northeast corner of the
herein described tract of land; thence South 0 degrees 46 minutes 33
seconds East 795.12 feet with the West side of Highland Road to the
point of beginning.
TRACT 2- 10.770 ACRES

Beginning at the Southwest corner of the herein described tract of
land and a corner to Anderson Shores Subdivision, Unit 2, Said point
being a #4 Re-bar set in the East right-of-way of Highland Road and
862.28 + feet North of the centerline of Highway 497; thence North 0
degrees 21 minutes 20 seconds West 662.20 feet along the East side of
Highland Road to an existing iron pin at a fence corner, the
Northwest corner of the herein described tract of land; thence North
89 degrees 33 minutes 36 seconds East 624.35 feet along the South
boundary of Anderson Shores Subdivision, Unit 3, to a #4 Re-bar set
at the Northeast corner of the herein described tract ofland; thence,
with the West Boundary of Anderson Shores Subdivision Unit 3 and
Unit '2, the following bearings and distances: South 4 degrees 53
minutes 25 seconds East 171.75feet to a #4 Re-bar set;South 1 degree
20 minutes 48 seconds East 172.23 feet to a #4 Re-bar set; South 12
degrees 02 minutes 44 seconds East 280.88 feet to a #4 Re-bar set;
South 37 degrees 14 minutes 55 seconds East40.00feet to a #4 Re-bar
set; South 10 degrees 54 minutes 54 seconds East 112.04 feet to an
existing iron pipe at the southeast corner ofthe herein described tract
ofland;thence, North 82 degrees 52 minutes 28 seconds West 748.74
feet with the North Boundary of Anderson Shores Subdivision, Unit
2, to the point of beginning.
TRACT 3-- 0.968 ACRES

Beginning at the Southwest corner of the herein described tract of
land,said point being a #4 Re-bar set 30.00 feet North ofHighway 497
and in the East right-of-way of Highland Road; thence, North 0
degrees 46 minutes 33 seconds West 807.53 feet along the East side of
Highland Road to a #4 Re-bar Set at the Northwest corner of the
herein described tract of land 24.75 feet South of the Southwest
corner of Tract 2 surveyed this date; thence, South 83 degrees 07
minutes 30 seconds East 52.80 feet with Anderson Shores Subdivision, Unit 2, to an existing iron pin at the Northeast corner of the
herein described tract ofland;thence,South 0 degrees 46 minutes 33
seconds East 803.12 feet with the West boundary of Anderson Shores
Subdivision, Unit 2, to an existing iron pin 30.00 feet North of the
centerline of Highway 497, the Southeast corner of the hetiin
described tract of land; thence, North 87 degrees 54 minutes 24
seconds West 52.40 feet along the North side of said highway to the
point of beginning.
TRACT 4 - 3.149 ACRES

Beginning at the Northwest corner of the herein described tract of
land,said point being a #4 Re-bar set 30.00 feet East ofthe centerline
of Highland Road and 30.00 feet South of the centexline of Highway
497; thence South 87 degrees 54 minutes 24 seconds East 210.66 feet
along the South side of Highway 497 to a #4 Re-bar set; thence North
81 degrees 41 minutes 20 seconds East 170.54 feet along the South
side of Highway 497 to a 04 Re-bar set at the Northeast corner of the
herein described tract of land; thence with the West Boundary of
Anderson Shores Subdivision, Unit 1, the following bearings and
distances: South 21 degrees 55 minutes 39 seconds West 418.50 feet
to an existing iron pipe; South 26 degrees 29 minutes 39 seconds West
63.38 feet to an existing iron pin; South 42 degrees 58 minutes 14
seconds West 210.35 feet to a #4 Re-bar set; South 36 degrees 30
minutes 14 seconds West 56.10 ftset to a #4 Re-bar set at the
Southwest corner ofthe herein described tract ofland;thence North 1
degree 38 minutes 26 seconds West 627.26 feet along the East side of
Highland Road to the point of beginning.
PARCEL II

A 4.12 + acre tract ofland as shown on plat of survey by Ralph Paris,
*930,date October, 1974,and shown as Tracts 3,4,and a part of5,on
the Plat of Hill-an-Dale Subdivision, Plat Book 4, page 86, of the
Calloway County .Court Clerk's Office, and being more particularly
described as follows:
Beginning at the Northeast corner of the herein described tract of
land, said point being located at the right-of-way intersection of
South Creekland Drive and Hilland Road; thence, the following
bearings.and distances, North 83 degrees 30 minutes 00 seconds West
770.23 feet to a point, the Northwest corner of the herein described
tract of land; South 15 degrees 07 minutes 51 seconds West 116.20
feet to a point; South 71 degrees 39 minutes 05 seconds East 130.56
feet to a point; South 45 degrees 09 minutes 48 seconds East 121.57
feet to a point; South 8 degrees 12 minutes 02 seconds West 144.38
feet to a point; South 81 degrees 09 minutes 54 seconds East 240.00
feet to a point; South 7 degrees 53 minutes 28 seconds East 84.18feet
to a point;South 87 degrees 00 minutes 00seconds East 330.00 feet to
a point, the southeast corner of the herein described tract of land,on
'the West side ofHilland Road; North 7degrees 30 minutes 00 seconds
East 215.00 feet to the point of beginning.
Also, Lot 25 of Hillandale Subdivision, Plat Book 4, page 86, and Plat
Book 7, page 34 of the Calloway County Court Clerk's Office
THIS PROPERTY IS SUBJECT TO ALL PREVIOUSLY CON VEYED EASEMENTS AND RIGHT-OF WAYS.
The above property is sold subject to nistrietions for Hillan • Dole
Subdivision, as shown on Microfilm in Book 156, Card MIS, in the
office of the Clerk of Calloway County.

Being the same property conveyed to which Pine Crest Resort, Inc
from Resort Developers,Inc., by deed &nod December. 1987,of record
in Wink 171, Card 112$ Calloway County Court Clerk •• ("cis
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PAYMENT _Or TILE 1993 TAXES
PURCHASER WILL,
AND ASSESSMENTS
Ts. reel ipstsup shall be spill for cash only Purchaser shall post a
with approved seciarit&es, bearing legal interest from th=
an ,,nti; pad and ha vi ng the fore* and effect of•judgment
yr.. top prepared tin comply pc:woolly with thsait went.
Jean Miller
Master roninuesooner
Calloway Circuit Court
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Wanted
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COMMISSIONER'S SALE
The Common wealth of Kentucky, Calloway Circuit Court Kentucky
Housing Corporation, Plaintiff versus Douglas R. Cagle, ET AL,
Defendants.

FOR AVON'S'ANEW and

Fie Time & Part Time

SKIN SO SOFT Bath Oil
Avon Service Call
753-1915 8arn-8pm

DELI HELP
NEEDED

MRS. THERESA, Reader
II Advisor. A true born

Apply in person
OWNeS Food Mart*

phys.c, gifted from God
554-7904 call for

NOTICE OF SALE
Case No. 92-CI-00159

Help
Wanted

McDonald's
,
U

1407 W Man Murray

Now Hiring!!
Full & part time

appointment
By virtue of ajudgment and order of sale of the Calloway Circuit
- Court rendered at the September 25 Term thereof 1992, in the above
cause for the sum ofTWENTY-THREE THOUSAND SIX HUNDRED
FIFTH-SIX AND 81/100 DOLLARS ($23,656.81) plus interest from
the 1st day o(November, 1991,in the amount of 10.625% per annum
until paid and its costs therein I shall proceed to offer for sale at the
Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Kentucky, to the highest
bidder, at public auction on the 10th day of May, 1993, at 12 Noon,or
thereabout,on terms often percent(10%) down and the balance upon
a credit of30 days bearing interest at the rate of 12% per annum from
the date of sale until paid, the following described property, to-wit:

PSYCHIC Festival, Paducah, KY. Executive INN
Saturday, May 8,
10arn-8pm Sunday, May
9, 10am-6pm Readings,
vending booths, demonstrations Free lectures every 15 minutes with admission of $5

LOST Pear shaped blue
topaz ring in JCPenney,
Murray If found. call
753-1573 leave message

LOST Reward

Beginning at the northeast corner of the herein described
property, said corner being an existing 1 inch pipe found in the
west right-of-way of North 17th Street, 20 feet West of the
centerline of the said street and approximately 93 feet South of
the centerline ofDotson Avenue,said pipe being located 50.7feet
Northeast of the northeast corner of a residence on the herein
described property and said pipe also being the southeast corner
of the Taylor W.Smith property as described in Deed Book 154,
slide 1219; thence,South 02° 42 37" East - 76.95 feet, along the
west right-of-way of North 17th Street, to a 1/2 inch rebar iron
pin set 20 feet West of the centerline of North 17th Street and
0.95 feet Northeast of an existing power pole; thence, North 87°
32'34" West - 139.09feet,along the north boundary ofthe Cooper
property, Lot #12 of the said subdivision,(Deed Book 158, slide
83), to a 1/2 inch rebar iron pin set 7.28 feet North ofan existing
1/2 inch pipe and 15.1 feet South of an existing 2x4 concrete
monument; thence, North 2° 33'-38" West - 63.86 feet to an
existing 1/2 inch pipe inside a 1-1/2 inch pipe located 69 feet
Northwest of the northwest corner ofthe said residence;thence,
North 87° 04'54" East - 141.04 feet, along the south boundary of
the said Smith property, to the point of beginning.(See Minor
Plat of record in Plat Book 6, Page 62.)

Olive
LOST Small gray toy poodle, needs grooming Lost
on Diuguid Road Answers
to name "Poodlebear Call
753-7372 or 753-8469

Start $11 41/hr. + benefits. For application &
info, call 1-(216) 3246228 7 am_ to 10 p m
7 days
DANCERS waitresses
$500 plus wkly 642-4297
after 6pm Doll House Hwy
79E, Parts, Tn.
DO you need a JOB, or do
you need help in making
positive advances for the
future? We have 22 JOB
OPENINGS for people between the ages of 16-22
years. If you are not in
school Call 753-9378 five
days a week between
8 00am-3 00pm We are an
EOE This project is funded
by the Western Kentucky
Private Industry Council
JTPA

ANY MATTERS DISCLOSED BY AN ACCURATE SURVEY
OR INSPECTION OF THE PROPERTY, AND
ANY ASSESSM E NT FOR PUBLIC IMPROVEMENTS LEVIED
AGAINST THE PROPERTY.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must execute bond, with
approved securities, bearing legal interest from the day Of sale until
paid and having the force and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be
prepared to comply promptly with these terms.

HAPPY 83rd BIRTHDAY
GRANNY!!!
Ak
To:

Zella Freeland
born May 9, 1910

From: Pat

& Dave Shaffer
Philip & Tammie Zachereth
Larry & Carla Zacheretti
David Zacheretti
Lori & Glenn Baggett
and their families
(Nappy Mothers
Day, toot)

SHOPPING FOR
HEALTH OR LIFE INSURANCE?
We represent several top rated companies

NURSES Aide-PRN work
all shifts as needed Must
be flexible prefer experience but will train Not a full
time position at present
Pleasant atmosphere
good working conditions
Fern Terrace Lodge 1505
Stadium View Dr. Murray
EOE

DAUGHTER

AGE 197

STRAWBERRY pickers
needed 753-0195

Unless still in School
or College, their
family group hospital
insurance may have,
expired due to age.
Our most popular
Major Medical Policy
offers comprehensive
benefits at reasonable rates. For free
information call:

JOB
OPPORTUNITY

Jerry McConnell
Insurance 753-4199

OVER-THE-ROAD
DRIVERS

'free Wail claim eereiee'

S28,000 to 131,000
First Year Earnings
* Late Model
Equipment
* Weekly Pay
* Excellent
Benefits
* Fuel Bonus
* Actual Miles,
Not HHG
For More Information
Call Us Now,
1-800-848-0405

ROGER Hudson Hauling
Hudson Horse and Clothing Supply 753-4545
TUPPERWARE To buy or
sell Call Christina Newport (901) 498-8687 Puryear, TN

LEARN TO DRI,E
TRACTOR • TRAILERS
1,111711111111111 IMMEINISIMILCOMO

ALLIANCE
'a4CT

I5U.15 1•1.••••G al•••Mi

TRUCKLOAD
CARRIER
with lots of
FREIGHT
AND MILES!

4 companies
MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT
7 companies
NURSING HOME iNSIIRANCF 6 companies
CANCER INSURANCE
3 composites
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
LIFE INSURANCE
ANNUMES

Experienced

Hwy 6.41 South
Murray. KY

733 1 100

Office: 753-6910
112 So. 12th
1-800-THE-DUCK
Murray, KY 42071
Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

By Way of the

I

Grapevine
Antiques & Gifts

New selection of herb wreaths & swags, southwestern
afghans & more afghans, placernats & napkins, copper,
pewter, lamps, graniteware, cow & apple kitchen
accessories, silk geraniums & sunflowers Come by for
the "unique" Mother's Day Gift!
( Gift certificates & Bridal Registry)
121 So. to Old Salem Rd.
Wed.-Sat. 10 AM-5 PM Sun. 2-5 PM

,Wurray-Culloway County Hospital a leader in
providing quality healthcare in Western
Kentucky and Northwest Tennessee annount es
the following job openings
REGISTERED NURSES
House Supervisor Full-time weekend positions
7A - 7P & 7P - 7A
Critical Care Unit: Full-time 3-11
Mental Health. Unit: Part-time 3-11
Cardiac Cath Lab Parktime days
Cardiac experience required
Long Term Care Unit: Full-time 7-3
PRN pool positions available with flexible scheduling Salary is 15% above base

For details contact
is II Hv,iri Et N
Natiri.e•ftiir ruitt.r

(502) 762-1319

MURRAY
CALLOWAY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

$I 13 Poplar Street • kltirra., Kent ink' 1207

Wurray-Calloway County Hospital. a leader in
providing quality healthcare in Western
Kentucky and Northwest Tennes.we ann6ung es,
the-following/oh opemngs

SPEECH PATHOLOGIST Full time position B.
cholor's deem m Speech Pathology and Ken
lucky Licensure'
,
guyed
CANCER REGISTRAR Pan time position on
days Ciirlitscalion CTR ART RRA RN or LPN

hour shifts per taro week penod Must be •
Licensed Eminency Technician Paramecbc

Vote

Please call sp.the next time you need anya
the above Insurance. Oyer 2.000intosile--

No011,18.10, Federal Rev Bldg
7th at Main Murray Ky
Out 111111k year of sonic.

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans and Vans For Moving

PARAMEDIC Full erne SP 6A shott Seven 12

5 companies
4 companies

&Omen Insurance Agen

Locations Coast to Coast

required

3 companies

aJreaclhave their Insurance with lig and
we appreciate the* business

Ugh;Duckling
p_akdzazam

Wanting

to give you the best possible rates, ben- efits. and service.
MAJOR MEDICAL
INSURANCE

opening for Environmental/Safety Engineer to
coordinate regulatory compliance and direct safety
program. The successful candidate will have B.S.
in Environmental Engineering Technology or
equivalent experience. Competitive salary and
benefits package are offered for self-motivated,
qualified candidate. (EOE) Send resume' with
salary history to: P.O. Box 1040-A, Murray, KY
42071.

fv1IG welders and general
helpers needed immediately Apply in person
Vegan Metal 328-8980

Jean Miller
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

753-1713

weekends.
person
at McDonalds,
Murray.

Apply in

ENVIRONMEN'TAL/SAFETY ENGINEER
Leading manufacturer of large structural plastic
parts located in Western Kentucky has immediate

•••POSTAL JOBS***

ALL EXISTING EASEMENTS,RESTRICTIONS AND STIPULATIONS OF RECORD AFFECTING SAID PROPERTY.

Ward-Elkins

shift, available.-be willing
to work

Must

America's Second Car

THIS PROPERTY SHALL BE SOLD SUBJECT TO:

SON OR

1-800-238-1363 ext 187-7
ki-r 9am-5pm CDT

BABYSITTER needed
Days and nights Must have
references Call 753-1078

PURCHASER SHALL BE REQUIRED TO ASSUME AND PAY
ALL TAXES ASSESSED AGAINST SUCH PROPERTY FOR
THE CURRENT YEAR, AND ALL SUBSEQUENT YEARS.

All Brands

all

fluffy

Being the same property conveyed to Douglas R. Cagle and
Deborah F. Cagle, husband and wife by deed dated March 23,
1984, and of record on microfilm in Book 165, Card 1547 in the
office of the Clerk of Calloway County.

AURORA Pizza Magic Ge
nuine hand tossed pizza,
fresh salads sandwiches,
gyros Open all year at
5pm Closed Mon and
474-8 1 1 9
Tues
1-800-649-3804

based positions available'
Easy work Excellent pay/
benefits Full/pan time No
Call
e x p required

CLASSIFIED

A 0.23-acre residential lot as surveyed by Gammel Engineering
of Murray, Kentucky, in-March, 1984, and being generally the
southern portions of Lots #13 and *14 of Burr Waldrop
Subdivision as recorded in Deed Book 109, Page 5, and more
particularly described as:

VCR Service

GUARANTEED Home -

Philip Lynn Rogers
lit District Magistrate

The ONLY Candidate who has
•Attanded ths fiscal court meetings for 16
Math.
th. city. county jail
•Visittpd the animal shelter
•Visitaid the fire rescue
rww
I e., ay

row drIalis I maim I
NIIMPi I I. s
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11116
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Classified
TO PLACE AN AD CALL

DEADLINES
Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Monday Edition
Friday 3
Tuesday Edition
Saturday 10
Wednesday Edition
Monday 3
Thursday Edition
Tuesday 3
Friday Edition
i Wednesday 3
Saturday Edition
Thursday 3
%N.\tit N.t %II
- 010
Legal Notice
020
Notice
025
Personal.
030 .....-..._..........Card of Thanks
040
In Memory
..Lost & Found
050.
- \II'l

1-.tlt \11- Its

sl- It% It FS
230
250
290
530

NI I stEl.1.1 NEOLS

\II NI

060

Help Wanted

410

Public Sale

070

Domestic & Childcare

540

For Trade

090

Situation Wanted

660

Free Column

100

Business Opportunity

110

Instruction

570

Wanted

•

Extentunaung
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Service. Offered

I ItANsPOR I ti ION
470
Motorcycles
480
Auto Services
485
Auto Parts
490
Used Cars
Vans
495
500 ... .
Used Trucks
Cam per.
510
520
Boats & Motors

Ij I

280 ........Mobil. Homes For Rent

Help
Wanted

365

For Sale Or Lease

300

420

Horne Loan.

WASTE water operator
Prefer Ky certification but
will train Apply in person at
South 641 Water District,
Hazel, Ky May 10-15,
9am-12noon, lpm-4pm.
EOE
070
Domestic
& Childcare
CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable & exper
ienced, references Call
Linda 759-9553 WILL clean houses Have
references 753-8995
WILL clean houses, references 437-4064
090
Position
Wanted SEWING jobs wanted, including formal wear
753-1061

Business Rentals
Want To Rent

430

Real Estate

Apartments For Rent

435

Lake Property

..Rooms For Rent

440

Lots For Sale

340

Houses For Rent

450

Farms For Sale

360

For Rent or Lease

460

Homes For Sale

310

-

320
330

..

190
Want
To Buy

Computers
NEW letter quality cobo
printer 753-7001
1410

WANTING to lease 3br, 2
bath home with option to
purchase after first year
Call 759-1028 after 7pm

Home
Furnishings

Articles
For Sale
18HP 46' cut Murray
mower, 2yrs old 435-4447

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5prO
CASH paid for good, used
rifles shotguns and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th
Murray
NEEb 8mm mOvie projector in good working condition 759-9246
NEED shallow well pump &
tank, good condition
436-5811
USED garden tiller
489-2360 after 5pm

H IC Henry County
M I C Medical Center
SIGN-ON BONUS
Dynamic, progressive medical center invites
you to join a team of professionals who are
committed to providing high-quality healthcare. With state-of-the-an technology, we
are able to offer a challenging work environment that will allow you to realize your
potential. We have the following openings:
Critical Care Unit seeks experienced RNs on
the 7A to 7P and 7P to 7A shifts. $2,000
sign-on bonus.
Med/Siirg unit seeking RNs for the 7P to 7A.
$1,000 sign-on bonus.
OR department has an LPN opening for a
surgical scrub nurse on the 7A to 3P shift.
$250 sign-on bonus.
We are also looking to increase our nursing
staff with committed PRNs.
We offer -a competitive salary and a comprehensive benefits package.
For more information, contact: Judy Farris,
RN, Acting Director of Nursing at (901)
644-8257.

ELECTRIC stove, frost tree
refrigerator, washer/dryer
Call 354-8528

BOGARD trucking and ex
cavating. inc We haul top
soil gravel fill dirt white
rock rip rap 759 1828
CASHIER desk solid
wood 10f1 long 31 wide
cashier level 33' high Cus
tomer level 48 high
753-6258
FRIDIGDAIR refrigerator
with freezer compartment
dependable runs good
good condition 753-9320
see at 917 N 18th St
HEAT pump Trane 2
ton, nearly new $1095
436-5018
LET us make your clothes
alter and repair Uniforms
and sportswear • rentals
gowns and tuxedos Ruth's
See and Sew Country
Square, 1608 N 121 Murray 753-6981
MOTORCYCLE helmets
camping supplies -camouflage clothing new & used
guns Jerry's Sporting
Goods, Mayfield
247-4704
MURRAY parts available at
Keiths Lawn & Tractor
759-9831
SPECIAL purchase' 5hp
horizontal shaft Briggs &
Stratton engine $199
Keith's Lawn & Tractor. 80
East Main 759-9831
WHEELHORSE 20 horse
hydramatic 46" mower,
350 lb loader, weight box
dual rear wheels snow
blade, down pressure
grader, like new New Kubota generator, heavy duty
Ernest Jennings 24 volt
electric wheel chair, will
carry anyone over 300 lbs
1978 Pace Arrow RV with
Mitchell gear splitter, lots of
extras 436-2000

1 SET of tables, consists of
2 dr commode table .1 2dr
coffee table, 2, 2dr end
table-, excellent condition
753 1411 after 6pm or all
day Sat
6PC living room set.(coun
try print) beige & balWn and
a high back brown wicker
chair Call 436-2346 after
4pm or leave a message
BEEN to Spring Market Big
selection plus extra savings
on all furniture & bedding
Special on sectionals re
diners & bunk beds We
can save you money' Car
raway Furniture 105 N
Scl 753-1502
ELECTRIC stove excellent
condition $250 Table & 6
chairs microwave cart
Must sell Call after 5pm
753-4760
LAST chance Like new almond Frigidaire $325
small microwave $40,
wooden end table $35,
BW TW $35 brown velour
love seat, $50 Call
753-8569
PRICED to move' Pine
trussel table 2 leaves 6
chairs excellent condition
Other items 753-0013
QUEEN size bed $125
Moving must sell Also cat
male declawed & neu,
feted,
Himalyan
436-2031

THEUIAS BARGAIN BIN
1109 Pogue Ave.
759-9940
Clean Used Furniture, Appliances, and Mac. Items
Use Our Layaway Plan
We buy furniture.

FOR SALE
110 gallon
tobacco sprayer,
4 row with
pump. $200
Call 492-8566
after 5 p.m.
DISK harrow. Kewanee,
new, 21ft, special price
$7900 Bush Hog rotary
cutters. special discount
prices. 5 to 20 ft Loaders,
Bush Hog brand for all trac
tort Field cultivators: Kil
bros. 24ft with finish hay
row, like new $4900 Allis
field cultivator, 23ft with fin
ish harrow, new $5950
B&G Equipment, Paris, Tn.
800-727-0895

A FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667

1993 DESTINY 14x70 3br
2 bath shingle root vinyl
siding ac & underpinning
set on your lot $18,900
Gateway Mobile Homes.
527 1427
BEST Home Center Hwy
45E Milan TN New government money available
for mobile home loans Bad
credit in the past but have
re established we can help
you buy a new mobile
home Call toll free
1-800 282 3781 Credit ap
plication taken over the
phone
COMPLETE mobile home
seri/ices Phone and cable
installation Gallimore
Electric 759 1835
CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Specializing in mobile
home electric services 200
amp $375 100 amp $325
435 4027

2BR furnished in Hazel
available May 1 492-8526
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br,
electric or gas Walking dis
lance to college 753-5209

220
Musical
MID SOUTH Musicians
Network Get listed in &
receive a directory of area
musicians & technicians of
all shapes & sizes (pros
amateurs) Phone for free
brochurel (901) 642-0773
PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk 753-9600

4 CAR clean-up shop ofice paved lot air
753-4509
641N IN same building as
Auto Dealer Supply Inquire
at Auto Dealer Supply for
details 753-5585
BUILDING to lease For
mally Walters Pharmacy,
519 So 12th Murray Call
Benson's Sporting Goods
753 1342

I H SQUARE baler, A C
rake and Ford mower All
ready to go $1500 Will
separate Call anytime
753-0451

YARD
SALE
SEASON
ADVERTISE Your Yard Sale
3 Times and SAVE
1 insertion
2 insertions
3 insertions
Ads must be paid in advance. A 12.00 fee will be
required to make any changes to ad after deadline.

DEADLINES ARE 2 DAYS IN ADVANCE:
Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition
Saturday 10 am.
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Wednesday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Wednesday 3
Edition
-Thuray 3 p.m.
tion
For assistance call, 753-19141 or coins by

Murray Ledger & runes

KEN TENN Investigations
owner J B Wilburn, specia- COMMERCIAL building for
lizing in criminal, civil 4ent Great location on 12th
domestic and insurance in- 'Street with lots of parking
vestigations 14 years law Call 753-7435 day or
753-3966 at night
enforcement experience
Bel Air Shopping Center FOR Rent Business Retail
5 0 2 7 5 3 3 8 6 8 or Office Space in S Side
502 436 6099 Licensed in Shopping Center
Kentucky and Tennessee
753 4509 or 753-6612
270
Mobile
Homes For Sale
14x70 2BR 1 bath mobile
home $6900 Days
753-2922, evenings
753-7124
1973 FLEETWOOD 24x48
3br, 1 bath central air, refrigerator & stove stay Asking $14,500 will negotiate
759-9155
2BR mobile home & lot,
water, sewer & electric
474 8702 for appointment
1980 12x60 PARTIALLY
$5900
furnished
436-2684
1984 FLEETWOOD 14x60
frt kit 2br gas $8995. ph
502-527-5253
1985 CLAYTON 14x70
3br, 2 bath. $10,900 with
c/a Gateway Mobile
Homes, 502-527-1427
1989 CONCORD 14x70
mobile home 2br, 2 bath
with yecuzzi, catherdal ceilings,large deck, landscaping.on approx 2acres overlooking pond Lynn Grove
area, extremely nice
753-9959 9am 5prn, atter
459-2065
1991 SOUTHERN Lwow
14x70 31x. 2 bath all
electric $12,900 Ph
302 527 5253

25c per word $5.00 minimum 1st
day. 51 per word per day for each
additiotial consecutive day. $1.75
extra for shopper(Tues. Classifieds
go into Shopping Guide.) 22.60 es.
ire for blind box ads.

Yard

Sale

310

be required to
make any changes to ad after
deadline.
din

2BR duplex, central h a
appliances furnished
Available now in Westwood
Subdivision Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR duplex, appliances
furnished, $395'mo plus
deposit No pets 753-1266
before 5pm
2BR near ,/v1SU Central
heat & air, available now
$300'mo appliances &
lawn maintenance furnished
Embassy Apts
753 9898
2BR. Sherry Lane Estates
New & very nice All ap
phances furnished central
h-a quiet neighborhood
Coleman RE 753-9898
EFFICIENCY apt new
campus
No pets
753-5980
MUR CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759 4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity

NICE 2br duplex central
gas hie, stove, refrigerator
& dishwasher furnished
Washer/dryer hook up 1 7,
yrs old on North Wood Dr
$400/mo plus deposit No
pets Days 753 1953.
nights 753-0870
NICE 3br. stove & refrigerator furnished carpet
throughout central ha.
available May 1 $450mo
plus deposit No pets 105
No 16th St Days 753 195,3
Nights 753 0870

1 OR 2br apts near down
town Murray 753-4109
2BR, 2 bath duplex, appliances furnished, central
gas heat & air, with garage,
wid hook-up f4orihwood Dr
$475/mo. 1 mo deposit, 1
year lease No pets
753-2905
28R apt appliances, central
wid hookup, 3400/mo
plus deposal Northwood
753-5731 or 759.46118
28R apt in Northwood,
11270cno 730 44041

large rooms. very
1993 1442 2Or $10,500 MR opt
near WU lot up 10 4 slu
ion miss aaf 911.500 dents
washer, dryer.
1903 141616 3Or $12.1100
!Rove relnperator ken103 111670 3
$17100
,
11
11113 14a110 3118 1119-900 'shed Coleman RE
1993 MO 3br 922.900 7113
Jack Thompson Tory ISR apie opeeleme, aN
lynch Lakeland OuideN apphanee. ineludet.
learnes,441 North Ilenlim Mal* & fteir$400flea
KY $37 $3EW
7934.73

SHOP located at 406 Sun
bury Circle. overhead
doors, gas heat Call
753 0839 or 436-2935

28R. 641 South 1 , miles
rom city limits. $325/mo
753-6156

4,BR, stove & refrigerator,
double built-in oven
492-8851
EXTRA nice 3br home only
5yrs old, white stone, central gas h/a, low utilities,
large
storage shed
kitchen, 2 baths, $550/mo
References required
753-2339 or 753-8767
NICE 2br, 1 bath lake view
home, full basement, large
kitchen & living room, fireplace, dick. garage, community boat ramp Lakeway
Shores Subdivision References, deposit required
759-2685

Deck Sale
121 S. to New Concord take 444 to
Hamlin on left just
past 6 M. marker.
May 6-7-8
7-5
Crafts, craft supplies all kinds, lg, womens'
clothes,
men's
clothes, lots & lots of
misc.
4

14 2HH Bay with blaze
Arab Quarter horse good
with children Trail horse
only Must see to appreco
ate $800 obo 753-0516
after 5pm
WHEAT straw square
bales Delivery available
753 5107 or 753 4003 after
5pm
YOUNG Stmental cross
cows with calves
489 2628

AKC Pomeranian 8 week
old puppies Call 492 8749
leave message
AKC registered Doberman
Pincher 753 8636 COCKER Spaniel puppies
for sale AKC registered
Call 753-7232
DALMATIONS, AKC regis
tered 435-4414
HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436 2858

7:00 - 7:00
94 W. thru Lynn Grove
by Williams Chapel
Church.

3BR. 2 bath, central hia
appliances furnished car
port, fenced yard in good
neighborhood Coleman
RE 753-9898

IBR & studio apt available
appliances furnished Coleman RE 753-9898

NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units avail
able 753 2905 for more
information

NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent hous
ing Apply in person at PEG'S Dog Grooming
Southside Manor 906 753-2915
Broad St Extended be
POMERANIAN puppies
tween Sam 12noon No
AKC, $200/ea 924-5522
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity
10
TAKING applications for
Public
section 8 rent subsidized
Sale
apartments 1 2 & 3 bed
rooms, handicap access'
Garage Sale
ble Equal Housing Oppor
tunity Apply Hilldale Apts
Rain or Shine
Hardin, Ky or call
May 7 & 8
502-437-4113

PROFESSIONAL couple
looking for 3br home to rent
for approx 4 5yr in Murray
For approx
area
$450 500 mo Have references 759-1347

1,2, 3,4BR epts, furnished
very nice, some with
washer & dryer.near MSU
No pets Also room for rent
753-6111, 753-1252 days
753-0606 after 5pm

CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20 $40mo 759 4081

NEW 2br duplex central
hia appliances carport
$400 mo 1817 Ridgew
ood No pets 753 7457

3BDRM, convenient location, $500/mo, lease re
quired no pets 753-3293

Apartments
For Rent

Public
Sale

For Red
Or Lease

Want
To Rent

320

$7.50 Prepaid

A '2.00 fee will

360

Mobilo
Homes For UN

GATEWAY 1993 16x80
with ca, underpinning set
on your lot $21.903 Gate
NEW Powerbilt Grand way Mobile Homes Ph
Slam golf irons 3 pw. 502 527 1427
$200 753-3577 after 6pm
2Art
SAVAGE 270 high powMobile
ered rifle, model 110 with
Homes For Rent
Simmons scope $350 obb
492-8394
2BR 1 mile from town
$160/mo, lease & deposit
759-2570, 753-3860
210
Firewood

$5.00 Column Inch
Display- Ad.
Dectiest bid Rea,
KM Dumont Ird Rua.
(All 3 Ads Huai Ron Within 4 Day Period.)
$I 76 per column tech aura fw Tuesday(Shop
ping Guide)

Reader Ads:

128 .............. ...............Computers
130.............. .For Sale Or Trade
Want To Bay
140
150
Articles For Sale
155
Appliance.
160
Home Furnishings
165
Antiques
170
Vacuum Cleaners
180
Sewing Machine.
195
Heavy Equipment
200
Sports Equipment
210
Firewood
220
Musical
240
Miscellaneous
260
T.V. & Radio
380
Pets & Supplies.

270
Farm
Equipment

Want
To Buy
ANTIQUE & Art Pottery,
primitatives, oak furniture &
hull, McCoy Roseville pottery 435-4327

270 ........Mobil. Homes For Sale

285 Mobile Horne Lots For Rent

140

f;0

%I 1 I (
t II %N.1)1s1-.

REAL ESTATE SALES

tisi

Classified Ad Rates
Display Ads

61111115:121M15
Advertisers aro requested to check the
first insertion oftheir ads for any error.
The Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported
Immediately so corrections can be
mid*.

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

I %It h1-.1

Farm Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
Produce
Feed & Seed

190
370
390
400

753-1916

p.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
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Two tv's, VCR, furniture,
sm appliances, Coleman
stove & lantern, Hull ironstone. iron skillets & bean
pot, silverware, dishes,
clothes baby stuff, free
toys

Carport
Sale
—1622 Kirkwood
Drive
Saturday Only
May -8
Until 1 p.m.
Men's, women's, toddlers clothing, misc.
household items. All
in good shape and
priced to sell.

YOUR AD
COULD BE

Big 5 Party
Yard Sale
641 N. 2 miles
north of Murray.
Watch for sign.
Fri. & Sat.
8 am.-?

4 Party
Backyard
Yard Sale
617 Broad St Ext.
Fri., May 7
Sat, May 8
8 a.m.
?
Blonde
super
single
waterbed, exercise bites,
baby swing, infant seal,
Fisher Price toys and lots
of goodies for everyone

Yard Sale
1614 Tabard Dr.
Martin Heights
May 7 & 8, 1993
7:00-5:00 Fri.
7400-12:00 Sat.
Lots of clothes, adult
men & women, children - girls and boys.

Yard Sale
On Hwy. 1824 1 mile
North of Aimo
Heights
Grocery
Store on left side of
Hwy.
No Early Looks
Fri., May 7
Sat., May 8
7 a.m..?
Clothes, household
and misc. items.

Neighborhood
Yard Sale
Sat., May 8
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
507 Beale St.
(Off Chestriut Bohew 7th & 8th St.)
Good stuff cheap!

CLASSIFIED
Maass Vote,

BUSINESSWOMAN

ev€4,y11,4%,le
_County_
41:1:rix•cutivo

2

Christian, Honest, Capable
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CLASSIFIEDS

,
4

Public
Sal*

5 Party
Moving
Sale
5:2 miles on 94 East
May 8
8:00
Baby ClOthes household iteMS, etc

Carport Sale
1662 Calloway
Street
Fri., May 7
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
Sat., May 8
8 a.m-12 p.m.
Furniture,
knick
knacks, dishes and
more. Something for
everyone.

Enormous
Yard Sale
403 South LP. Miller
& Elm (Old South
2nd St) 1 block off
Poplar
Name brand clothing girls ,
juniors, womers, merit
plus saes, shoes jewelry,
toys, books, furniture, •
nens, household items and
Icols Lew prices every
thing must go

Gibbs Store Rd. 4th
house on right off
Wiswell Rd.
May 8, 1993
7 a.m.-Noon
Moving
Sale
2 m110186.121, Locus Grow
Church Rd, no road meter
church to right, la house on
Fri., May 7
Sat, Slay I
am.Rain or Shine
Movng svarytong n household
must to mid Side ,•I tearer
ow* duo waihrdryir
and a; cord Nigro sal-coo
tionsd carom 21 as I awning This
S an accumJado mot 10 visn
Mows ,ing and 1:uitt TOMS

Advertising Dept.
DIAL 753-1916
to place your WANT AD
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
8:00 A.At TO 500 PM.
SAT. 8110 AM. TO 12 NOON
Please see classified
header for deadlines
and rate information,

121 So. to Mount
Carmel Church, follow sign to Koch Rd.
and turn right

1809 Sherry Lane at end of N. 19th.
Sat., May 8

Sat. Only

Clothes, a set of dishes and odds & ends.

Lots of stuff.

Sat., May $
7 a.m. till 12:00
1505 Tabard Dr.
(In Canterbury)
Ladies sizes 14, 16, 5-6
(winter 8 summer name
brands) ladies small white
uniforms, lots of oys 8
dolls, housewares, new .5
used purses, jewelry,
scraps, fabric 8 patterns

2 Party
Garage Sale

CLASSIFIED

21 ACRES in Lynn Grove
area Will sell all together or
in 5 acre blocks 489-2161
after 7pm

Yard
Sale

Thurs -Fri -Sit
I krrt-4 p.rn,
On Airport Rd.-1 mi.from
Marshal Co. End.
Germ dares ntars to 24 ma ,
boys infant to sae 12 shots.
iont-bites tncycis siring.
books,'isomer s clothes sae
10.14, mans sacs 4 kitchen
chairs (2) bumper pada (2)
bassinets skirts nursery =tains bed ruffle lots mom

3 rri. from Mum .94W
Men women - children
clothing, household items,
tads, games, goft up
ment. something for every
one
ND Early Birds Please

Reel
Estate

Yard
Sale

Garage
Sale

Oaks Estates
Saturday Only
7 a.m-2 p.m.

Pub*
SW,

Publie
Side

4 Party
Garage Sale

Spring
Garage Sale

Multi-Party
Yard Sale
330 N. 5th
Sat., May 8
7 a.m.-12 p.m.

Clothes, tools, furniture.

Yard Sale
201 East Maple
5-8-93
8:00 a.m. till ?
Bicycle, 3 window air
2
conditioners,
drop-in
electric
ranges, lots of clothes
& knick knacks.

Yard Sale
North 5th St.
5-8-93
8:00-1:00

Baby equipment, furniture, men's, women's, kids clothes,
shoes (childs), crafts,
magazines, etc.

Yard Sale
1600 Sunset
May 8
8:00-12:30
picture
Clothes,
frames, books, wood
chairs, 1/2 bed frame,
decorative
items,
bedspreads, misc.

Multi-Family
Yard Sale
1400 N. 16th
St.
Sat., May 8th
9 a.m.-3 p.m.

Clothes, lawn mowers, treasures, crafts

Yard Sale
108 Williams

Ave. 1
block from Robertson
Elementary School.
May 8
8 ain.•3 p.m.
Children's toys, childreri's clothing, furniture,
tv'microwave stand, dishes, stereo equipment,
pm box, t.v., adutt designer clothing, Huffy
bicycle and much more!

West Kentucky's
Biggest Citywide

Sale
Murray, Ky.
Sat., May 15
7 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Yard

For detailed descriptions

of

yard

map of various locations, come
Murray

Huge
Yard Sale

8 miles on 94 East 4th
house passed Conoco.
Fri. & Sal
7 cm.?
Lots of baby downs.
swng clothes, dressing
table & etc Lots of boys
and gifts clothes all
ages Also what oats

C-2 Fox Meadows
Sat., May 8
8 a.m.-7
Something for everyone
No Early Sales

Inside
Yard Sale
Shady Oaks
Trailer Court 451
Fri. & Set —

Yard
Sale

May 7 $1
a.m.-7
SO Of Shine
Rata oac warns,& show
a-kaAis I xeectors
ore
arla Swam
'we er.ra a co Of Me
Jilt 'ems

Yard
Sale
Sat Mey
100 •

wipe

641
lb
FurtINUM 111/11 11011.
WO AWN OM 1S1L
r unsure
urtog
:foes •tc

Sit., May 8Ill
Old City Park
7 a.m till 2 p.m.

Lots of kids clothes

NEED
Tn
CASH?
obvelyard sali
OM abatis' In
the clonal's.

sale

items available and a

by

the

Tourism

Commission

5-Family
Yard Sale

520

410

lig

410

office,

805 N. 12th St.
For more information
and

an

application,

call 753-5171.

430

Read
Estate
FOR your real estate
needs. contact Wilson Realty at 302 So 12th,
753-3263 Wayne Wilson,
753-5086, broker, Pat Coleman. 753-0818, associate. Dan Miller 435-4144,
associate & auctioneer
KOPPERUD REALTY
Murrays largest real estate
firm offers a complete
range of Real Estate ser
vices with a wide selection
of quality homes all prices
or
753 1 2 2 2
1 BOO 455 1222
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges If
you are thinking or selling
contact one of our courte
ous and professional
agents at 753 1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St
flf4.4Alt Pflippeftlet
Bob Peor.n Pao Dioey
C•ot•t
Bei Air
S 0 2 753 SOLD
I SOO 31111 SABO
ROW!" PM* Cello
way Caws** °Mast and
'mai midis had *USW
, 41 112 row feu
*WM
NOW 021111110 4112 Ilhom to
Svcs
day al NO
mos end IAA Si

435
Lake
Properly
9 WATERFRONT lots, 11
water view lots Exclusive
subdivision on Kentucky
Lake. Waterfront lots Starting at $10,000 and up to
$20,000. 15 miles ',east of
Murray, KY, 10 miles north
of Paris Landing State
Park, near New Concord,
KY. New subdivision, but
only'9 waterfront lots remaining. Unspoiled surroundings, reasonable restrictions insUre owners of
stable property values. Our
Best Reference-Developer
Has Built A New Home In
The Subdivision For His
Family's Enjoyment' Developer will be on site every
Friday. Saturday and Sunday to assist you in your lot
selection Directions • From
Murray, KY travel East on
Highway 121 to New Concord, turn left On Highway
444 & go to Blood River
Baptist Church, turn right
and travel 1 mile, turn left
and proceed to the beautiful entrance to Red Water
Estates Subdivision C.W
Shelton, Real Estate &
Auction Co C W Shelton.
Broker & Auctioneer. 924
Haymarket Drive, Mayfield,
KY. (502) 247-1385
LAKE lot, /2 mile from lake
Keniana Shores, $1595
753-8257

2 WOODED lot on 94E 5
miles 753-6425 or
759-9703
OODED acres, corthwest Callow
om town
rive
Pasture,
way, well, el
Colemay RE 753

530
Used
Trucks

1979 YAMAHA $750 obo
753-1990

1987 S-10 CHEVY Blazer,
Tahoe package, 2 wheel
1981 YAMAHA Champ drive. V-6 engine,5sp overwith 59 miles. $375 Call drive, loaded, super dean
Call 753-1372 Monday753-5870
Saturday ask for Jack
YAMAHA YZ-80 dirt bike $7250
Call 753-6035 or 492-8620
1989 CHEVY Silvered°
after 4 30pm
swb, loaded new tees
wheels 436-2765

1974 FORD LTD 351 4dr
435-4581 after 8pm
1977 CORVETTE, white on
white, mag wheels with
white GT Eagle tees. garage kept, $6850 753-2158

1990 CHEVY Silvered° du
ally Ext cab, 454, auto.
loaded, excellent condition
759-9799
1991 MAZDA 132200 one
owner 753-2615

1992 MAZDA Extra cab,
white with gray interior,
1978 MONTE Carlo, good 19,XXX miles, bedliner,
running condition, $450 camper, loaded, $9600
obo 753-1134
(901) 642-2386
1983 FORD EXP, new
tires 753 5467
1984 CHEVY Capri
Classic good condition
$2100 Phone 492-8150
1984 FORD Tempo
air,cruise, auto $1400
436 5697
1984 FORD Tempo, needs
work $700 obo Call
753-5350 after 5pm
1985 NISSAN Maxima station wagon sun moon roof,
loaded local owner.$4500
753-8096 after 5 30pm
1986 DODGE 600SE excellent condition 753 9774
after 6pm

510
Carl1P•fl
1965 DODGE motorhome
ully equipped 52,XXX
miles excellent condition,
$4500 neg No trades
474-0115
1985 PROWLER. 3011.
awning. microwave, stereo.
jacks real good $6750
753-2677
24FT Coachman self
contained camper trailer.
After 4pm
$3000
i S30276 753 0236

B & B BROKERS Inc 701
South 12th St Murray
Kentucky
Phone
1986 FORD Mustang GT. 502-753-4389 your New
302H0 auto loaded
Airstream Motorhome
753-9861 after 5pm
Dealer Five to choose
Night phone
1986 NISSAN Maxima from
V6,automatic sun root 502-753 5960
loaded locally owned like SCAMPER 5th wheel. 32ft
new, $4400 435 4264 after self-contained, electric'
5pm
gas, refrigerator, gas hot
1987 MUSTANG, blue
hatch back 4 cyl 5sp
tinted windows $2400 obe
753-6554
1988 IROC Z t tops
loaded mechanically
sound 753-2616

water heater, a.c, full bath,
queen bed, very nice condition 759-9475
USED Airstream Trailers
Also used trailer hitches
Will trade 753-0114

Services
Offered

Services
Offered

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replacement 759-1516.
BAILEY'S MOWING &
LAWN CARE mowing, fertilizer, aerating & leaf removal 99% customer retention rate Free esbmates Call David Bailey
753-6986
BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Service All work guaranteed 753-1134
BRYON'S LAWN SERVICE Professional lawn
care and maintance Free
estimates* 753-4591
BUSH hogging. large or
small 753-7457
BUSH hogging 753-9772
345-4343
CARPET and vinyl installa
ton and repairs Glen Beb
ber, 759-1247
CHIM Chim Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435-4191
COUNTERTOPS. custom
Homes trailers, offices
Wultf's Recovery, Murray
436-5560
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Corn
plete installation and service
Call Gary at
759 4754
CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work septic sys
tems 354 8161 after 4pm
CUSTOM TILUNG flower
beds or gardens etc
Phone 489-2995
DRYWALL finishing repairs, additions and blow
ing ceilings 753-4761
EXPERIENCED drywall
finishing Dew construction
additions blown ceilings
435-436
FORREST Construction
Remodeling additions, repair, countertops, and general carpentry 753-9688
15 years experience

LAWN Mowing Service HAVE a small job no one
Small or large, rasonable wants to do/ We do minor
rates, work guaranteed repair work Carpenter
very depenaable Call John work, electric, plumbing
lawn work, some tree work
753-2128
hedge trimmrng cleaning &
Inmowing
service
LAWN
cutting of rence rows light
sured Coleman Benet*, hauling & other small jobs
phone 759-4564
Robert Prescott 753-9504
LEE'S CARPET CLEAN- KB ASSOCIATES GenING Spring cleaning' Call eral construction remodel
us for a free estimate mg garages decks patios
753 5827
interior trim 753 0834
LICENSED for electric and KITCHEN CABINET REgas 753 7203
COVERY existing doors &
MOBILE home roof coat- frames with woodgrayi foring Call Robert Prescott mica all colors Free esti
mates Wulff's Recovery
753-9504
Murray 436 5560
MOODY'S mower repair
Pick up and delivery WANTED large yards to
mow 753 8908 call early in
753-5668
morning Reasonable
MOWER repair Same day
service, 7 days week Most WILL mow lawns trim or
repairs at your home Fac remove trees & do light
tory trained, 15 yrs experi- hauling Reasonable rates
Call 753-2772 ask for
ence 502 753 5299
Donnie
MULCH hauled to your
WILL mow yards J & J Yard
house 759-1588
Service Call 753-6728 or
PAINTING, exterior, inter- 492-8843
ior Call Charlie Rains
WILL mow yards Reason753-5754
able rates 759-1274 after
PLUMBING repairman with 4pm
same day service Call
436-5255
REFINISHING stripping SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
custom woodworking
753-2674
753-8056
RESPONSIBLE 13 yr old
male would like to mow
grass in Murray Call
753-0569 after 5pm
RICK'S Roofing All types
of roofs and repairs Tor
chon modified and rubber
for mobile homes 17 years
experience guaranteed
work Free estimates
phone 502-437-4559
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing siding
painting plumbing concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307
SEPTIC TAO< SYSTEMS
installation repair replace
ment Backhoe service
BRENT ALLEN 759 1515

SHEETROCK finishing
textured ceilings Larry
Chnsman 492-8742
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night
753 5484
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters variety
of colors Licensed insured Estimate available
759 4690
VCR NINTENDO REPAIR
Wood VoR Service Center,
cleaning servicing $15
most repairs $35 New to
cation Route 1 Almo
Open 9-12,1-5 Mon -Fri ,
753-0530

1990 MERCURY Topaz,
air. stereo pt, auto, excel,
lent condition, $7500
753-0440 days, 436-5059 1975 ASTROGLASS 40hp GENERAL Repair plumb
ing roofing tree work
Johnson trailer, new tire
nights . Ask for Randy
436-2642
492 8749
1990 SEDAN DeVille
loaded leather, red on red 14FT V bottom, Polar GERALD WALTERS
Roofing, vinyl siding, paint
excellent condition & looks Kraft $300 753-2953
ing Free estimates 18
LOT with trees in South- priced to sell by owner 1984 BAYLINER Fish &
years experience Local reCUSTOM KITCHEN CAMP'S
west Villa size 100'x140 or $14,995 Call 759-4871
Ski model excellent condi- ferences 436-2701
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
150's140 753-3488
tion
Has
1985
70hp
Evin
1991 CAMARO RS excel
All Types Of:
GUTTERING
By
Sears
rude engine and also motor
lent condition 753-2041
Custom
Woodworking
Sears
residential
and corn
guide trolling motor Call
1991 RED Mazda Matra David King at 753-8355 mercial continuous gutters
air, pnw anti-lock braking days or 759-9854 after installed for your speafica
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
system anti theft audio 5pm
-Drop by & see our showroom
tons Call Sears 753-2310
3 ACRE farm with new well system head rest speak
409 SUNBURY-MURRAY (Bernd Bunny Bnsac
for free estimate
2 out buildings, driveway ers, drivers side air bag
753 5940
1984 FISHER Pro Challencompletely fenced. campe low mileage $13,400 obo ger.85hp motor, 16' bass HANDYMAN will do plumb111111"‘"-.
4
11"1.
1
'".111111F
42 __5i\11
optional $10,000 Located 502 522 6769 after 5pm or boat. $4000, excellent con- ing, electrical, carpentry
and
general
repair
just off Hwy 280 on old weekends
dition Call after 5pm
753-0596
Murray -concord Rd
759 9455
1991
SEDAN
DeVille Ca
436-5744 or 436-2528
dillac extra nice 753 4509
1984 RIVIERA...cruiser ponLAND. 1 to 230 acres
toon 50hp Mercury motor,
1992
Dodge
Daytona
753-1300 or 489-2116 after
24ft length, good condition
7pm. 7 5 ton gas heat loaded 9,500 Call 759-1882 if no answer,
753-5350 after 5 pm
electric air unit
leave message
CAR Stereo Installation 1985 HYDRO Sport boat
753-0113. Sunset Boule
with 1986 901'tp Mercury
yard Music Murray's Al- motor 15.', ft long motor
pine Car Audio Specialist guide trolling motor Eagle
Dial-A-Service is for you!
Dixieland Center, 1 block depth finder, exc.elleqt con
Dial-A-Service
is a handy clip-out section running each
from MSU dorms
dition $,4000 489-2247
1987 DOUBLE wide
Monday in the classifieds. You get a 2x1 display act, regularly
(28x56), 3br, 2 bath, southpriced at $9.60, for
ONE owner, 1976 15ft
19S
west area, city water, on
Terry Bass fully equipped
approx 14 acres, storage
water ready, $3500
Vans
building. satelitte. Bank ap(If ad runs rim-In-num of 1.1 wucks)
759 4515 7 9pm only
praised at $43.500 Owner 1989-90 TOYOTA conver
Stop
by
our
office today or call 753-1916
must sell. 759-9976.
sion van raised roof, cola WANTED cheap boats &
motors
All
kinds
Tom
Lee
tv
dual air system loaded
2BR country home, central
5811
h/a, vinyl siding, 1'/2 car excellent condition, $9300 436
garage, extras, dean and 753-8500 or 436-5371 after
well maintained 437-4023 5pm
3:R 2'/2 bath-Beautiful 1990-1991 DODGE mint
van $995 25xxx miles
Canterbury_ home
2car garage one low miles one high 1 A A• 1 Hauling tree trim
ming tree removal, clean •
cy fence. miles Call 753-0603
Cor
beautitu
yard 1991 MAZDA MPV van. ing out sheds, attics, & odd
lobs Free estimates
& patio are
dual air, excellent condi- 436-2102 Luke Lamb
reduced to $105
tion Call 759-9703,
Coleman RE 753-98
You are South, neither side vul- often wind up with a plus score inIA Al town country yard
753-6425
mowing landscaping tree nerable, and the bidding has gone:
stead of the minus that might result
3BR. 3200sq ft Ranch,
trimming tree removal North East
from bidding, say, three hearts. It is
South West
overlooking the #10 green,
light hauling Free esti- 1 •
1V
Pass
Pass
true that you have a king more than
tennis courts & pool at
mates
Tim Lamb
Oak's Country Club 2 masyou might have had for your one
2
Pass
?
436
2528
ter bedrooms, 22x28 recre- 1973 FORD pick up F 100
What would you bid now with each
heart response, but that is not a good
ation room. 2 large decks, 489 2032
Al AL'S hauling yard of the following four hands?
enough reason for continuing to bid
371 baths, new oak kitchen,
work tree removal mowA.19 V 4195•Q7• K984
when game is unlikely
I.
•
custom decorations & land- 1978 FORD F150 runs ing Free estimates
2..K.54 V KJ872•95 40 Q63
3. Four hearts. The strength of
good some rust, wired for 759-1683.
seeping $1 75 000
this hand lies as much in its distribua 46 10•K97632 IFQ831115-A95
trailer $1250 obo
753-4569
Al TREE Service Stump
tion as its high cards. Granting that
4.*J8 KJ73* K962
•KQ7
753-9894 after 7pm
38R brick home, 3 mites
rerrovat and spraying Free
SiiiiiiYOu
have
you have only nine high-card points.
I
.Thiee-notiu
from Murray built under 1979 CJ7JEEP A-1 condi- estimates 753 0906 after
opening hid facing an opening the fact is that you have lots of tricks
FMHA specs 759-1584 tion good tires extra 5pm 759 9816 753-0495 an
— and that's what really counts in
bid, there is no question about reachsharp runs excellent
leave message
ALPHA Builders Careen ing game. Only two game contracts bridge.
$3500 435-4656
BY OWNER SAVE SSSS
try, remodeling porches are feasible — three notrump or four
Another way of witnessing the hand
3br 3 bath bock central 1979 150 FORD. loaded. roofing concrete drive
is to Rsk yourself 'Am I likely to lowe
hearts — and the best way of reach$3850
mint condition
gas h a appliances cus
ways painting mainte ing for one of them is by jumping to four tricks after partner opens one
drapoes fenced yard low 753-0144
nance etc Free estimates
three notrump (It would he wrong to diamond and raises heartier' If the
utilities many amenities'
489 2303
1979 JEEP pickup,
answer is no, as it ought to be. you
bid only two notrump. which partner
Owner moving By appeal!
auto a's pb air, 126,000 APPLIANCE SERVICE
should go direct ly to game
ment 753-0711 759-1639
is permitted to pass 1
rnles 51750 753 0649
Kenmore Westinghouse
4. Three clubs. You are on the
If North's raise includes four
Whirlpool 30• years ex
FOR Sale by Owner
1984 GMC $15 truck gold
edge of a game,hut can't tell whether
trumps, he will almost surely re
perienc•
was with 6 cyl Isp 117 000. metes
Bossy
House on
move three notrump to four hearts. to play the hand in hearts, diamonds
isoo--.44.344,”--w•ww---HORPEEL-436-541411.--_
30i#10 sialst--bui
s
widi Only Wile— as.rump Three diamonds faito
UitiTTie
"TWOS on Hwy 94
ast 40,0
BACKHOf Serve,- ROY trump'', which is possible. he will forcing, might lits-fT1 to he a more
7530028
ISIS NISSAN black m• Hill Septic system drive- probably pass and leave you in a
truthful bid, but it is not its helpful as
ways hauling toundaaorie
HOUSE ri Colthvatei 'ter chrome wheals mead van
haunts to three club.in reaching f,w a notrump
heavy
a
contract
men
.to 759 4A64
, bath living room di cloves low nila• new mos
game -- if that is the' right contract
$32CO
753155t
ring room mat in kitchen
Thu• partner might have spade
$.PISS.PWiJIIrh.S 1319-iiipoints
SILL Musser yardresesk
upstairs with hrisplac•
strength club weaknr..s end only
part of which may he distributional
urge den utility downs
1 490 IMIONCO 111.T VI 4382043
three heartii and fiv unable to-ehid
in value. Iou sire' therefore unlikelv
Mars new vinyl siding 2 car oaital 2 moo high nabs
SLACK too sOaleit Neal to miss a game tl) pawing and will
three notrump over three diamonds
garage low 8'0 s
but ea salt vary ntawan
,
imolai on your dateestay
481112172
itua 763 12'S
Malawi Prescott MOM
twohlon•
TOMOIDIrtit% I t,uhis•

BY owner Large /2 acre lot
located in Watergate Sub
division on CUL-de SAC
Special restrictions apply
Call David King at
753-8355 days or
759-9854 after 5pm

/we

Attention
Classified Advertisers!

Only $5 A Week!

Contract Bridge

Bidding Quiz
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FRIDAY, MAY 7, 1993

Today in History

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Looking Back

Today is Friday, May 7, the 127th day of 1993. There are 238 days
kit in the year.
•
Today's Highlight in History:
On May 7, 1945, Germany signed an unconditional surrender at
-Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower's headquarters in Rheims, France, that
was to take effect the following day, ending the European stage of
World War II.
On this date:
In 1789, the first inaugural ball was held in New York in honor of
President and Mrs. George Washington.
In 1812, the poet Robert Browning was born in London.
In 1825, Italian composer Antonio Salizri died in Vienna, Austria.
In 1833, composer Johannes Brahms wasThorn in Hamburg,
— Germany.
In 1954, the 55-day Battle of Dien Bien Phu in Vietnam ended with
Vietnamese insurgents overrunning French forces.
In 1960, Leonid Brezhnev replaced Marshal Kliment Voroshilov as
president- of the Supreme Soviet.
--- In 1963, the United States launched the "Telstar II" communications satellite.
In 1975, President Gerald R. Ford formally declared an end to the
"Vietnam era." In Ho Chi Minh City — formerly Saigon — the Vict
Cong :staged a rally to celebrate their takeover.
In-1984, a S180 million out-of-court settlement was announced in
the "Agent Orange" class-action suit brought by Vietnam veterans
who charged they had suffered injury from exposure to the defoliant.
Ten years ago: Sunny's Halo took command in the stretch to win
the Kentucky Derby on a rainy day at Churchill Downs.
Five years ago: Winning Colors won the 114th running of the Kentucky Derby, becoming the third filly to win- the event.
One year ago: President Bush visited riot-scarred Los Angeles. The
space shuttle "Endeavour" blasted off on its maiden voyage. A
203-year-old proposed constitutional amendment barring Congress
from giving itsella midterm pay raise received enough votes for ratification as Michigan became the 38th state to approve it.
Today's Birthdays: Actor Darren McGavin is 71. Singer Teresa
Brewer is 62. Senator Pete Domenici, R-N.M., is 61. Football hall-offamcr Johnny Unitas is' 60.
Thought for Today: "Real stories, in distinction from those we
invent, have no author. Although history owes its existence to men, it
is not 'made' by them." — Hannah Arendt, American historian and
philosopher (1906-1975).

Ten years ago

Murray High School seniors
named to National Honor Society
were Teresa Ford, Missy Conner,
Donna Asbridge, Kimberly Oles,
Rebbie Houston, Melanie Roos,
Samantha Wilder, Joy Hina, Lisa
Wilson, Mike Childress, Bill
Bossing, Jim West, Todd Nunnally, John Purdom, Jon Mark Billington and Brad McNutt.
Pvt. Stanley B. Overd1tst has
completed basic training at 'Fort
Leonard Wood, Mo.
Tracey Brown, sophomore at
Calloway County High School,
has been selected to attend the
Hush 0!-Brian Leadership Semi•
nar at Transylvania University,
Lexington, June 3-5.
Murray High School Tigers
beat Marshall County 14 to 6
with Rusty Wright as Murray
pitcher.
Twenty years ago

State winners in Kentucky
-Baptist State Sword Drill and
Memory Work Session at Beechmont Baptist Church, Louisville,
w&e Kent and Sherry Harrison,
Reneta Collins and Melcah Paschall, all of Sinking Spring Baptist Church.
.Mrs. Charles Moffett, Mrs.
Roger Reichmuth, Mrs. John
Lyon and Mrs. Keith Hays are
new .officers of Music Department of Murray Woman's Club.
Randy Adams, I I -year-old son
of Mr. and Mrs.. Bill Adams, is
pictured with 19-pound turkey- he
got April 27 while hunting- in
-Land -.Between the- Lakel.
EILted as new officers of darden Department of Murray
Woman's Club are Mrs. Leonard
Vaughn, Mrs. James Hamilton,
Mrs. Linton Clanton, Mrs. Harry
Conley, Mrs. Kenton Miler and
Mrs. Morrison Galloway..

airs) 'ears ago
Airman Jerry W. Dyer, son .of
Mr. and Mrs. Euall W. Dyer, is
serving at thc Air Force fiase at
Amarillo, Texas.
Dr. Ralph Tesseneer of Murray
State College Faculty spoke at a
meeting of Murray Rotary Club
held at Murray Woman's Club
House.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Billy Gene Carson and
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Reuben
Moody.
Mrs. Robert Wyman, Mrs. Ed
West, Mrs. Purdom Outland and
Mrs. Morris Lamb arc new officers.of Zeta Department of Murray
Woman's: Club.
Mrs. Bethel Richardson, Mrs.
Jim ,Boonc, Mrs. Joe Ryan Cooper and Mrs. Tommy Alexander
are neW officers of Sigma
Department of Murray Woman's

DEAR ABBY: Five months ago.
we placed my father in a very nice
nursing home. 11y father, who was
greatly loved by his nieces,
nephews, brothers and sisters-inlaw, as well as niany, many friends.
has not had one visit from any of
these people. Can it be that we are
supposed to Invite" them to visit
him'? They all know he's there.
When I visit my Whet-. I stop in
to say "hello- to other elderB-• folks
on his floor. They are so grateful lior
company. I have trouble getting
away.

BLONDIE

Abby, the plight of our elderly
who are living out their lives feeling
unwanted. unloved and abandimed
Just breaks my heart. Please tell
your readers who have samt-oo.iii
a nursing facility to visit them as
often as possible It takes time and
energy., hut the rewards low them as well as fOr you
yy ill he gratifying.
SAD IN sTI'Dlo CITY

DEAR SAD: Your letter is
well worth spare''In this column. By all means, issue an

THE FAR SIDE
EILT [c YOU 2E ASLEEP
WON'T 130-1•IER 'IOU... ARE
YOU AWAKE OR ASLEEP*

invitation tl; friends and relatives that a visit would be welcomed — also, cards, letters and
telephone calls.
I hope your letter motivates
the many well-intentioned procrastinators to visit family
members and friends — soon.
It's later than you think.
DEAR ABBY: Let me tell you
why sonic' of us grown-children
dread visiting parents and parentsin-law:
AVhen was the last time you told

IF srOLI RE ASLEEP How
CAN YOU ANSWER ME"

By GARY LARSON

I '''AL.K
SLEEPti
f-1
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CATHY
WITH HAIR, AS WITH LOVE,
THE MORE REMIRE THE
REFERENCE THE SEITER,

A KIM Of MY
COUSIN'S NEIGHBOR 171LKED TO
A WOMAN WHO
HEARD Of A
NEW WI WHO'S
SUPPOSED TO
BE GREAT.

DO 40U uJANT
THE NUtileiER OF
PA‘l HAIRSTYLIST,
CATte4

Club.

Forty years agir -

About 800 women attended the
20th annual meeting of Purchase
District of Kentucky Federation
of Homemakers Clubs held at
Murray State College. There were
145 women from Calloway
County at the prpgram.
Delta Department of Murray
Woman's Club heard a program
by their children with Mrs. Will
H. Whittle!l as leader. Participating were Linda Lou Brownfield,
Sharon Churchill, Annette Hadden, Betty Hart, Betsy Howton,
Susan Munday, Mary Lee Outland, Patsy Purdom, Cecilia War-lace, Ann Kay Sanders, Ettrn
Gray, and Joyce Puryear who
were all introduced by their
mothers.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Hutchens,
May 2.

Dear Abby

Daily Comics
Mt2 Burv\S-EAC), ARE YOu
AwAX.E
YOu'RE AWAKE,
HAve A ::-NNY JOKE
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"Professor LaVonne had many enemies in the
entomological world, detective, but if you examine that
data label, you'll find exactly when and where
he was — shall we say — 'collected.'"

your _daughter son-in-law that you
were glad they marr,ifFel into the
family'? have you evrt
they did a fine job raising your
grandchildren -- or do y011 corn
plain about their hairstyles. tight
Jeans and their-music'?
Why can't you recall some happy
stories about your family' Surely all
-those years were 11111111• t Ilan a st
of funerals. We'd love to hear about
how Dad had to assemble a 1
at 3 a.m. on Christmas morning;
the time you were carving a turkey
and it slid off the platter and 11,1111
the flair, the costume parties: and
the time your luggage se .IS lost anti
you had to wear the saint. suit for
three days. Get the idea?
Think about it ant ,t her way : I hay
would piu like to visit yitur daiigh.ter and be greeted with: -Oh. these
hot flashes are killing. 1111...: "Junior
has run away with a belly- dance
leacher";"The neighbors are past toing our cats":"If I'm not pregnant
must be cancer": etc.
Frankly. fily dears. you weren't
very nice to me fe ir the p:ist :It i years
and I'm a little gun-shy-. so I've
leaf-tied (over tin. years to h iii I tny
tongue and Gip my dist:ince
Forgive. me,. but enough is
enough.
111,1-:AsE
NO NAME OR(
DEAR MIRY: Last summer. my
husband and I had a friend visa us
fiiir three dayS. We had a nice y
Ile called yesterday and said he was
coming to visit us again this sum
1110T. We figured afillt her short ,..1;ty
ith.ree or tour days', which ould
fine with us. so we said we witititl It,
glad to see him.
‘Now we hear from inutu:11
friends that he plans to stay thwe
or four weeks'. Abby. we do not ‘1 ant .
hint fOr more than a tew days What
shoukl we
Clit1WDEI) IN 11.(tRIDA
DEAR CROWDED: Since
your mutual friends appear to
he his "booking agents," call
them quickly and tell them
what you have told me. Better
yet, take no chances — call your
friend and let him know that
three or four days would he
fine, but you can't accommodate
him for a longer period.

Dr. Gott
By Peter H. Gott. M.D.

DEAR DR. GOTT. A friend told nit'
he keeps his-cholesterol leyi'.1 It, In.
smnking. I assume his claim is
grounded on the fact that nirolinic
acid is used to lower levels. yet I think
Answer to Previous Puzzle
nicotine and nicotinic acid are as tar
32 Be in debt
apart as t•thyl and methyl alcohol are
33 Fondled
IIIB L I N DFA A T E- MI Please respond
37 Diatribe
40 Female ruff
MEANER
I REN I C
DEAR READER I'm with you
41 Pedal digit
E
I N•EATE NaL E, Smoking cigarettes to lower choles
42 White-sale
terol is like shooting yourself in the
A
items
head to treat a headache Nicotine is a
45 Happy
poison that has no known health 1/11111'
49 Site of Tat
Mahal
fits. It is not related tonicolinrc arid
50 Cat's toot
(niacin t. which is a It complex yitamin
52 Bosc or anjou
necessary for normal metati)lism
53 Landed
Your friend is merely using a flans%
54 Mine find
excuse to justify his cigarette addie•
55 "Born Free"
lion.
lioness
56 "- Do It
Niacin supplement does. indeed.
Again"
lower cholesterol blood levels in some
57 Mr Koppel
5-7 c 1993 United Feature Syndicate patients. Nicotine doesn't
58 Judge
Unfortunately, niacin must
DOWN
10 Great Lake
4 Come into
taken in large doses to achieve this
11 Winglike
view
goal; 1,000 1,500 mg per day may he
1 Halt
19
$ Whiskers
necessary. At this dose, niacin may
2 Jason s ship
iend Fr
21 Friend
6 Everyone
cause extreme flushing, therefore,
3 Hawaiian
24 Policeman
Caught
slang
7
rootstock
physicians recommend a starting
25 Poem
8 -- butter
dose. of SO too mg . from which the
26 Encountered
patient must gradually. work up to the
28 Garden tool
29 Female sheep
full dose Also, timed release capsule's
'30 Crimson
have been reported to cause Irver
34 Handles
damage-that.: most doctors have
35 Moray
returned to the practice of ordering
is
36 Autocrat
standard niacin tablets
37 Cooked To give you.more information. I ant
19
20
21
38 SM1cml
ounYtain
sending you a free copy of my Health
pass
Report "Understanding Cholesterol
39 Harvested
Dth-er readers who would like a copy
42 South African
should send $1 25 with a long sell
4443 EyeDumoc:
addressed, stamped envelope. to l'0
PIIII
j
I
Box 24:13. New York. NY 10153
• Gthilii
sure to mention the title
fC ff•f
V
46 Distant
DEAR DR (()TT At the beginning
pre'•
of World War II there was a plan to
use okra as a bk•od plasma Can you
4?
4. C°19"°"
Apo11soc isr• s
tell rnr tI this process ever took place'
*mph
SI Exist
DEAN HEtSDEK I am sure that
limy were a MN of svan* *airmen to
upprove health back in the early
I Sins hot this take's the ib "In
.ins*kvr %.itir question No. I de not
behest. Own. as ,in WINO Ann lo
Us.' okra as•blood soludildlt
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GARFIELD
ISN'T IT CUTE
THE WAY CATS
LIKE TO PLAY
wiT14 A GALL
OF YARN?
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1 Surfeit
5 Prohibit
8 - bargain
12 British
streetcar
13 Guido's high
note
14 Actor
HoMman
15 Monster
16 Priest's
vestment
17 - Minor
18 More indigent
20 Ridicule
lightly
22 Frolic
23 Large bird
24 Shooting
stars
27 State of
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`Anything Goes' opens tonight

,
4

By MICHAEL ROBINSON
Spocial to the Lodgor

The thrill of the '30s is brought
back to life in the rip-roaring fantasy, "Anything Goes," which
will be presented by the Murray
High School Speech and Theater
Club Friday through Monday at
Playhouse in the Park.
The musical comedy was first
produced on Broadway in 1934
and features songs by Cole Porter
that arc familiar to almost everyone. Among them arc "Anything
Goes," as well as "It's Delovely."
"All Through The Night," "1 Get
A Kick Out Of You," and
"You're The Top."
atThe action of the play takes
place in the 1930s on the "S.S.
American," a cruise ship sailing
from New York to England.
Billy Crocker (played by Jon

Reid) is a down-on -his-luck
stockbroker who stows away on
the ship in order to keep his
"lady of the night" from getting
married to someone else.
Erica Rowlett plays Hope Harcourt, the lady who would like to
be with Billy but does not want
to displease her insistcnt mother,
Mrs. Harcpun (Tracy Pervine).
Scott Conklin is Sir Evelyn Oakley, Hope's fiance whose appetite
for pleasure has not yet been
fulfilled — though his tide comes
in when night club sinker Reno
Sweeny (Tory Holton) comes
aboard.
Rehearsals for "Anything
Goes" began in January when
Murray native Lewis Bossing
took time off from an offBroadw'ay production in New
York City to work with the cast
of the show. Within two weeks,

Bossing taught the entire cast of
approximately 50 to tap dance
and choreographed many of the
musical numbers for the show.
When Bossing went back to
New York, director Mark Etherton went full speed ahead and has
put together what just may be the
b*gest musical Murray High
School has ever produced.
Among those helping Etherton
with his effort are Sue Spann,
piano accompanist; Tamara Clinton, vocal director; Stacey Smith,
stage manager and Waysie_Etates,
set construction.
"Anything Goes" features a
full orchestra, directed by John
Stroubc, the band director at
M HS.
The show will be staged at 8 p.m. each date except Sunday's
matinee at 2 p.m. Tickets are
available- at the door.

TAYLOIRADE BEALS
1993 Chevrolet
3 Dr. Geo Metro

'6,99900*
*746310

Adams, Key, Urban and
Warren honored at event
Four area Murray State University students were honored at the
MSU department of nursing Senior
Recognition Ceremony Friday
evening in the Curris Center ballroom on campus.
Phillip Adams, Martha Ann Key,
Sherri Urban and Kim Warren were
among the graduating seniors recognized at the ceremony. They
were each presented a nursing pin,
which is traditionally worn on the
nursing uniform.
The son of the late John and Mary
Adams of Murray, Adams is a
graduate of Murray High School.
He has worked in pre-hospital care
as an emergency medical technician
in Calloway County since 1978. As
a professional nurse, he plans to
work in the emergency room at
Western Baptist Hospital in Paducah and to continue to work in the
pre-hospital area as a paramedic.
Key is the daughter of David Lee
and Pat McMullin of Sebree. Her
children are Melissa, a student at
Calloway County High School,
Doris, who attends Calloway
County Middle School, and Jennifer, a Southwest Elementary student.
She has consistently been named
to the Dean's list at Murray State and

plans to work in the intensive care
unit at Lourdes Hospital in Padiecah
after graduation.
The daughter of Tom and Marilyn Wells, Urban earned a bachelor's degree at Montclair(N.J.)State
College in Upper Montclair, NJ. She is married to Robert Urban, a
graduate of the U.S. Military
Academy who is pursuing a master's
degree in remote sensing at Murray
State. They have five children:
Liberty, 13; Robert, 10; Tony, 9;
Barrett, 3; and Madeline, I.
Urban was recognized at Honors
Day Friday as the outstanding senior nursing student. After graduating, she plans to work in maternalchild nursing and obtain nursemidwifery certification at the Frontier Nursing School at Hyden. She
also plans to pursue her master's
degree through Case Western Reserve University in Cleveland,
Ohio.
Warren lives in Hardin with her
father, Bob Warren. In addition to
her nursing degree, she earned a
previous degree in rehabilitation
from Murray State. Aftef gradualing, she will be employed as an
office nurse with Dr. Clegg Austin,
a Murray pediatrician.

Walter's Pharmacy
Capsule
Summary

1993 Chevrolet
Cavalier
2 Dr. Coupe

Walter Mehr
Pharmacist
Keeping Flt While For Front Home
'Reg war "morose is a basic pan of covert& 9004
room - not just physical health. but mental and
'mutton& heath al mil
•To boa reaulat part of your general Me style.
ineitsie must bt into your normal Schedule
'II you travel a great deal, suerose must be
tremble enough to lit int, your schedule while
you are away Irom ham,
•Whilis on business trips or vacation. take
advantage ol gyms and aerobic eumose classes if your hotel Wets than.
.11 you don't have aocessloinerase facilities. try
poggrig of waking Waking one mks butte the
same nun-tier ol cabrwas as jogging one mak It
just takes longer
•It business Of vacation takes yOu to climates
much warmer than home, reduce the iMenstry ol
your work out tor the twit lour to ten days, or try
switnnwig
-Swimming (at 20 yards per minute) bums
between 200 and 400calories per hour,depending on your size, and he.controi your terry,.atune during exercise
•11 you ate dressed propos* and use good
judgment. Its sale to woni out during the winter,
even In subtreelitng temperatures
-One caution here however. people wtth heart
PrObteme ShOuld not faleCsie OutO0oes in se
vete Cr:VO
'Most pet:04 00n1 have any problems(normwig at altitudes up to 6.500 teal Al altitudes
above the. avoid strenuous stems" until you
adjust • usually after two to five days
•Remernber to check with your doctor before
beg,nrung any exercise madam The is especially true
you are over 40, have not been
extecslung regularly, have any health problems.
or are overweight

#149780

519 S. 12th • 753-7688
We accept Blue Cross Blue Shreld
PCS and others

sv***4
Please Vote
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Calloway County
Judge Executive
born to Curtis and Ruthie Treas Mohler-Calloway, Co.
married, oldest son born, next 15 years had four
additional sons
• 1.958 - started working clothing factory while husband
attended school
established Coach Estates with partner (15 original
• 1964
spaces)
next 5 yrs. drove school bus to purchase partners
• 1967
share. Became descretely involved in politics through
husband's political activity
• 1967-81- full time manager and 1/2 owner ofCoach Estates and
Fox Meadows Mobile Home Courts (grew from 15
spaces to 128 families, under my management)
• 1980 - filed for divorce; mobile home courts went with
divorce. Retrieved maiden name - Eva Mohler - with
blessings from sons & parents
• 1981 - next several years, returned to driving school bus to
provide a home for two youngest sons.
• 1989 - at age 52, constructed building and opened my own
business, Eva's Custom Sewing on 12th St.

• 1936
• 1954

#116942

1993 Chevrolet
S10 Tahoe V-6

• 1991 - purchased corner lot(12th & Poplar); leased original
building to W. Ky.-Rural Ele,Ctric. Moved business to
12th & Poplar, increased employees from 1 to 3 to
meet growing demands
I feel that the manner in which I have managed my life and business
equips me well to handle the job of Calloway County Judge Executive. We

must handle the county in a more business manner. We can no longer exist on
'You scratch my back and I will pat yours!'
My objectives are as follows.
To LISTEN II to the people,12)to the experts and(q)to the committima.
To LEARN 1 from the people, i21 from the experts and (3i from the
committees
Then to work with the Magistrates till the I It)LAS ihsa,to DECIDE %ow t
is BE-ST for Calloviay County
r,• ••.• 1.•
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